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Abstract 
The volume of email being received by email users nowadays is enormous. Email 
users spend significant amount of time to manage their emails, which tends to be 
tedious. The task of grouping emails for further processing often discourages users 
from filing their mail, resulting in unmanageable mailboxes that contain hundreds or 
even thousands of unsorted messages. The present work starts by redeveloping a 
systematic framework of email management. Major email managing tasks were 
identified, investigated and classified into categories, namely, email summarisation, 
email grouping and email urgency reply prediction, the details of which are provided 
within this research work. Any possible solution to problems of managing emails, 
such as email overloads and email congestions should eliminate the need for human 
intuition in email management systems. Hence this work focuses on utilising 
unsupervised machine learning techniques in the development of key email 
management tools such as adaptive mail summa riser, which provide precise 
summaries of email messages, a mail cluster, which groups email messages based 
on the focus of the mail and a mail predictor, which determines mails that need 
attention or require urgent replies. 
This work was carried out in different stages. First, an unsupervised mail summariser 
learner was proposed and developed, that utilises knowledge, as well as words and 
phrases modelling (keywords extractions) approach to provide a coherent email 
summaries. Secondly, the task of grouping emails into categories based on the focus 
of the mail contents is explored. Email evolving clustering method was developed to 
organise mails into relevant and accurate clusters, resulting in a clustering similarity 
matrix. Artificial neural networks with back propagation techniques were involved. 
Thirdly, a reply prediction technique was proposed for the purpose of classifying mail 
into different reply urgency index by exploiting the unsupervised learning with human 
justifications in the early phase. The research work eventually integrates all three 
into an email management system. An email management toolkit was then 
developed to test, evaluate and illustrate the proposed email management system. 
The prototype toolkit can be organised as a plug-in for most of email clients. A large-
scale case study was conducted in which the effectiveness of the systematic email 
management framework developed in this work was demonstrated. 
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1 Introduction 
Email nowadays is a natural part of everyday life. Computer users use emails to 
communicate with friends, families, e-businesses and colleagues allowing for ease of 
communication. However, due to high volume of emails received daily the mailbox is 
easily congested. Users may find it difficult to prioritise and successfully process the 
contents of incoming messages as well as finding those previously archived 
message in a mailbox. Many people spend significant amounts of time handling their 
growing amounts of emails and managing them have become a daunting task. The 
increasing number of email users overall, usages, and messages involved has been 
referred to as email overload [80]. In practice, users find creating an efficient filing 
system and choosing appropriate folders a difficult and time consuming task [1]. As a 
result, searching and retrieving information from email messages is challenging. 
Therefore, [10] Email clients generally seem not to have progressed correspondingly 
to handle these new email functions. Therefore, email clients need to be redesigned 
to help users in summarising, grouping and determining emails that need urgent 
reply into a workable property to get a better overview of the contents and context of 
the mailbox. It has been recognised that clustering emails into meaningful groups 
based on the email focus can greatly save cognitive load to process emails, than 
foldering method [9] which can offer help in organising emails, but the user needs to 
manually create folders. 
This research work develops a unique and effective method for managing 
information in email, reducing email overloads by the method of grouping emails 
based on users' activities, and based on keywords known as "properties" and 
providing summaries of email messages. This research implemented a constructive 
research method as a means to validate the developed email management 
framework which consists of three tasks: 
• email grouping, 
• email summarisation, and 
• email urgency reply prediction. 
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Email message contents are extracted to form "properties" of email message. 
Properties of an email are keywords that show the focus of the mail and can also be 
a group of salient words in the mail. Sentences in emails are made up of words and 
phrases. So, each of these words is a reflection of the focus of the mail. If a mail is 
about flight confirmation, the following properties will be selected by the developed 
clustering method such as: flight booking date, flight number, departure time, arrival 
time, airline carrier, travel confirmation, departure city and arrival city. Once these 
properties are selected by the clustering method, then such a mail will be processed 
and the mail will be grouped into appropriate category based on the most relevant 
properties of the mail. After the messages are grouped, then the mails can be 
summarised based on the selected salient properties index that represent the focus 
of the mails and the property index which contains the sets of selected keywords 
forms the summary of the mail. E.g. Flight booking confirmation, flight date, 
departure city and time, arrival city and time, airline carrier: email summary of flight 
booking. 
The email grouping is extended in chapter 6 to incorporate more intelligent agent 
into its decision making using machine learning approach. The advanced machine 
learning approach embedded in the email grouping utilised to an intelligent email 
grouping system (lEGS). Furthermore, some techniques were developed that allow 
the proposed summariser to extract information from email messages and build a 
model from the selected salient keywords in order to summarise messages more 
concisely. This summariser makes use of some rules set to summarise emails based 
on its observations and set of rules that are passed unto the summariser. These and 
many more provide futuristic approaches to developing an email management 
system that could solve and reduce email problems. Email management thus is 
essential and vital to this research work. Further details on the proposed approaches 
can be found in chapter 4 and further information on email management and survey 
investigated are explained in chapter 7. 
The goal of this research is to design and develop an efficient and effective email 
management system that will perform better than the existing email clients. The tools 
described herein should prove useful in this area of research. Firstly, to determine if 
a mail requires an urgent reply: email urgency reply prediction (EURP), Secondly, 
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group the mails based on the properties extracted from both the subject field of the 
mail as well as the content of the email messages: email grouping (UCM, UEVSM), 
and finally, provide summarised email messages based on the extracted keywords: 
Sequential Message Summarisation Method (SMSM). This system will use certain 
aspects of inbuilt dictionary in the algorithm, heuristics methods, vector space model, 
similarity measures, and machine learning techniques with unsupervised learning 
approach. 
1.1 Problem Description 
This work aims to investigate and develop a framework for email management 
that can improve the performances of email users. The problems associated with 
email management in this work are categorised into three groups: 
• Email Grouping Challenge 
The volume of information in emails to be processed are huge and extracting 
information from subject field is reasonably easy and straight forward but extracting 
information from email body is totally different because of unpredictable contents and 
content analysis can be tedious. It is not efficient and visible to apply clustering 
method to handle email contents in full. As soon as sufficient information is received 
by the clustering method, the difficulty is: 
'to pinpoint when the clustering process accumulates accurate and 
sufficient information for grouping purpose". 
This is needed to process the email dataset and make it more efficient. Most of 
the existing clustering approaches [28, 35] cannot stop clustering processing when 
the key information has been retrieved and sufficient to make sensible judgements. 
In order to address the above difficulties, unsupervised clustering method (UCM) is 
developed in this framework to extract information from email messages and able to 
determine the threshold to terminate clustering processes when enough key 
information is retrieved. 
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• Email Summarisation Challenge 
Email summarisation is challenging in the following aspects: 
Many emails are asynchronous responses to some previous messages 
and as such they constitute a conversation, which may be hard to 
reconstruct in detail, and 
A conversation may involve many users, many of whom may have 
different writing styles (e.g., short or long sentences, formal or 
informal). 
Finally, hidden emails may carry important information that could be keywords to 
be part of the summary. As defined in [15], a hidden email is an email quoted by at 
least one email in the folder but is not present itself in the user's folders. 
• Email Urgency Reply Prediction Challenge 
The main obstacle in email urgency reply prediction (EURP) is the complexity of 
emails, problem of natural language by using a set of same word with different 
pattern or organisation or combination, as these set of words can possibly express 
hundreds of different meanings. Email prioritisation researches especially in the area 
of implementing urgency of mails using machine learning are very rare. As a result, a 
new way to handle mails with urgent undertone is needed. 
There is an urgent need to solve this information overload problem, and that is 
why this research developed a framework that can automatically learn the keywords 
in email messages and be able to determine emailsthatrequire urgent reply. To 
alleviate this email overload problem as well as complexity issues, the present work 
focuses on identifying keyword properties to determine messages that are of 
interesting and of importance among others for user's attention through machine 
learning approaches. Wacaser et al [77] explained that the email overload problem 
has steadily worsened as businesses have attempted to continue to manage their 
workloads with a technology that was never designed for the things that are 
expected of it today. Wacaser et al [77] explored in depth the many serious problems 
caused by email when it is used to manage projects in the workplace. 
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1.1.1 Focus of Research 
The focus of this research is to develop and design an intelligent email client that 
will be able to group email based on keywords- email grouping, summarise email 
messages- email summarisation, predict email that needs urgent reply- email 
urgency reply prediction. This research focuses on both business and private email 
messages as it enhances the productivities of businesses. It is time-saving , reliable 
form of information and this prototype email client would be able to handle business 
and private emails better, and provide a very good output as compared to existing 
tools as elaborated in the evaluation and results in chapter 7. 
The developed solution is able to group email message intelligently, summarise 
email messages and determine email messages that require replies and this is a 
different approach. This developed approach can handle one-to-one but not one-to-
many email messages. One to one email messages are emails that are sent from 
one sender to a single recipient while one-to-many email messages are messages 
that are sent from one sender to multiple receivers. This research has not covered 
one-to-many email messages. This is usually the case with company and 
government email messages. A mail could be sent to a group of people to perform a 
task. Figure 1.1 shows an example of one-to-many email messages. 
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Figure 1.1 One-to-Many Email Conversation 
This research focuses only on one-to-one messages but not on one-to-many or 
many-to-many messages due to many possible compl ications that may accompany 
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it. For instance, It is hard to iterate through all the companies email messages from 
account department to sales to IT department and many more. 
1.1.2 Email Management 
These days everybody's job is increasingly reliant on the availability of email. The 
two most important facts about email are that it is extremely fast and inexpensive. 
For small businesses and for personal use, this can cut costs dramatically in 
comparison to standard letters. Just like many years ago faxes drove down the cost 
of business and personal communication and, so does email today. Emails can 
contain pictures, documents, programs and many other attachments. For a business 
or an individual to send an email, it is practically cost free, as the bandwidth used is 
minimal and most businesses and home users have flat fee internet connections. 
Email can be a very powerful marketing tool. It is valued by many online users as 
a timely, easy, inexpensive and convenient way to get information from advertisers 
and marketers. Marketing through email allows small businesses to make a real 
connection with their target audience while at the same time allows them to compete 
with larger businesses at a much lower cost in a levelled playing field. With these 
facts, this research work investigated and developed an intelligent email client that 
could reduce the problems of email managements and perform these three tasks: 
grouping of email messages, summarisation of email messages, and determining 
email messages that require urgent reply. Further details about this framework in 
chapter 4. 
1.2 Gaps in Research 
The gaps in this area of research are: 
• the strategy of keyword selection: Selection of keywords and 
calculating global weight of each word which needs huge efforts and 
requires maintaining the large vector space, 
• difficulty of Keywords selection: How to determine salient keywords 
that can make up the focus of the mail is a big gap. Keywords 
selection measure is difficult to cope with especially with complexity of 
emails communication which may vary based on various users, 
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• 
• 
how to solve problem of word or phrase similarity in different email 
messages, and 
other gap is heavy manual labelling. An email naturally has no label 
indicating the group it can belong. The label can only be set by humans 
for accuracy, which needs heavy manual labour. This gap is especially 
significant for email users who need to be labelling email messages 
frequently in order to manage and organise their inbox. Labelling of 
mails is required in this research work in order to train the proposed 
agents to learn new things and be self knowledgeable. 
The key of using developed unsupervised clustering method (UCM) to cluster 
emails in combination with unsupervised email vector space model (UEVSM) has 
improved the performance of the email groupings being generated. 
The existing approaches as elaborated in section 2.3 allows for sorting email 
messages into folders and ordering them by importance, while this research focuses 
on grouping email messages based on the activities ( or properties of the mail) in the 
email. An activity is what the email content is about, the main point that the email 
message stresses making this research unique from the existing solutions. In 
addition, the existing email classifiers support message filing according to user-
defined rules set, which records each email interaction and use a learning algorithm 
to classify new messages based on the user's prior behaviours. The approach that 
used structure as well as the content of emails in a folder for email classification by 
Aery et al [2], was based on the premise that representative common and recurring 
structures or patterns can be extracted from a pre-classified email folder and the 
same can be used effectively for classifying incoming emails. The propose solutions 
as elaborated in section 1.1 to email groupings are implemented in two different 
approaches and they are: 
• unsupervised Learning Approach, and 
• semi-supervised Leaning Approach. 
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The unsupervised clustering method's algorithm is trained to learn specific 
features of email by itself and then become more intelligent to be able to group 
emails into the correct groups while the semi-supervised is a mixture of learning by 
example after being trained. This makes this research far different from existing 
solutions. 
1.3. Contributions 
This thesis is the first study with several statistical classification and clustering 
methods addressing the aforementioned challenging issues based on the proposed 
approaches as elaborated in chapter 4. It contributes new theoretical and empirical 
knowledge to the area of artificial intelligence for email management. The research 
work utilises tools such as constructing a new email dataset, making use of email 
messages from each users, and systematically evaluating several hypothesis 
models. More specifically and summarily, the research contributions are as follows: 
• developed an Unsupervised Email Vector Space Model (UEVSM) as a viable 
technique for keywords pattern extraction, frequent words and phrase 
selections. This approach is based on the premise that representative -
common and recurring - structures/patterns/features can be extracted from a 
pre-grouped email dataset and the same can be used effectively for grouping 
incoming emails. It suggest that a email dataset consists of representative 
emails or knowledge sets which contains typically a set of keywords 
representing a specific meaning, and the structure and content of these 
representative emails or knowledge sets can be extracted by adapting 
unsupervised email vector space model techniques to work with the 
developed UCM. The work also, hypothesise that clustering is critical for this 
to work as it helps in grouping similar structures within emails instead of 
looking for exact/identical matches that may be difficult to find in the email 
messages, 
• developed Sequence Message Summarisation Method (SMSM) to process 
email message as a sequence of representative phrases. SMSM also 
provides an unsupervised keywords selection for email summaries. The 
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• 
approach builds a Semantic Keyword Index (SKI) for the email messages to 
be summarised. Summary extraction of keywords is then formulated as 
optimising keywords detection defined on the SKI. Hence, SMSM selects 
salient keywords from emails and organise them into an intermediate 
summary, and 
developed an Email Urgency Reply Prediction (EURP) which focuses on 
detection of emails that need urgent reply using heuristic machine learning 
approach, namely a newly developed urgency prediction (UP) method in this 
work. One of the important aspect of UP is the use of unsupervised urgency 
prediction to learn important salient keywords (sets) that shows the focus of 
the mail and determines the urgency of such mails. UP identifies and 
organises keyword sets from email messages, to produce an urgency index 
which will be described in detail later on. 
Furthermore, the proposed solutions for email summarisation, email groupings 
and email urgency reply predictions will have great impact on email users and these 
would enable email management systems to be more efficient, simple to implement, 
generally applicable in any form of areas ranging from emails to news articles. Other 
additional research contributions are: 
• development and design of an efficient means to read more mail within a 
short period of time, 
• avoidance and reduction of congestions in email, 
• prioritising email messages in a more efficient manner that is better than 
existing approaches, 
• development and design of effective and efficient methods of managing and 
organising email, and 
• proposed a new framework for email management. 
The summative purpose of this research is to develop a framework of email 
management system that is unique and different from the existing framework. The 
developed email management frame work consists of email grouping, email 
summarisation, and email urgency reply prediction. More details in chapter 4. 
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1.4 Overview of Work 
The difficulty in finding a better email client that can reduce human intuition, solve 
email users' problems and be efficient, fast and cost effective are rare but this 
research develops and designs an intelligent machine learning mail client that solves 
the problems stated below: 
• human manual continuous filtering of email messages, searching archive 
messages, 
• congested mailboxes that force the email users to delete messages, 
• high volumes of emails that could potentially lead to overloads, 
• most email clients are not well structured, and cannot prioritise messages or 
determine mails that need replies, and 
• lack of summative messages that can save email users of their time and 
reduce the burden of reading hundreds and thousands of messages. 
This work introduces the new proposed approach to email management as a 
means of solving the problems of email messages in the mailbox. An online survey 
system was implemented where thousands of email users were involved and filled 
the online questionnaires as a frequent email user and the survey is about special 
features that email users would have loved their email clients to do and perform for 
them; Online email web survey system. The survey involved human participants 
who tested the proposed prototype email client with their rea I email messages and 
provided an analysed result of how good the proposed email client performs with 
respect to email urgency reply prediction, grouping of emails and summaries of 
emails as a method of alleviating email problems. 
The objective of this research is to develop a machine learning technique that 
could tackle some of the problems of email management mainly email overloads, 
email prediction problems, and un-structured mailboxes. Thus, the general focus of 
the current work is the development of a better and efficient email management tool 
for an organised, and efficient system. The main objectives are: 
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• 
• 
to study the existing email management systems, 
to investigate the algorithms used in order to determine their features 
functionalities and also to compare and contrast the efficiency, effectiveness, 
and their general performances, 
• to develop an evaluation method which can be used to predict the 
performance of the proposed algorithm, 
• to develop new algorithm that will be useful for email summarisation, email 
grouping and email urgency reply prediction based on frequency of words in 
email messages as well as embedding weighting measures to achieve a good 
outcome, 
• to implement the proposed algorithms, and 
• to test, evaluate and analyse the output results of the proposed algorithm. 
1.5 Development of Email Management System 
Email users have now realised the importance of taking control of their email 
messages. There are other questions people ask from the empirical survey on what 
they will like their email client to do or algorithm for an email client to do: 
1). take good care of their email messages against loss of important or crucial 
information, 
2). look for previous archived messages, 
3). structure and manage their email better for easy access, 
4). obtain a short and concise content of the messages, and 
5). determine the mail that requires attention 
Managing emails is one of the areas of internet services that are very useful for 
users, especially for businesses that depend on email communications. This 
research implements varieties of machine learning algorithms on managing emails 
using: 
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• unsupervised learning approach: to solve the problems of difficulties in 
determining the mails that requires attention utilising email urgency reply 
prediction (EURP), 
• unsupervised learning techniques as well as Supervised Learning: to solve 
the problems of un-organised email messages via email grouping, and 
• unsupervised email summarisation to achieve meaningful and concise 
email summarises through email summariser. 
Email Management (EM) is a process of handling emails before the mail box gets 
congested and overloaded and it is also a method of controlling the amount of mails 
that email users receive. This limits the type of emails from un-reliable sources, 
creating a well structured mail box that makes previous messages visible and 
searchable through email grouping system (EGS), creating a prioritiser that could 
indicate mails that require attention via email urgency reply prediction and creating a 
platform that incoming emails could be summarised more intelligently utilising email 
summariser. Email users will be able to have a copy of the original mail as well as 
the intelligent summaries, which will help users to save time spent on emails. 
Many institutions and businesses are rapidly coming to the conclusion that email 
management can no longer be left to individual members of staff to perform on a 
'best efforts' basis and that a more proactive and co-ordinated approach is needed 
according to Joint information systems committee [10]. Infokit [34] also outlays its 
purpose in the area of email management and stated that "the purpose of their 
research on email management is to outline the main elements i.e policies, 
procedures, and user training need to be considered together to achieve an 
effective, institution-wide response. The contents of this section according to the 
infokit [34] builds on and augment the information provided in the Information 
Lifecycle-Creation strand and should be considered in this light. What this section 
attempts to do is build on the general good practice guidance on information creation 
covered previously and look specifically at the additional requirements for creating 
and managing good emails". 
Email clients that could solve email users' problems and be more efficient, fast 
and cost effective are rare but this research develops and designs an intelligent 
machine learning mail client that solves the problems stated below; 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
emails storage spaces are becoming restricted, 
mail boxes are getting congested forcing the email users to delete messages, 
high volumes of emails could lead to overloads and , 
most email clients are not well structured and cannot prioritise messages. 
1.5.1 Email Grouping 
One of the common existing methods used for email classifications is to archive 
messages into folders with a view of reducing the number of information objects a 
user must process within a given time. This is a manual and often insufficient 
classification because folder names are not necessarily true reflections of their 
content and their creation and maintenance can impose a significant burden on the 
user 
Moreover, a rule-based system as explained by Schuff et al [66] can provide a 
semi automated email classification but requires the users to define a set of 
instructions for the email application to sort incoming messages into folders and 
order them by level of importance. The disadvantages of rule-based system are that 
they are not suitable for most non-technical users because writing the rules require 
some level of programming experience. In summary, Boone [11] describes an agent 
system that groups similar messages based on existing folder structure provided by 
the user while it learns concept and decision policies for future message. 
1.5.2 Email Summarisation 
The techniques that are used in most summarisation systems are the use of false 
positive regular expressions [13, 47] and such software systems are used to find 
names of people and companies mentioned in certain messages. False positives are 
incorrect result of an email, which erroneously detects names, dates companies 
mentioned in the email message, when in fact it is not present. The email 
summarisation is evaluated using a gold standard. Gold standard is the human 
participant, human analysis of the email summaries as a standard that is genuine, 
true and real. Zhou et al [82] states that human-written summaries usually make up 
the gold standards. In addition, some implemented the use of gold standards as 
references. Due to the complex structure of the email dialogue, the summary itself 
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exhibits some discourse structure, necessitating such reader guidance phrases such 
as "for the ... question," "on the ... subject," "regarding ... ," "later in the same email," 
etc., to direct and refocus the reader's attention. 
1.5.3. Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
This work focuses on providing solution to determine emails that require urgent 
replies as this can save time, instead of searching for previous messages or 
messages that was just realised are important to us or have received a reminder 
about. This ultimately will make users email box better organised. 
If existing tools to solve the problems of email overload, un-organised mailboxes, 
un-prioritised email messages have not met email users' satisfaction, better email 
management tool is therefore needed. This section elaborated on the importance of 
email management, motivation and goals of the research, the survey statistics 
carried out, description of problems addressed by the research, and the proposed 
approach to solving these problems. The objectives of this thesis are to investigate 
the existing email management tools, investigate the existing algorithms for email 
machine learning, and identify the methodologies implemented and to develop and 
design an effective and efficient email management tool. 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 
• Chapter 2: Provides Gl brief overview and history of emails, the importance of 
emails and their management, It covers the principles of email management, 
brief introduction of the three main research areas implemented in this work 
(email grouping, email summarisation, and email urgency reply prediction), 
the gaps of email management and the techniques implemented, and an 
overall summary of the chapter; 
• Chapter 3: Gives an overview of artificial intelligence (AI) and email 
management, machine learning and email management, overview of key 
techniques, with their advantages and disadvantages, application of machine 
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learning for email management, gaps of machine learning for email 
management, artificial neural network, associated key techniques, 
advantages and disadvantages between artificial neural networks (ANN) and 
machine learning (ML), application of ANN for email management, gaps of 
ANN for email management; 
• Chapter 4: Covers developing theories for email management, general 
requirements of email management, classifying email management, email 
management solutions; 
• Chapter 5: Covers developing intelligent email management, research 
contributions, design and development of machine learning techniques and 
ANNs for email management, as well as development of an intelligent 
framework for email management system; 
• Chapter 6: Deals with development a prototype of the intelligent email 
management system, with a description of the general architecture of the 
prototype system and its implementation in email management. It also 
investigated existing theories and tools for efficient email management, 
developed theories and techniques to solving email management problems; 
• Chapter 7: Implementation of survey, designing survey questions, survey 
results and analysis, design of survey system, Implementation of survey 
system, evaluating the intelligent email management frame work, testing plan 
of the prototype tools, testing results and evaluation, conclusion and future 
work; 
• Chapter 8: Provides the summary of the research work, the focus of the 
research work, discussion of solutions provided for research problems, 
criteria for research success and analysis, self evaluation, conclusion and 
future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
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2. Background and Literature Review 
This chapter demonstrates that managing email is worth value for money because 
it is cost effective and reduces un-necessary time spent on reading and organising 
email messages. This research work is unique compared to existing email managing 
tools POPFILE [60], SpamBaye [72], Gmail [53], Open Text Summariser [81] to 
mention a few and was investigated and proved with supporting techniques needed 
for this research. The management and usefulness of em ails are introduced in this 
chapter and other existing email related researches are investigated and analysed in 
order to compare their functionalities and approaches making this research evenly 
proven. 
2.1. Overview of Email History 
Email was never invented as a medium of communication as stated by Tomlinson 
[73] who is one of the pioneers of internet technology and history. He further 
explained that email started from very simple beginnings. Early email was just a 
small advance on what was known these days as a file directory. It just puts a 
message in another user's directory in a spot where they could see it when they log 
in. Just like leaving a note on someone's desk. Perhaps the first email system of this 
type was MAILBOX, used at Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1965. 
Another early program to send messages on the same computer was called send 
message (SNDMSG). Some of the mainframe computers of this era might have had 
up to one hundred users, who often used what was called "dumb terminals" to 
access the mainframe computers from their work desks. Dumb terminals just 
connected to the mainframe computer, they had no storage or memory of their own. 
Before internetworking began, email could only be exchanged between various 
users of the same computer. Once computers began to network handling email 
became slightly more complex, e.g. more delivery information had to be added. To 
do this, one needed a means to indicate to whom letters should go that the electronic 
poster understood just like the postal system that needed a way to indicate an 
address. 
Tomlinson [73] stated that in 1975, Larry Roberts developed a system that 
managed emails through use of folders. He used this method to sort the emails of his 
boss. This inspired John Vital to develop software that will help organise email 
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consistently. This software evolved many times until it became user-friendly. 
Gradually, this new-born technology started to spread. After several years, 75 
percent of the traffic through Arpanet consisted of electronic mail or email. Emails as 
Abbate and Ray Tomlinson [1,73] observed some years later states that "any single 
development is stepping on the heels of the previous one and is so closely followed 
by the next, that most advances are obscured. which means that few individuals will 
be remembered. 
Schuff et al [66] explained that electronic emails are parts of everyday life. 
Computer users use emails to communicate with friends, families, e-businesses and 
colleagues allowing for ease of communication. Even with effective methods of 
controlling spam, the tide of potential irrelevant messages continues to rise. Emails 
to some people serves as an archiving tool. Many users never discard messages 
because their information might be useful at a later date. For example using emails 
can be a reminder for upcoming events and outstanding issues. 
Since most people rely on emails for efficiency and effectiveness of 
communication, mailboxes may become congested. Messages range from static 
organisation knowledge to conversations with a broad range of messages. Users 
may find it difficult to prioritise and successfully process the contents of new 
incoming messages. In addition, it may be difficult to find a previously archived 
message in the mailbox. Kushmerick [40] stated that "the ubiquity of email and its 
convenience as knowledge management tools make it unlikely that users' behaviour 
will change as bandwidth and disk storage prices further reduce the incentive to 
steer away from using email as a document storage system". In light of this, new 
effective method for managing information in email and reducing email overload are 
introduced: 
• email grouping which sorts and groups emails based on users' activities: 
Activities in email can be defined as what the email is all about or focus of the 
email content, 
• email summariser that provides email summaries to provide an intelligent 
short abstract of each email message, and 
• email urgency reply prediction which a system that could determine urgency 
in email messages. 
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2.2. Importance of Emails and Email Management 
Emails has been a very essential communication tool in this age of technology, 
and with the growing number of businesses doing transactions online, the email is 
indeed a great tool in managing your business. Even for personal use or 
organisational use, it has become a part of everyday lives - from communicating with 
friends to closing a deal, to applying for a new job or for almost any other transaction 
that is done online. In fact, most services on the internet, even social networking 
sites, will ask for one's email address before one can use their services. Indeed, the 
importance of email is everywhere. To understand more about the importance of 
email, particularly in one's business and in everyday life, here are specific things 
emails can do and some of its advantages. 
• free communication. In any business, communication is an essential 
factor in any transaction, planning or organising and emails are free to use 
to communicate with employees, clients, as well as potential customers, 
• emails also have a wide reach. Telephones and mobile phones sometimes 
require you to have international sim cards to reach to other parts of the 
world, not to mention that it can also be very costly, 
• monitoring and managing your business even if you are not on the 
business site is also another importance of electronic mails. With portable 
gadgets able to send and receive emails, you can actually manage your 
business even if you are travelling or in another place, 
• em ails are also great storage of client's addresses, potential customers, 
friends, employees and work collegue. This database of contact 
information can also be conveniently retrieved anytime in your address 
book, 
• it is time-saving and more efficient, and 
• email can be sent to more than one person at a time and can be received 
as an information, that has been mailed to more than one person. 
• 
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2.3 Existing Email Tools 
Email usage is likely to become monotonous, ubiquitous and extremely time 
consuming due to large, varying size, volume of email messages. While unexpected 
variance in email volume and size can cause downtime of servers when space 
available is less, it may also cause users to not respond to high priority mail in time 
leading to needless loss in business and goodwill. Microsoft, Yahoo! and Google 
offer free email facilities with large amount of storage, but their email clients are 
primitive and do not address the problem of handling high volume email efficiently. 
This work elaborates further on existing email clients' functionalities and their 
limitation and why the developed techniques to handle large volume of email 
message in this research work is very unique and paramount. 
Presently, email clients such as Google mail, Outlook can implement the following 
functionalities: 
1. the user does not know which mail is urgent from his/her perspective, 
2. the user sees 25 to 30 mails considering the area of his/her console with 
sender/subject information, and 
3. he/she cannot know which mail to see first on the screen which are 
ordinarily ranked on the basis of date/time received and/or Urgent/normal 
classification which is marked by the sender. 
While handling a large amount of email, users typically are bewildered as to how 
to classify them and deal with them. The problem is even more severe when the 
amount of mail received is in thousands, which would be a reality in the future 
especially in e-businesses. A scalable email client feature is developed which 
addresses the problem of prioritising large amount of email with unsupervised 
clustering method from a training perspective. Currently email clients provide a 
feature where the sender can specify the folders where they want the mail to be 
categorised, but the receiver's view of what is important is invariably different. This 
feature consists of: 
• a means for the user to define search parameters and values for each 
parameter with corresponding graphical images, for identifying and/or 
prioritising received email messages, 
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• 
• 
• 
a means for extracting the contents of the email header and body contents 
and displaying the parameter values of the said messages in graphical form 
using the said graphical images, 
a means for grouping, and prioritising the said graphical message displays in 
accordance with user-defined requirements, and 
a means for accessing any message selected from the said graphical display. 
There are lots of existing email tools that are used for various functions in regards 
to email messages and management of information in mailboxes. Majority of these 
tools are fully supervised as well as semi-supervised learning approach. Some of 
them are: 
1) Eudora, 
2) Pegasus mail, 
3) GroupWise, 
4) Thunderbird 2, 
5) Apple mail, 
6) Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, and 
7) Outlook/Outlook express. 
Other existing tools developed to manage email messages were developed with 
either heuristics or machine learning techniques or both. They are explained in 
section 1.6.1. A number of typical email classifiers as one of the existing email tools 
are investigated and described below: 
• ish mail [32]: It automatically sorts email messages into folders and 
orders them by importance, 
• commercial email clients [7, 13]: Most popular commercial email clients 
like Procmail, Eudora, Mozilla Thunderbird, Microsoft Outlook and 
Outlook Express support message filing according to user-defined rule 
sets, 
• ibm's MailCat [67]: It adapts dynamically to a user's observed mail-
filling habits and provides a list of three folders most likely to be 
appropriate for a given message, and 
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• magi [59]: This records each email interaction and uses a learning 
algorithm to classify new messages based on the user's prior 
behaviours. 
Bellotti [10] emphasises the need to conquer email overload by building an inbox 
filling cabinet, automate the mail box with rules, and safely store old emails in 
archives. In this developed theoretical approach, the feature, the unsupervised email 
grouping system is described where: 
• the machine learns and extract features from subject field such as 
sender's email address, the subject focus, and the content to group 
received email messages based on the properties of the information 
found in the email message, and 
• the machine groups email messages based on the content's focus and 
arranges them in a better structure. 
The developed client based on mathematical theory using unsupervised machine 
learning technique seems to perform better than the existing email clients. A 
comparison of existing email clients showing their major features and functionalities 
is shown in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Email Clients' Functionalities 
Mail Classifier (New Developed 
Google Mail Client Microsoft Out Look Client) 
Semi-Automated Classification with 
needs of frequent human Semi-Automated Classification with Semi-Automated with less Human 
involvements maxima human involvements involvements 
Human intuition to categorise Human intuition to categorise It groups emails automatically into 
emails emails categories 
It learns using artificial intelligence 
Require training to categorise mails Require training to categorise mails approach 
Users have to spend time to sort Users have to spend time to sort 
their mails out their mails out It saves email users' time 
Word search is done with machine 
Word search is easy Word search is easy learning 
Summaries based on email 
properties: Key words, features of 
No email summaries No summaries email contents 
Semi-supervised grouping based 
Manual grouping by labelling No facilities of such for this on properties of the mail 
Significantly helpful in finding 
Helpful in finding messages in a thread messages in a thread, annotating a 
but cannot annotate messages message 
No Facilities of such for this 
Developed email grouping, 
summarisation and reply prediction 
Outlook is too clumsy and takes a features are more visible and easier 
Google mail's features are too while to master the features to use than Google mail and 
clumsy Outlook 
Human intuition to summarise, Human intuition to summarise, Less human intuition to summarise, 
group and predict emails that needs group and predict emails that needs group and determine mails that 
reply reply require replies 
Requires construction of rules by Requires constructions of rules by Construction of rules done via 
user the user machine learning 
Manual Prioritisation Manual Prioritisation Automate prioritisation 
Automated filing based on content 
Labelling filing Folder filling of mails 
Does not have facilities to be Emails are automatically tagged if it 
Emails can be manually tagged tagged requires a reply 
Can group emails based on the 
Grouped emails into thread Cannot group emails into thread content 
Preview email content 0 browser Cannot preview email on Browser Can preview email on browser 
Customisable Interface Default interface Customisable Interface 
Integration to other services Not integrated to other services Integrated to other services 
Email search Email search Email search 
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Users satisfaction, security features in emails, customisability, user interfaces and 
other services such as self learning as explicated in Table 2.1, can be a barometer to 
evaluate the prefer ability of the developed framework and that is where this work is 
considered to be different. 
Until now, gmail, hotmail and outlook have not fully implemented machine learning 
techniques that can allow automatic email summarisation, email groupings as well as 
email urgency reply prediction. This research work found that 86% of email users 
used and like email messages with threading, as it is easy to follow up previous 
email conversation. Sort and scan were the more popular methods to track a thread 
while 'Grouping', by which it means collecting messages of a thread, was not very 
common though often felt to be helpful [13, 28] . 
Learning to extract features of email messages such as subject field, contents, 
dates and time in emails, the senders' address without a teacher to minimise human 
intuition are tasks incorporated into the email client developed in this current work 
that makes it unique and different from other existing approaches. Unsupervised 
learning in this work is learning to extract properties of information of email 
messages. These properties are keywords that show the focus of the mail in 
conjunction with natural language processing to perform three main tasks: email 
summarisation, grouping and urgency reply prediction. These tasks are 
advantageous in that they help to reduce email overload for those that receive huge 
amount of email messages, save email users' time in browsing and searching for 
email messages, improve efficiency of email managements, minimise human 
intuitions. 
Furthermore, statistics, extrapolations and counting from August 2008 estimate 
the number of emails sent per day to be around 210 billion. The number of worldwide 
email users is projected to increase from over 1.4 billion in 2009 to almost 1.9 billion 
by 2013. Worldwide email traffic will total 247 billion messages per day in 2009. By 
2013, this figure will almost double to 507 billion messages per day according to the 
Radicati group [61]. The research survey shows that emails have become the most 
used communication tools in the world. 
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2.4 Email Management 
Email management is the de facto standard for business communication, 
removing email from the server and saving them to a repository is not enough in an 
attempt to achieve better management. Email must be classified, stored, and 
destroyed in a manner that is consistent with business standards, just as with any 
other documents or records. The developed email management framework involves 
extraction of properties of email contents. Properties are key words selected in 
subject field and content of email messages, the later being a collection of sentences 
that serves as source for such keywords. Words could be single entities or exist in a 
relationship as part of many words joined together. Various research [69] findings 
and investigations indicate that 99% of organisations use email as a vital part of their 
everyday business, ranging from sending and accepting payments or contracts via 
email to collaborating and developing decisions. Indeed, email is a mission-critical 
application in almost every organisation. 
Since this research focuses on providing three main solutions for email 
management: email grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
prediction, the related existing tools and researches done are evaluated. Utilising a 
classification tool (email grouping) through its organisational capability, this will 
encourage the proper handling of sensitive information for compliance and reduces 
the likelihood of inadvertent information leakage. It will also make it easier to 
determine the proper retention period for an email. 
2.4.1 Gaps of Email Management 
Email management is about being able to take control of email inbox in order to 
reduce overloads and congestions. Most inboxes get overloaded with high volumes 
of email messages which lead to congestion in mail boxes, limited storage space, 
resulting in the inability to find previous messages. This research work developed a 
system that bridged the gaps in email management which are: 
• ineffective way of handling large volume of emails, 
• in effective way to manage incoming email messages, 
• in adequate means of email content extractions, 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
lack of adequate tools to intelligently analyse email contents and 
propose right solutions, 
limited storage space, which leads to overload, 
low user performances when email boxes are over loaded, and 
low productivity of email users if they have to deal with unstructured 
inboxes to find previous archived messages. 
Other disadvantages in terms of email management as it relates to most existing 
email clients are: 
• high volume of emails can leads to email client being congested, 
• difficulties in prioritising email messages better, 
• difficulties in intelligent content based email grouping, and 
• difficulties in applying time spectrum and logics into email 
management. 
Checking email, reading email and replying email can take up hours of time and 
may affect individual productivity performances in work place. 
2.4.2 Principles of Email Management 
Email is a business tool and should be used appropriately. Major email principles 
are: 
• email must be managed according to content and value to the 
organisation, 
• email should be stored appropriately, 
• email is not a records series unto itself, email can be more than just 
"correspondence", and 
• email is a business tool - 90% of email users, use email for business 
Email in professional settings should be used appropriately. This means that it 
should not be used to send offensive materials like jokes, pornography, music files, 
etc 
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Few statistics show how email has proliferated in the last 15 years. In 1995, 101 
oillion emails were sent via internet and in 2000 over 2.6 trillion emails were sent. 
The investigation also shows that average email users receive and send between 
15-24 messages a day according to Stanley [69]. These emails are being managed 
by the sender, the receiver, anyone that was originally copied to, anyone to whom 
any of the above forwarded it to and this can lead to email proliferation easily. The 
main principle of email management is to avoid all the dangers inherent in bad 
records management generally. These are some of the dangers: 
• cost and efficiency issues: In a situation where there are huge numbers of 
emailsaround.asignificant proportion of which contain important business 
information this vital business information can easily be lost procedures in 
place to manage this avalanche of data. As a result, staff time wasted in 
searching for it can be costly for a business, 
• litigation and public relations: In addition to this, the storage space these 
emails take up on computer systems can clog them up and slow them down, 
even causing entire systems to crash, and 
• secondly, there is the issue of email content's appropriateness and its 
compliance with company policies. Some of them might contravene legislation 
or land your organisation in serious trouble. 
Lots of existing legislation impinges on email - for example, the Obscene 
Publications Act, Data Protection, libel and copyright laws [57]. 
• employer and employees' relations: Emails are like postcards - not secure at 
all. Many organisations monitor employees email and under the new Human 
Rights Act, they are obliged to tell their employees if they do this. Some do not 
allow personal use of emails, but even if your organisation allows limited use 
of email for personal messages, this does not give employees carte blanche. 
They can still be in trouble if they send or receive inappropriate material, or if 
they abuse privileges. The Data Protection Act also has implications for the 
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use of personal data in employer/employee relationships and the Office of the 
Information Commissioner has issued draft guidelines on this, which contains 
clauses about the monitoring of email. There is also work being done on BSI 
"code of practice guidelines" for email, and 
• data protection: On top of this, email is also subject to the wider provisions of 
the Data Protection Act, so any email containing personal data must be 
treated in the same way as all other records containing personal data. As one 
of the main principles of the Data Protection Act is that personal information 
should not be stored any longer than necessary this means that organisations 
must have procedures in place to ensure that email is regularly reviewed, 
assessed and disposed of correctly. But even if the personal data your em ails 
contain is innocuous, could you find it easily at the moment, or would your 
organisation have to spend significant time and resources searching it out if 
an individual requested it? 
There are several factors, which need to be considered when considering email 
management 
• legal, privacy, 
• employee or employer issues have to be considered as well as, 
• storage, reviewing and information management ones. 
Figure 2.1 shows four factors that can influence the management of email. These 
factors are the way email is stored - Archive, Company Policy about the use of email 
for communication - Security/Privacy/Staff Policies, the repository of email message-
information knowledge management, the legal issues and the use of mails-
regulatory/legal/record management. 
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Figure 2.1 Factors That Influences Email 
regulatory /records management - to cover the legal and regulatory 
aspects relating to the email as records, 
security/privacy - to cover legislation and corporate policies on 
information and computer security, and personal privacy, and to cover 
employee-employer relations, 
• information/knowledge management - to integrate it with the wider 
knowledge and information management policies or needs of the 
organisations, and 
• archive - to cover what is kept and for how long, where it is stored, etc. 
There is now a general recognition at all levels both regulatory and legally that the 
use of email needs a prescription. In a recent article, Martin Waldron of In-Form 
Systems [78] suggested that there are basically four important factor to incorporate 
into email management and that only addressing two or three of these will fail to 
provide effective control that recognises email's growing role in all aspects of 
business activity. These factors up in Figure 2.1 
2.5 Email Management Framework 
The idea of a unique framework for email management comes as a result of huge 
gaps found in handling email messages efficiently and effectively as highlighted in 
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;ection 2.4.1. This thesis re-define email framework to reduce human intuition in 
land ling of emails, be a time-saver for email users, reduce aforementioned email 
)roblems as stated in section 1 .1. The three developed email management 
:ramework are: email grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
'Jrediction. The three developed email management framework as mentioned 
)reviously are: email grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
orediction. Each of these are explained briefly below. 
2.5.1 Email Grouping 
Email grouping is developed as part of the framework of email management. 
Grouping in this case, is a method of extracting properties of information found in 
email messages. Properties are keywords found in email subject fields as well as the 
content of the mail. These keywords indicate what the mail is about. With thorough 
investigation and analysis of over 10,000 of email messages.this research work 
identified what makes an email unique and what makes up the focus of the mail. 
Grouping based on keywords has proven to better in deciding the groups email 
messages should belong to with a machine learning technique. The grouping 
techniques developed and implemented in this work are: 
• Unsupervised Email Vector Space Model (UEVM), 
• Email Evolving Clustering Method (EECM), and 
• Email Back-Propagation Neural Network (EBPNN), 
Organisation of email messages is very vital and crucial task in field of email 
management. Whittaker [80] elaborated further on the issue of email organisation 
and introduced the concept of .. email overload" and discussed - among other issues 
- why users file their emails in folder structures. He identified a number of reasons: 
(1) users believe that they will need the emails in the future, (2) users want to clean 
their inbox but still keep the emails, and (3) users want to postpone the decision 
about an action to be taken in order to determine the value of the information 
contained in the emails. He also pointed out that grouping related emails is 
considered useful in preserving meaningful context for historical communications 
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md activities and is not simply a strategy to support information search. In addition, 
;chuff et al [66] explains that the use of email as a multipurpose information-
)rocessing system stretches this application far beyond its original intent as email is 
lOW commonly used for many purposes including the following: 
• first, email often serves as an archival tool; many users never discard 
messages because their information content might be useful later-for 
example, as reminders of upcoming events and outstanding issues, and 
• second, email is widely used to synchronise real-time communication, which 
is inconsistent with its primary goal. Like traditional mail, email messages are 
designed to be sent, accumulate in a repository, and be periodically collected 
and read by the recipient, which lends itself to the asynchronous transmission 
of specific knowledge such as the details of a vacation or a meeting's 
upcoming agenda. 
The ubiquity of email and its convenience as a knowledge management tool makes it 
unlikely that users' behaviour will change. 
Email grouping is able to control the problem in a variety of ways. Detection and 
protection of spam emails from the email delivery system allows end users to regain 
a useful means of communication. Many researches on content-based email 
classification have been centred on more sophisticated classifier related issues. 
Currently, machine learning for email categorisation is an important research issue. 
The success of machine learning techniques in text categorisation has led 
researchers to explore learning algorithms in email categorisation to sort categorise 
the email asspamand non-spam [21,22]. However, it is surprising that despite the 
increasing development of anti-spam services and technologies, the number of spam 
messages continues to increase rapidly. In order to address the growing problem, 
users and organisations analyse the tools available to determine how best to counter 
spam in its environment. Tools with a flexible user interface (UI) will provide an 
important arsenal for any user as well as an organisation. An intelligent interface 
allows users to do their work or perform a task in the way that makes the most sense 
to them. It maximises what was known about human strengths, such as analysis and 
decision-making. It also minimises what one knows about human limitations, for 
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example, memory and complex computations. Well designed interface reduces 
errors, training time and costs [21, 33]. This work demonstrates an effective and 
efficient email grouping system using three different developed techniques that are 
elaborated in section 4.4 of chapter 4. 
2.5.2 Related Work 
Many researchers have applied statistical analysis techniques to email for 
classification purposes, such as identifying categories of messages. Such 
approaches can be highly effective, however many examine incoming email 
exclusively - which does not provide detailed information about an individual user's 
behaviour. Lam et al [42] also stated that "Only by analysing outgoing messages can 
a user's behaviour pattern be ascertained. In the current study, we have addressed 
some of these outstanding issues. Some of our contributions are: the use of 
empirical analysis to select an optimum, novel collection of behavioural features of a 
user's email traffic that enables the rapid detection of abnormal email activity; and a 
demonstration of the effectiveness of outgoing email analysis using an application 
that detects worm propagation". 
Lam et al [42] expresses that the current methods for detecting email system 
abuse mostly work by examining characteristics of incoming messages. For 
example, spam detectors calculate statistical features on received email for 
classification. Current commercial virus scanners compare hash values calculated 
on each arriving message to human generated signatures. While such approaches 
are quite effective, one believes that several improvements can be made. First, to 
the best of one's knowledge, the features used in current techniques only examine 
incoming email, which is usually composed of messages from several distinct users 
that could potentially contain spam and viruses. Thus, mail in a specific user's inbox 
cannot be used to profile that user's behaviour. Outgoing emails, however, can be 
observed to characterise a user's normal email behaviour, after which abnormal 
behaviour caused by a compromised machine can be detected and contained at the 
source. This individual-user based analysis, when being combined with techniques 
that examine incoming mail, could form an extremely strong defence against the 
spread of novel worms and spam. 
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Additionally, it is noticed that many proposed email classification techniques take 
advantage of statistical methods. However, one believes that their performance can 
be improved by a more judicious feature selection. From the survey of current 
literature, the consequences of feature selection were highlighted and have often 
been under-emphasised in the anti-spam and anti-virus community. To address the 
first issue of evaluating outgoing emails for user behaviour, we developed a 
collection of novel features designed to capture a user's outgoing email behaviour, 
around which statistical classification models can be built. However, any large 
diverse user population will have users that send email infrequently, making initial 
per-user model creation difficult for such users. Nonetheless, through empirical 
analysis of the dataset [38], it was observed that users can be grouped into common 
clusters enabling sets of users to be largely represented by a single behavioural 
model. For the issue above, techniques from statistical learning theory that can be 
applied to feature analysis were presented. So, a demonstration of the utility of these 
techniques by applying them to the feature set within the context of detecting novel 
worm propagation was executed. 
Haykin et al [31] explores email classification methods that is reliant on the 
content general use of vector space model (VSM). The model is constructed based 
on the frequency of every independent word appearing in email content. Frequency 
based VSM does not take the context environment of the word into account, thus the 
feature vectors can not accurately represent email content, which will result in the 
inaccuracy of classification. This research work presents a new approach to email 
classification based on the concept vector space model. In our approach, based on 
WordNet, high-level information was extracted on categories during training process 
by replacing terms in the feature vector with synonymy sets and considering the 
hyponymy-hyponymy relation between synonymy sets. This work design an email 
classification system based on the concept VSM and carry on a series of 
experiments. The results show that the propose approach could improve the 
accuracy of email classification especially when the size of training set is small. 
Tailby [72] proposes a new email classification model using a linear neural network 
trained by Perceptron Learning algorithm (PLA) and a nonlinear neural network 
trained by Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). A Semantic Feature Space 
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(SFS) method has been introduced in this classification model. The bag of word 
based email classification system has the problem of a large number of features and 
ambiguity in the meaning of the terms, which will cause sparse and noisy feature 
space. Semantic feature space was used to address these problems, it converses 
the original sparse and noisy feature space to semantic-richer feature space, and it 
also helps to accelerate the training speed. Experimental results show that the use of 
semantic feature space can greatly reduce the feature dimensionality and improve 
the classification performance. 
Chang [18] also said when dealing with information overload from the Internet, 
such as the classification of web pages and the filtering of email spam that a new 
technique called co-training has been shown to be a promising approach to help 
build more accurate classifiers. Co-training allows classifiers to learn with fewer 
labelled documents by taking advantage of the more abundant unclassified 
documents. However, conventional co-training requires the dataset to be described 
by two disjoint and natural feature sets that are suffiCiently redundant. In many 
practical situations, it is not intuitively obvious how to obtain two natural feature sets. 
This paper shows that when only a single natural feature set is used, the 
performance of co-training is beneficial in the application of email classification. 
Rumelhart [64] states that email has become one of the fastest and most 
economical forms of communication. However, the increase of email users have 
resulted in the dramatic increase of spam emails during the past few years. In this 
chapter, email data was classified using four different classifiers (Neural Network 
(NN), Support vector model (SVM) classifier, Narve Bayesian Classifier, and J48 
classifier). The experiment was performed based on different data size and different 
feature size. The final classification result should be '1' if it is spam, otherwise, it 
should be '0'. This paper shows that simple J48 classifier which make a binary tree, 
could be efficient for the dataset which could be classified as binary tree. 
Also, Rumelhart [64] explains that text classification including email classification 
presents challenges because of large and various number of features in the dataset 
and large number of documents. Applicability of existing classification techniques in 
these datasets was limited because the large number of features makes most 
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jocuments undistinguishable. In many document datasets, only a small percentage 
)f the total features may be useful in classifying documents, and using all the 
:eatures may adversely affect performance. The quality of training dataset decides 
:he performance of both the text classification algorithms and feature selection 
:ilgorithms. An ideal training document dataset for each particular category will 
include all the important terms and their possible distribution in the category. 
2.5.3 Email Summarisation 
Summarisation techniques are useful in document retrieval tasks [40], [44] 
Similarly, email users believe that an email phrase and text extraction summarisation 
system could constitute an important component of a larger email application. 
Specifically, this work adopts the working assumption that at least in certain 
situations, users will find reading summaries preferable to reading the entire email 
thread. Lam et al [42] explains that even results from a pilot study highlight many of 
the challenges associated with this task. 
This work describes an approach to summarise extracted phrase and keywords 
utilising new techniques: one treats the problem as a sequence of phrase and 
sentence summarisation tasks (a technique called sequence message 
summarisation method (SMSM). SMSM approaches involve selecting important 
sentences from email messages and compressing them (Le., removing unimportant 
fragments). The implemented systems were evaluated using data from the Enron 
corpus [38], using small manually-created annotated emails. Experimental results 
suggest two findings: that SMSM performs better than existing summarisation 
systems such as open text summariser, and that current sentence compression 
techniques do not improve summarisation performance in this genre. 
The general concept of email summarisation is not new. Previous work has 
employed a corpus of emails sent among the board members of the ACM chapter at 
Columbia University [62]. Researchers have also examined summarisation of 
archived discussion lists [55, 56] , email gisting by means of noun-phrase extraction 
[47], thread-driven email summarisation [42], and summarisation of other informal 
media [47, 82]. The recent work of Carenini et al [16] examines extractive 
approaches to summarisation on Enron data that leverage graphs defined by quoted 
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exts. The present body of work presented in this thesis develops a more abstractive 
lpproach and focuses on a different set of research questions. 
n addition to the problem of generating content, there are also several 
)resentational issues associated with email conversation summarisation. The usual 
)ractice of presenting an undifferentiated segment of a prose does not appear to be 
:l good idea, since email comes with a great deal of metadata (e.g., sender, 
'ecipients, time, etc.). Presentational issues potentially confound evaluations of 
~ontent since associated metadata may be required for the interpretation of system 
)utput. Finally, evaluation issues in general present challenges for phrase and text 
summarisation. Are established methodologies for existing tasks applicable? Do 
:wtomatic metrics such as ROUGE [43] predict human judgments? If not, are there 
:>ther alternatives? Despite these open research questions, an existing evaluation 
methodology is employed due to the lack of alternatives. In this case, evaluation is 
rendered more complex by multi-feature analysis of thousands of emails. Chapter 4 
section 4.5 provided a detailed discussion. 
2.5.4 Related Work 
Research on thread summarisation has included some work on using dialogue 
structure for email summarisation. Wan et al [79] advocates the use of overview 
sentences similar to this research. They extract sentences based on the presence of 
subject line key words. However, should the subject line not reflect the content of the 
thread, our proposed research method has the potential to extract the true 
discussion issue since it based on the responses of other participants. Lam et al [42] 
used the context of the preceding thread to provide background information for email 
summaries. However, they note that even after appropriate pre-processing of email 
text, simply concatenating preceding context can lead to long summaries. 
In contrast, instead of extracting email texts verbatim, this research implemented 
the extraction of single sentences from particular emails in the thread. As a result, 
this research output summary tends to be much concise and more meaningful as 
shown in figure 2.4 and 2.5. Murakoshi et al [52] described an approach which 
extracts question-answer pairs from an email thread. Extraction is based on the use 
of pattern-based information extraction methods. The summary thus provides the 
question and answer pair, thereby improving the coherence. Question answer 
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,ummaries would presumably be suited to discussions, which support an information 
Irovision task, a complementary task to the one that was examined. Newman and 
31itzer [56] focus on clustering related newsgroup messages into dialogue segments. 
-he segments are linked using email header information to form a hierarchical 
itructure. Their summary is simply the first sentence from each segment. A dialogue 
itructure summary is envisaged showing an overview of topics that would be 
;ombined with approaches such as the new proposed solution, which provide 
;ummaries of segments. The existing work explore the summarisation of speech 
ranscripts. However, speech is a very different mode of communication. 
Muresan et al [54] describes work on summarising individual email messages 
Jsing machine learning approaches to learn rules for salient noun phrase extraction. 
n contrast, This work aims at summarising whole threads and at capturing the 
nteractive nature of email. Nenkova and Bagga [55] presented work on generating 
~xtractive summaries of threads in archived discussions. A sentence from the root 
llessage and from each response to the root is extracted using ad-hoc algorithms 
:;rafted by hand. This approach works best when the subject of the root email best 
jescribes the "issue" of the thread, and when the root email does not discuss more 
:han one issue. In this research work, no assumptions were made about the nature 
)f the email, and the summarisation approach employed learns sentence extraction 
strategies using machine learning. Newman and Blitzer [56] also addressed the 
)roblem of summarising archived discussion lists. 
2.5.5 Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
Email urgency reply prediction (EURP) is defined as a way of handling, deciding 
and determining emails that require imperative reply. As a growing portion of our 
lives is captured over email exchanges, the phenomenon of the overcrowded and 
unmanaged inbox is becoming an increasingly serious impediment to 
communications and productivity. This research work implements a broader goal of 
providing users with effective applications to determine mails that require replies -
the task of email urgency reply prediction (EURP). A detail of EURP is in section 4.6 
)f chapter 4. 
This area of research is quiet new and that is why this research exploits the 
usefulness of determining mails that require a response and those that do not. Mark 
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et al [45] investigated a method of reducing email overload by addressing the 
problem of waiting for a reply to one's email and predict whether sent and received 
emails necessitate a reply, enabling the user to both better manage his inbox and to 
track mail sent to others. Logical regression model was used to implement their 
solution. 
The proposed system relies on the intuition that a user's previous patterns of 
communication are indicative of future behaviour. While reply prediction, like spam 
detection, is a binary classification problem, they are relatively different. Nearly all 
agree on what is spam and thus it can be aggregated to obtain a large pool of 
(positive) training examples. By contrast, legitimate emails sent to a group may 
require only one person to reply. Additionally, keywords are less useful in reply 
prediction, while social network factors are very good predictors. 
In addition to standard features such as keyword identity and weight of keyword 
sets, this research work designed a variety of features specifically tailored for 
urgency reply prediction. (1) time stamp on email conversation. Emails containing 
time is time sensitive and might require a reply. (2) Interrogative words. "when" , 
"where" or "how" directly address the recipient and might require personal attention 
as these words or phrases denotes a response is required. (3) Keywords. Salient 
urgency keywords indicate urgent attention e.g. if a mail is about life and death, it is 
selected as urgent. The EURP approach is further explained in section 4.6 of chapter 
4. 
2.5.6 Related Work 
Sproull and Kiesler [68] provide a summary of the early work on the social and 
organisational aspects of email. This research focuses on email urgency reply 
prediction strategies, as well as issues dedicated to alleviating the problem of "email 
overload and prioritisation." Tyler [75] observed that people used email in highly 
diverse ways while Whittaker and Sidner [80] extended this work. They found that in 
addition to basic communication, email was "overloaded" in the sense of being used 
for a wide variety of tasks-communication, reminders, contact management, task 
management, and information storage. 
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Tyler and Venolia [75, 76] also noted that people fell into one of two categories in 
handling their email: prioritisersorachievers.Prioritisers managed messages as 
they came in, keeping tight control of users' inbox, whereas achievers archives 
information for later use, making sure important messages will not be lost. In a 
recent interview study, Tyler and Tang [75] identified several factors that may 
influence the likelihood of response. These empirical studies were qualitative, 
generally based on 10 to 30 interviews. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter provided a brief overview of email and email management and 
elaborated on the main research areas developed. The research works provided 
three novel frameworks developed for email management. These are: 
• email grouping for email management, 
• email summarisation for email management, and 
• email urgency reply prediction for email management. 
The research work exploited new ideas and built a theoretical and empirical model 
to reduce the problems faced by existing email management tools. For each of the 
aforementioned tasks above which makes up the framework, email subject field 
contents and email contents have been analysed and properties such as keywords 
are treated as a way to adapt the decision making utilising unsupervised machine 
learning techniques. This approach should be self-knowledgeable, be able to provide 
accurate categories for email messages based on keywords, provide precise 
summaries of emails and determine mails that require attention. The techniques 
used, experiments carried out and analysed and further details about the processes 
and the outcome of the developed framework are found in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 
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3. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Email Management 
AI research has been generally associated with machine learning. Matheus and 
Jetterson et al [48, 58] developed a prominent early program that learned 
::>arameters of a function for evaluating board positions in the game of checkers. AI 
"esearchers have also explored the role of analogies in learning and how future 
3ctions and decisions can be based on previous exemplary cases. Recent work has 
been directed at discovering rules for expert systems using decision tree methods 
and inductive logic programming Another theme that has been explored is saving 
and generalising the results of problem solving using explanation based learning 
[54]. 
Machine learning is a part of artificial intelligence. To be intelligent, a system that 
is in a changing environment should have the ability to learn. If the system can learn 
and adapt to such changes, the system designer need not foresee and provide 
solutions for all possible situations. Machine learning also help us find solutions to 
many problems in vision, speech recognition and robotics. Let us take the example 
of recognising faces. This is a task we done effortlessly. We recognise family 
members and friends by looking at their faces or from their photographs, despite 
differences in pose, lighting, hair, style and so forth. Because the ideas could not be 
explained even with an expert knowledge, the computer program cannot be written. 
At the same time, it is known that a face image is not just a random collection of 
pixel: a face has structure, it is symmetric. There are eyes, the nose, mouth, all 
located in certain places on the face. Each person's face is a pattern that composed 
of a particular combination of these. By analysing sample face images of a person, a 
learning program captures the pattern specific to that person and then recognises by 
checking for the pattern in a given image. This is one example of pattern recognition. 
3.1 Machine Learning 
Machine learning is programming computers to optimise a performance criterion 
using example data or past experience. A model is generally defined by some 
parameters, and learning is the execution of a computer program to optimise the 
parameter of the model using the training data or past experience. The model may 
be predictive to make predictions in the future, or descriptive to gain knowledge from 
data, or both. Machine learning uses the theory of statistics in building mathematical 
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nodels, because the core task is making inference from sample. The role of learning 
s twofold: First, in training, which involves the use of efficient algorithms to solve the 
)ptimised problem as well as to the storage and processing of massive amount of 
jata. Second, once a model is learned, its representation and algorithmic solution for 
nference needs to be efficient as well. In certain applications, the efficiency of the 
earning or inference algorithm, namely, its space and time complexity may be as 
mportant as its predictive accuracy [54, 80]. 
Machine Learning also aims to generate classifying expressions simple enough to 
be understood easily by the human. They must mimic human reasoning sufficiently 
to provide insight into the decision process. Like statistical approaches, background 
knowledge may be exploited in development, but operation is assumed without 
human intervention. 
The process of a typical machine learning involves: 
• to gain knowledge, comprehension, or mastery through experience; 
study or to gain knowledge (of something) or acquire skill in some art 
or practice, 
• to acquire experience or an ability or a skill, and 
• to memorise (something), to gain by experience, example, or practice. 
A major focus of machine learning research is to automatically produce models. 
A model is a pattern, plan, representation, or description designed to show the main 
working of a system, or concept, such as rules for performing a mathematical 
operation and obtaining a certain result, a function from sets of formulae to formulae, 
and patterns, which can be used to generate things or parts of a thing from data. 
Learning is a many-faceted phenomenon as described by Carbonell et al [14] who 
also stated that Learning processes include the acquisition of new declarative 
knowledge, the development of motor and cognitive skills through instruction or 
practice, the organisation of new knowledge into general, effective representations, 
and the discovery of new facts and theories through observation and 
experimentation. The study of learning processes and computer modelling in their 
multiple manifestations constitutes the subject matter of machine learning. Although 
machine learning has been a central issue in artificial intelligence since the early 
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jays when the idea of "self-organising systems" was popular, the limitations inherent 
n the early neural network approaches led to a temporary decline in research 
lolume. More recently, new symbolic methods and knowledge-intensive techniques 
lave yielded promising results and these in turn have led to the current, revival in 
nachine learning research. This chapter examines some basic methodological 
ssues in the field of email clustering, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
:>rediction, existing techniques, explores the classification of machine learning 
:echniques, and provides a historical review of the major research directions. 
3.1.1 Classification of Machine Learning 
There are several areas of machine learning that could be exploited to solve the 
problems of email management and our approach implemented unsupervised 
machine learning method. The unsupervised learning is a method of machine 
learning whereby the algorithm is presented with examples from the input space only 
and a model is fit to these observations. For example, a clustering algorithm would 
be a form of unsupervised learning. 
It is distinguished from supervised learning by the fact that there is no a priori 
output. In unsupervised learning, a data set of input objects is gathered. 
Unsupervised learning then typically treats input objects as a set of random 
variables. A joint density model is then built for the data set. The problem of 
unsupervised learning involves learning patterns in the input when no specific output 
values are supplied [21, 65]. 
In the unsupervised learning problem, observation of only the features, have no 
measurements of the outcome. The research work is rather to describe how the data 
are organised or clustered". Trevor [74] explained that "In unsupervised learning or 
clustering there is no explicit teacher, and the system forms clusters or "natural 
groupings" of the input patterns. "Natural" is always defined explicitly or implicitly in 
the clustering system itself; and given a particular set of patterns or cost function, 
different clustering algorithms lead to different clusters. Often the user will set the 
hypothesised number of different clusters ahead of time [24]. 
There are various categories in the field of artificial intelligence. The classifications 
of machine learning systems are: 
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• Supervised Machine Learning: In supervised learning the machine is given a 
sequence of desired outputs ZI' Z2 and the goal of the machine is to learn to 
produce the correct output given a new input. This output could be a class 
label or a real number. Supervised learning is a machine learning technique 
for learning a function from training data. The training data consist of pairs of 
input which could be vectors, and desired outputs which could be values. The 
task of the supervised learner is to predict the value of the function for any 
valid input object after having seen a number of training examples (e.g. pairs 
of input and target output). To achieve this, the learner has to generalise from 
the presented data to unseen situations in a reasonable way. 
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique whereby the algorithm is 
first presented with training data which consists of examples which include 
both the inputs and the desired outputs; thus enabling it to learn a function. 
"The learner should then be able to generalise from the presented data to 
unseen examples" by Carbonell [14]. 
Supervised learning also implies a training set of (X, Y) pairs were given by a 
"teacher". The values of f for the m samples in the training set were known, 
this assumes that if hypothesis, h is found, that closely agrees with f for the 
members of = then this hypothesis will be a good guess for f especially if it is 
large. Curve fitting is a simple example of supervised learning of a function. 
Suppose one is given the values of a two-dimensional function. f, at the four 
sample points shown by the solid circles in Figure 9. These four points with a 
function, h, drawn from the set, H, of second-degree functions will be fit. 
Therefore a two-dimensional parabolic surface above the XI' X 2 plane that fits , 
the points are displayed. This parabolic function, h, is our hypothesis about 
the function f, which produced the four samples. In this case, h = f at the four 
samples, but exact matches is not required. Additional details are provided in 
section 3.1. 
• Unsupervised Machine Learning: Unsupervised learning is a 
category of machine learning where manual tags of inputs are 
not used. This is different from supervised learning approaches 
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where learning how to perform a task, such as classification, 
learning to drive, learning to find a particular item, using a set of 
human prepared examples are implemented. Trevor [74] also 
explained that unsupervised machine learning can be thought of 
as finding patterns in the data above and beyond what would be 
considered pure unstructured noise. Two very simple classic 
examples of unsupervised learning are clustering and 
dimensionality reduction. Trevor and Carbonell [14, 74] also 
expresses that in unsupervised learning, the machine simply 
receives inputs XI' X 2 but obtains neither supervised target 
outputs, nor rewards from its environment. It may seem 
somewhat mysterious to imagine what the machine could 
possibly learn given that it does not get any feedback from its 
environment. However, it is possible to develop a formal 
framework for unsupervised learning based on the notion that 
the machine's goal is to build representations of the input that 
can be used for decision making, predicting future inputs, 
efficiently communicating the inputs to another machine. 
3.1.2 Machine Learning Algorithms Types 
Machine learning algorithms are organised into taxonomy, based on the desired 
outcome of the algorithm. Common algorithm types include: 
• supervised learning --- where the algorithm generates a function that maps 
inputs to desired outputs. One standard formulation of the supervised learning 
task is the classification problem: the learner is required to learn (to 
approximate the behaviour of) a function which maps a vector into one of 
several classes by looking at several input-output examples of the function, 
• 
• 
unsupervised learning --- which models a set of inputs: labelled examples are 
not available, 
semi-supervised learning --- which combines both labelled and unlabeled 
examples to generate an appropriate function or classifier, 
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• reinforcement learning --- where the algorithm learns a policy of how to act 
given an observation of the world. Every action has some impact in the 
environment, and the environment provides feedback that guides the learning 
algorithm, 
• transduction --- similar to supervised learning, but does not explicitly construct 
a function: instead, tries to predict new outputs based on training inputs, 
training outputs, and new inputs, and 
• learning to learn --- where the algorithm learns its own inductive bias based 
on previous experience. 
The performance and computational analysis of machine learning algorithms is a 
branch of statistics known as computational learning theory. 
Machine learning is about designing algorithms that allow a computer to 
learn. Learning does not necessarily involve consciousness, but learning is a matter 
of finding statistical regularities or other patterns in the data. Thus, many machine 
learning algorithms will barely resemble how human might approach a learning task. 
However, learning algorithms can give insight into the relative difficulty of learning in 
different environments. 
3.1.3 Benefits of Machine Learning 
The benefits of machine learning are the underlying reasons why research in this 
field is of paramount importance. Using machine learning techniques in general 
make life easier for computer users. The importance of machine learning cannot be 
overemphasised as exemplified by the following: 
• some tasks (responsibilities) cannot be defined well except by example; that 
is one might be able to specify input and output pairs but not a concise 
relationship between inputs and desired outputs. One would like machines to 
be able to adjust their internal structure to produce correct outputs for a large 
number of sample inputs and thus suitably constrain their input and output 
function to approximate the relationship implicit in the examples, 
• it is possible that hidden among large piles of data are important relationships 
and correlations. Machine learning methods can often be used to extract 
these relationships (data mining), 
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• human designers often produce machines that do not work as well as desired 
in the environments in which they are used. In fact, certain characteristics of 
the working environment might not be completely known at design time. 
Machine learning methods can be used for on the job improvement of 
existing machine designs, 
• the amount of knowledge available about certain tasks might be too large for 
explicit encoding by humans. Machines that learn this knowledge gradually 
might be able to capture more of it than humans would want to write down, 
and 
• environments change over time. Machines that can adapt to a changing 
environment would reduce the need for constant redesign. New knowledge 
about tasks is constantly being discovered by humans. Vocabulary changes. 
There is a constant stream of new events in the world. Continual redesigning 
of AI systems to conform to new knowledge is impractical. But machine 
learning methods might be able to track much of it. 
3.2 General Overview of AI and Email Managements 
In present times, giving a computer tasks to carry out requires a set of specific 
instructions or the implementation of an algorithm that defines the rules that need to 
be followed. The present day computer system has no ability to learn from past 
experiences and hence cannot readily improve on the basis of past mistakes. So, 
giving a computer or instructing a computer controlled programme to perform a task 
requires one to define a complete and correct algorithm for task and then 
programme the algorithm into the computer. Such activities involve tedious and time 
consuming effort by specially trained teacher or person. Carbonell et al [14] also 
explained that the present day computer systems cannot truly learn to perform a task 
through examples or through previous solved task and they cannot improve on the 
basis of past mistakes or acquire new abilities by observing and imitating experts. 
Machine Learning research endeavours to open the possibility of instruction for the 
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computer in such a new way that promises to ease the burden of hand written 
programmes and growing problems of complex information in the computer. 
When approaching a task, one must be aware that the resultant computer system 
must interact with human and therefore should closely match human abilities. So, a 
learning machine or programme on the other hand will have to interact with computer 
users who make use of them and consequently the concept and skills they acquire- if 
not necessarily their internal mechanism must be understandable to humans. 
Furthermore, Alpaydin [5, 19] stated that with advances in computer technology, as it 
currently has the ability to store and process large amount of data, as well as access 
it from physically distant locations over computer network. Most data acquisition 
devices are digital and record data. An example is a supermarket chain that has 
hundreds of stores all over the country selling thousands of goods to millions of 
customers. The point of sale terminals record the details of each transaction: date, 
customer identification code, goods bought and their amount, total money spent and 
so forth, This typically amounts to gigabytes of data every day. This stored data 
becomes useful only when it is analysed and turned into information that can be 
used or be predicted. 
The issue of people buying a particular product may not be known or which author 
to suggest to people who enjoy reading Hemingway. If this was known, then analysis 
of data may not be necessary, as the product code will be written down. A collection 
of data is implemented and from these, answers to similar questions are extracted 
from the data and this requires a good and useful approximation. That approximation 
may not explain everything, but may still be able to account for some part of the 
data. One believes that identifying the complete process may not be possible, but 
one can still detect certain patterns or regularities. This is the niche of machine 
learning. Such patterns may help us understand the process, or patterns to make 
predictions: Assuming that the future, at least the near future, will not be much 
different from the past when the sample data was collected, the future predictions 
can be expected to be right. 
3.3 Machine Learning and Email Management 
Over the years, Carbonell et al [14] elaborated that research in machine learning 
has been pursued with varying degrees of intensity, using different approaches and 
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placing emphasis on different, aspects and goals. Within the relatively short history 
of this discipline, one may distinguish three major periods, each centred on a 
different concept: 
• neural modelling and decision-theoretic techniques, 
• symbolic concept-oriented learning, and 
• knowledge-intensive approaches combining various learning strategies. 
This work developed several unsupervised machine learning techniques for email 
grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply prediction for the email 
management framework. This empirical evaluation demonstrates that even without 
any user supervision, the developed framework is able to identify the correct state for 
90% of the messages. 
Machine Learning is applied to induce the structure of the keywords that forms the 
focus of the users' emails. 
3.4 Artificial Neural Networks and Email Management 
Artificial neural network (ANN) is theoretical mathematical model acting like the 
human brain, which is one kind of information management system based on the 
imitation of cerebrum neural network architecture and function. ANN has the 
functions of self-learning, the associative memory, and parallel, fault-tolerant and 
formidable non-linearity handling ability [31] and can make rational judgement to 
complex questions according to obtained knowledge and the experience of handling 
problems. ANNs have been applied in the fields of signal processing, pattern 
recognition, quality synthetic evaluation, and forecast analysis. 
ANN is a form of multiprocessor computer system according to Hancock [30], with 
• simple processing elements, 
• a high degree of interconnection, 
• simple scalar messages, and 
• adaptive interaction between elements. 
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Stergiou et al [70] et al also define ANN as an information processing paradigm 
that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process 
information. The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the 
information processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly 
interconnected processing elements (neurones) working in unison to solve specific 
problems. ANNs, like people, learn by example. An ANN is defined for a specific 
application, such as pattern recognition or data classification, through a learning 
process. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic 
connections that exist between the neurons. 
According to Marr [46], understanding information processing system has three 
levels of analysis: namely: 
• computational theory, which corresponds to the goal of computation and 
abstract definition of the task, 
• representation and algorithm, which deals with how the input and the output 
are represented as well as the specification of the algorithm for the 
transformation from the input to the output, and 
• hardware implementation, which is the actual physical realisation of the 
system. 
An illustration by Marr [46] applies this distinction to the levels of theorising about 
a well-understood device: a cash register. At the computational level, "the level of 
what the device does and why", Marr tells that "what it does is arithmetic, so the first 
task is to master the theory of addition". The level of representation and algorithm, 
which specifies the forms of the representations and the algorithms defined over 
them, "one might choose Arabic numerals for the representations, and for the 
algorithm it could follow the usual rules about adding the least significant digits first 
and 'carrying' if the sum exceeds 9". And at the implementation level, the question of 
how symbols and processes are actually physically implemented are faced; e.g., are 
the digits implemented as positions on a ten-notch metal wheel, or as binary coded 
decimal numbers implemented in the electrical states of digital logic circuitry? 
Another example is sorting: The computational theory is to order a given set of 
elements. The representation may use integers and the algorithm may be quick sort. 
After compilation, the executable code for particular processor sorting integers 
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represented in binary is one hardware implementation. The idea is that for the same 
computational theory, there may be multiple representations and algorithms 
manipulating symbols in that representation. Similarly, for any given representation 
and algorithms there may be multiple hardware implementations. One of various 
sorting algorithms is used and even the same algorithm can be compiled on 
computers with different processors and lead to different hardware implementations. 
The difference between natural and artificial flying machine illustrates this point. A 
sparrow flaps it wings; a commercial airplane does not flap its wings but use jet 
engines. The sparrow and the airplane are two hardware implementations built for 
different purposes, satisfying different constraints, but they both implement the same 
theory, which is aerodynamics. The brain is one hardware implementation for 
learning or pattern recognition. From this particular implementation, reverse 
engineering can be done and extract the representation and the algorithm used and 
if from that in turn, computational theory can be obtained, with another 
representation or algorithm implemented. Nevertheless, this new approach of 
applying intelligent neural network into email grouping performs well better as a 
supervised learning technique [4, 5, 20]. 
A representation of a human brain is similar to a neural network in that consist of 
input neurons gathering information from an external environment, synapses which 
interlace the input neurons' information in complex but fairly predictable patterns, and 
output neurons which turn the patterns of the synapses into actions made on the 
external environment as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Activation Function Model 
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Activation funct ion is how neuron starts learn ing. The neuron has to have x binary 
inputs, and 1 binary output, however, each input is weighted. If there is two inputs x 
and y, and one output. If the input is off (0) , it will equal 0 when it goes into the 
activation function . If the input is on , it will equal its weight. However, if x has a 
weight of 0.5 and y has a weight of 0.3 and if both inputs were on, the value given is 
the activation function 0.8. Another good example is how electricity is distributed . If 
electricity voltage is being distributed: each wire carries a certain voltage, if the 
power is off, it is 0, but if it is on, the voltage carried would depend on the capacity 
(weight) of the wire. See Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Neuron Activation Process 
Once there is an input value, it will be sent through the activation function to 
decide if the output will be on (1) or off (0). There are a number of functions that 
could be used. This work implements the function that is shown as the curvy S-
shape above (the black curved line) in figure 3.1 above. Each neuron's activation 
function needs a threshold value. This is the red line shown in fi gure 3.2 above, 
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which sets the boundary of when a neuron should fire, or not fire. Firing in this case 
means to learn or not to learn. 
In Figure 3.2, the blue lines are inputs, an input value of -1.75 (the blue line on the 
left), corresponds to a threshold value of is 0.6. This means the activation is below 
the threshold value, so the Neuron will not learn or start. When the input value is 2.1 
on the second blue line, the activation function falls on 0.9 which is above the 
threshold value of 0.6. In this case, the neuron will start or fire. The most common 
activation functions are shown in table 3.1. This takes an input value x, and compute 
where x intersects the curve, which is then compared to the threshold function to 
decide if the neuron will learn or fire or not. Table 3.1 shows other activation 
functions. 
Table 3.1 Activation Function 
F1Ulctio. Definition Ra_ge 
Identity x ( -i:n£ +int) 
Logistic 1 (0,+1) 
1 -1 
-e 
Hypes-boJic e lr - (iI lr (-1,+1) 
(illr + (iI-lr 
-Exponential e lr (0= +in£) 
Sofbnax e lr (0=+1) 
.L:.e lr, 
i 
L~:nit sum x (0,+1) 
.L:. x. 
j 
Squareyoot 
-rx (0= +inf) 
Sine sinCx) [0,+1] 
Rmnp fl xs-l } [-1,+1] 
x -1 <x <+1 
+1 x:> +1 
Step {O x < ° } [0=+1] 
+1 x:> ° 
3.4.1 ANNs: A Quick Review 
The initial development of artificial neural networks was carried out by Minsky et al 
[51] who outlined the first formal model for an elementary computing neuron. Further 
development of this concept occurred by identifying how information could be stored 
in neural network connections and proposing a learning scheme for updating a 
neuron's connection weights [78]. A significant contribution to the development of 
neural network technology was then made by Rumelhart et al [64] who developed 
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the perceptron, ie hardware which, by training, can be made capable of learning 
such that it is possible to classify patterns by mod ifying connections to threshold 
elements. 
During the 1950s, the first neuro-computer was built and tested [51] but lacked 
sufficient computing power for the implementation of learning theorems capable of 
supporting complex computational problems. This lack of computing power resulted 
in neural network research entering a stagnation phase until the mid-1970s when 
interest in the area revived leading to the development of: 
• advanced forms of neural network architectures [17], 
• novel forms of associative memory and unsupervised learning 
networks by Matheus et al [48], and 
• the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) by Carpenter et al [17] , a 
probabilistic neural network model [64]. 
3.4.2 Artificial Neural Network: Paradigms 
ANNs are information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological 
nervous systems, such as the brain, processes information. The key element of this 
paradigm is the novel structure of the information processing system. It is composed 
of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in 
unison to solve specific problems. ANNs learn by example. An ANN is developed for 
a specific application, such as pattern recognition or data classification, through a 
learning process. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic 
connections that exist between the neurons [72, 75]. 
Neural network simulations appear to be a recent development. However, this 
field was established before the advent of computers, and has survived at least one 
major setback and several errors. Many important advances have been boosted by 
the use of inexpensive computer emulations. Following an initial period of 
enthusiasm, the field survived a period of frustration and disrepute. During this 
period when funding and professional support was minimal, important advances 
were made by relatively few researchers. The first artificial neuron was produced in 
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1943 by the neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch and the logician Walter Pits. But 
the technology available at that time did not allow them to do too much [9]. 
3.4.3 Neural Networks Versus Conventional Computing Methods 
Neural networks (NNs) take a different approach to problem solving than that of 
conventional computers. Conventional computing use an algorithmic approach i.e. 
the computer follows a set of instructions in order to solve a problem. Unless the 
specific steps that the computer needs to follow are known, the computer cannot 
solve the problem [20, 58]. But computers would be so much more useful if they 
could do things that humans do not exactly know how to do. 
Neural networks process information in a similar way the human brain does. The 
network is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing 
elements (neurons) working in parallel to solve a specific problem. Neural networks 
learn by example. They cannot be programmed to perform a specific task. Examples 
must be selected carefully otherwise useful time is wasted or even worse the 
network might be functioning incorrectly. The disadvantage becomes apparent when, 
if the network finds out how to solve the problem by itself, its operation becomes 
unpredictable. On the other hand, conventional computing methods (CCMs) use a 
cognitive approach to problem solving; the way the problem is to be solved must be 
known and stated in small unambiguous instructions. These instructions are then 
converted to a high level language program and then into machine code that the 
computer can understand. These machines are totally predictable; if anything goes 
wrong it is due to a software or hardware fault. 
Neural networks and CCMs are not in competition but complement each other. 
There are tasks that are more suited to an algorithmic approach like arithmetic 
operations and tasks that are more suited to neural networks. Even more, a large 
number of tasks, require systems that use a combination of the two approaches 
(normally a conventional computer is used to supervise the neural network) in order 
to perform at maximum efficiency [70]. 
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3.5 Applications of Artificial Neural Network 
Given this description of neural networks and how they work, what real world 
applications are they suited for? Neural networks have broad applicability to real 
world business problems. In fact, they have already been successfully applied in 
many industries. Since neural networks are best at identifying patterns or trends in 
data, they are well suited for prediction or forecasting needs including: 
• sales forecasting, 
• customer research, 
• data validation, 
• risk management, 
• target marketing, and 
• industrial process control. 
ANN are also used in certain real-life settings such recognition of speakers in 
communications; diagnosis of hepatitis; recovery of telecommunications from faulty 
software; interpretation of multi-meaning Chinese words; undersea mine detection; 
texture analysis; three-dimensional object recognition; hand-written word recognition; 
and facial recognition [15] . The use of artificial neural networks in businesses is not 
uncommon. 
Business is a diverse field with several general areas of specialisation such as 
accounting or financial analysis. Almost any neural network application would fit into 
one business area or financial analysis. 
There are some potential for using neural networks for business purposes, including 
resource allocation and scheduling. There is also a strong potential for using neural 
networks for database mining. That is, searching for patterns implicit within the 
explicitly stored information in databases. Most of the funded work in this area is 
classified as proprietary. Thus, it is not possible to report on the full extent of the 
work going on. Most work is applying neural networks, such as the Hopfield-Tank 
network for optimisation and scheduling. Artificial neural networks are also used in 
marketing. 
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There is a marketing application which has been integrated with a neural network 
system. The Airline Marketing Tactician (AMT) is a computer system made of 
various intelligent technologies including expert systems. A feed forward neural 
network is integrated with the AMT and was trained using back-propagation to assist 
the marketing control of airline seat allocations. The adaptive neural approach was 
amenable to rule expression. Additionally, the application's environment changed 
rapidly and constantly, which required a continuously adaptive solution. The system 
is used to monitor and recommend booking advice for each departure. Such 
information has a direct impact on the profitability of an airline and can provide a 
technological advantage for users of the system [27]. 
While it is significant that neural networks have been applied in this case, it is 
important to understand that this intelligent technology can be integrated with expert 
systems and other approaches to make a functional system. Neural networks were 
used to discover the influence of undefined interactions by many variables. While 
these interactions were not defined, they were used by the neural system to develop 
useful conclusions. Artificial neural networks are also used in credit evaluations. 
The HNC Company, founded by Robert Hecht-Nielsen, has developed several 
neural network applications. One of them is the Credit Scoring system which 
increases the profitability of the existing model up to 27%. The HNC neural systems 
have also been applied to mortgage screening. A neural network automated 
mortgage insurance underwriting system was developed by the Nestor Company. 
This system was trained with 5048 applications of which 2597 were certified. The 
data related to property and borrower qualifications. In a conservative mode the 
system agreed on the underwriters on 97% of the cases. In the liberal model the 
system agreed 84% of the cases. This is system run on an Apollo DN3000 and used 
250K memory while processing a case file in approximately 1 seconds [70]. 
Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive meaning from 
complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect trends that 
are too complex to be noticed by either humans or other computer techniques. 
Haykin [31] also explained that a trained neural network can be thought of as an 
"expert" in the category of information it has been given to analyse. This expert can 
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then be used to provide projections given new situations of interest and answer 
"what if' questions. Other advantages of neural networks include: 
• 
• 
• 
adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do tasks based on 
the data given for training or initial experience, 
self-organisation: An ANN can create its own organisation or 
representation of the information it receives during learning time, 
real time operation: ANN computations may be carried out in 
parallel, and special hardware devices are being designed and 
manufactured which take advantage of this capability, and 
• fault tolerance via redundant information coding: Partial 
destruction of a network leads to the corresponding degradation 
of performance. However, some network capabilities may be 
retained even with major network damage. 
With all the aforementioned advantages of neural networks, its utilisation for 
handling email messages in mail boxes can be of significant benefit in reducing time 
spent on browsing thousands of emails, making reading and replying mails less 
stressful. In addition, it offers the potential to reduce email overload because of its 
inherent adaptive to learning ability for managing email messages based on either 
grouping, summarisation or determining the categories of mails that need attention 
and also, because of its intelligent model representation that is acquired during the 
learning process. The lenience of the neural network in combination with the real life 
application to handle email messages makes it a very useful application for this 
research work. 
3.6 Initiatives of Email Management Framework 
The developed framework consists of solutions provided for email management 
problems, which can be classified into: 
• email grouping, 
• email summarisation, and 
• email urgency reply prediction. 
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These three categories used machine learning techniques in the design and 
execution of the developed framework. The research work implemented a 
constructive research method to validate novel algorithm and framework developed 
for email grouping, summarisation, email urgency reply prediction of email 
messages. The developed mathematical theories and application is detailed in 
chapter 4. The origin of the new concept is the extraction of properties in email 
messages. Table 3.2 shows brief information about each of the methods that this 
research in terms of accuracy and performances as they compare with adopted and 
existing methods. Further details are elaborated in chapter 6. Machine learning 
heuristic technique was developed to group email messages based on properties 
found in the emails. Properties are the focus of the mail and can be define as 
keywords of the email. Other developed methods for email grouping are shown in 
Table 3.2. For email summarisation, an unsupervised machine learning technique 
using heuristic approach with the help of natural language processing to provide 
good email summaries was implemented. Email urgency reply prediction 
implemented both heuristic approach as well as back-propagation technique to solve 
the problem of difficulties in prioritising email messages and provides a means to 
determine mails that require a reply. 
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Table 3.2. Framework Categories and Methods Developed 
Categories 
Email Grouping 
Methods Adopted 
Artificial Neural Networks, 
Evolving Clustering 
Method, K-means, Fuzzy 
C-means Techniques 
Email Summarisation Artificial Neural Network 
Email Urgency 
Prediction 
Reply Artificial Neural Networks, 
Email Clustering Method, 
K-means, Fuzzy C-means 
Techniques 
Methods Developed 
Machine Leaning, Artificial 
Neural Networks, Email 
Evolving Clustering 
Methods, Unsupervised 
Email Vector Space Model 
(UEVSM) 
Machine Learning-
Heuristic Technique 
Machine Learning-
Heuristic Techniques, ANN 
using Back-Propagation 
Technique 
Table 3.2 provides the methods developed to reduce email management 
problems as stated in section 1.1 but the techniques developed specifically for 
machine learning of email grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
prediction are: 
~ unsupervised email vector space model, 
• email evolving clustering method, 
• email unsupervised machine learning approach, and 
• prototype of email management toolkits. 
The applications of these aforementioned techniques can be found in section 4.3 of 
chapter 4. Figure 3.3 shows the detailed framework of this email toolkit. 
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Figure 3.3 Framework of Email Management Toolkit 
The email management framework was developed and designed uSing Java 
programming language because: 
• java was used because it allows one program to be executed on many 
different platforms. This means that one does not need to put efforts on 
developing a different version of software for each platform , 
• it is easy to developing open source software. The email management 
prototype was developed with java programming language, 
• java virtual machine can prevent an incorrectly written application program 
from causing problems to the rest of the application and the environment. It 
uses automatic memory allocation and garbage collection , 
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• it is platform-independent at both the source and binary levels and is secure: 
Java language, compiler, interpreter, and runtime environment were each 
developed with security in mind, 
• it is robust: meaning it exhibits a great deal of as no programming language 
can really assure reliability. Java puts a lot of emphasis on early checking for 
possible errors, as Java compilers are able to detect many problems that 
would first show up during execution time in other languages, 
• it is multithreaded: Multithreaded is the capability for a program to perform 
several tasks simultaneously within the prototype of the email client, and 
• it is used in this research work as a standalone programme for prototype 
email client. 
Other applications embedded in the framework are explained in section 3.6.1, 3.6.2 
etc. 
3.6.1 WordNet 
WordNet [50], an electronic lexical database, IS considered to be the most 
important resource available to researchers in computational linguistics, text 
analysis, and many related areas. Its design is inspired by current psycholinguistic 
and computational theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs are organised into synonym sets, each representing one 
lexicalised concept. Different relations link the synonym sets. 
The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it discusses the design of WordNet 
and the theoretical motivations behind it. Second, it provides a survey of 
representative applications, including word sense identification, information retrieval, 
selectional preferences of verbs, and lexical chains as shown in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 WordNet Word Sense Pair 
Total P~S Unique Strings Synsets Word-Sense Pairs 
Noun 114648 79689 141690 
Verb 11306 13508 24632 
Adjective 21436 18563 31015 
Adverb 4669 3664 5808 
Totals 152059 115424 203145 
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Table 3.3 shows the numbers of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs that could 
be matched with the email contents. With the user favourite dictionary of words that 
is built, each words extracted from email messages are selected and stored in the 
dictionary before being passed to the WordNet to check for further meaning. Once 
the elaborate meaning is provided, the machine learning agent can then determine 
the group that such a mail belongs to with a final check from human judged 
grouping, summaries and predictions. 
3.6.2 Weka 
WEKA [29] is a comprehensive tool bench for machine learning and data mining. 
Its main strengths lie in the classification area, where all current ML approaches -
and quite a few older ones -- have been implemented within a clean, object-oriented 
Java class hierarchy. Regression, Association Rules [3] and clustering algorithms 
have also been implemented. However, WEKA is also quite complex to handle -
amply demonstrated by many questions on the WEKA mailing list. Concerning the 
graphical user interface, the WEKA development group offers documentation for the 
Explorer and the Experimenter. However, there is little documentation on using the 
command line interface to WEKA, although it is essential for realistic learning tasks. 
Weka was used in this research work to compare the classification algorithm and 
their output results to investigate the algorithm performance. Grouping using K-
means, Fuzzy c means and many more are tested here comparatively with the 
methods utilised in this research work for email. It is evident that the research work 
output seems to perform better than the existing tools. Weka helps to implement 
these machine learning techniques as a test bed. 
3.6.3 Information Retrieval 
The term IR was introduced by Calvin Mooers [26] in 1951, who defined it in this 
way: 
"Information retrieval is the name for the process or method whereby a prospective 
user of information is able to convert his need for information into an actual list of 
citations to documents in storage containing information useful to him. It is the 
finding or discovery process with respect to stored information. It is another, more 
general, name for the production of a demand bibliography. Information retrieval 
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embraces the intellectual aspects of the description of information and its 
specification for search, and also whatever systems, technique, or machines that are 
employed to carry out the operation. Information retrieval is crucial to documentation 
and organisation of knowledge". 
Egnor et al [26] stated that "Information retrieval is a wide, often loosely-defined 
term but in these pages I shall be concerned only with automatic information retrieval 
systems. Unfortunately the word information can be very misleading. In the context 
of information retrieval (fR), information, in the technical meaning given in Shannon's 
theory of communication, is not readily measured (Shannon & Weaver 1). In fact in 
many cases, one can adequately describe the kind of retrieval by simply substituting 
"document" for "information". A perfectly straightforward definition along this line is 
given by Lancaster 2: "Information retrieval is the term conventionally, though 
somewhat inaccurately, applied to the type of activity discussed in this volume. An 
information retrieval system does not inform (i.e. change the knowledge of) the user 
on the subject of his inquiry". 
The research work makes use of content retrieval of words and phrases that are 
meaningful and relevant to email messages to determine the outcome. This makes 
the information retrieval an important part of the research solution. 
3.7 Application of Neural Network for Email Management 
In the current work, neural networks using a developed back-propagation 
technique is applied to email grouping as well as email urgency reply prediction in 
order to provide better performances of email classification. Further details are 
provided in chapter 4. One of the paramount problems of email management is 
disordered email messages, congested and un-structured emailsinmailboxes.lt 
may be hard to find archived email message with specified contents or features 
when the mails are not well structured and organised. 
The efficacy of artificial neural network represents the idea that they can be used 
to infer grouping of email messages from observation and to also implement the 
grouping based on specific features. This research makes use of artificial neural 
network because grouping email messages by hand especially when one has 
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thousands of emails is almost impossible. By designing a grouping system as it has 
been done in this research work, with functions embedded to infer email messages 
features using ANN, the task of email management for users becomes considerably 
less stressful. 
Neural Networks are being used in this research work to determine the categories 
that email messages could belong. This solutions is in two stages: 
,; Supervised email grouping: Group email messages using artificial neural 
networks are grouped into five categories: 
• critical: if the mails are about life and death. E.g. Medical 
surgery, accident etc, 
• urgent: if the mails are about time, date and deadlines. E.g . 
meeting deadline, appointment deadline, conference 
registration, credit card payment deadlines, fees payment 
deadlines etc, 
• very Important: if the mails are about reminder of vital 
appointments, interview appointment, embassy appointment etc 
• Important: If themailsareaboutreminderofevents.tasks.mails 
from managers, head of division, and 
• others: if the mails are from friends, family or any mail that is 
personal or just informative only. 
,; Unsupervised email grouping: email messages are group using inference 
from observing email subject field as well as the selection of most frequent 
words and phrases in the content of the email messages. Neural Networks 
were employed are being used to determine the groups that em ails can 
belong to based on the focus of the mail. In this approach, neural networks 
have proven that there is a correlation between the specific phrases and 
words such as meeting, time, date, deadlines, when will you, how can? A 
model of frequently used phrases and words was built that check the 
correlations of the selected model words and phrases with the inbuilt phrase 
representation to determine its accuracy with the inbuilt model. This research 
work indicated that when most correlative words are selected and proven to 
be the focus of the mail based on the time stamp or activity found in it, their 
chance to belong to the specified group increases. 
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The followings are advantages and disadvantages of ANN as compared with 
machine learning: 
Advantages: 
• a neural network can perform tasks that a linear program cannot, 
• when an element of the neural network fails, it can continue without any 
problem by their parallel nature, 
• a neural network learns and does not need to be reprogrammed, 
• it can be implemented in any application, and 
• it can be implemented without any problem. 
Disadvantages: 
• the neural network needs training to operate, 
• the architecture of a neural network is different from the architecture of 
microprocessors. Therefore it needs to be emulated, and 
• requires high processing time for large neural networks. 
ANN is very useful for the proposed intelligent email classification because 
grouping messages based on the message focus (activities) represents a novel 
approach that is different from grouping mails into folders. ANN is distinctively 
applicable to providing an intelligent grouping for email messages by learning the 
difference between different types of email contents and subject fields. The ANN 
observes several examples of how to group emails based on activities by learning 
most frequent words and phrases that are instrumental for optimising the decision 
making of grouping mails into their correct categories 
If they are to successfully classify mails (as distinct from junks etc) ANN will need 
to observe further examples of private emails, public emails and others so that it can 
work out the common characteristics which distinguish an individual mail from other 
mails. It is also unlikely that ANN would remember these differences after observing 
the mails only once. Many repetitions are likely required until it has fully learnt and is 
self knowledgeable about differences of mails and their grouping as shown by 
example or as thought. 
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3.8 Summary 
This chapter provided the overview of artificial intelligence and how it is relevant in 
this research work especially for the developed framework. Machine learning 
implementation for the framework was provided, the use of artificial neural network 
for email grouping and reply prediction was extensively elaborated, key techniques 
developed for this research work was briefly explained and the benefits of these 
techniques with their limitation were highlighted. 
The developed machine learning techniques for each tasks of the framework has 
been used extensively for analysis of various email data sets and the derived 
behavioural strategies for improvements has led to a better performance of the 
framework. Likewise, the developed ANNs using back-propagation implemented a 
unique technique to enhance the behaviour of decision making to succeed in 
grouping email messages into accurate groups. 
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Chapter 4 
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4. Developing Theories for Email Management 
This research work focuses on developing three categories of formulations for 
email management: email grouping, email summarisation and email urgency reply 
prediction. Related existing tools and researches implemented in this area of email 
management are evaluated as well as a comparison of the described novel 
approach with their functionalities, email grouping as an organisational tool will 
encourage the proper handling of sensitive information for compliance and reduces 
the likelihood of inadvertent information leakage. It also makes it easier for users to 
identify the focus of the mail briefly without going through all the contents. 
The importance of the three main theories developed for email management 
framework is briefly described in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Importance of Framework Developed 
Artificial Application of AI Idea Used Why Intelligence 
Large amounts of data 
do have hidden 
relationships and 
Email Summarisation correlations. Only 
automated approaches 
Machine Learning Email Grouping Totally developed are able to detect these. Email Urgency Reply 
Prediction Some tasks cannot be 
defined well, except by 
examples-Learning 
Environments change 
over time, and new 
knowledge is constantly 
being discovered. A 
continuous redesign of 
Email Grouping Developed at the the systems "by hand" 
Artificial Neural Networks Email Urgency Reply same time, extended may be difficult 
Prediction The amount of 
knowledge about a 
certain problem or task 
are too large for explicit 
encoding by humans 
4.1 General Requirements of Email Management 
Email management require the use of intelligence machine learning tools that 
CQuid help email users organise their mailboxes better with an approach that is 
unsupervised and focused on prioritising email messages as well as summarising 
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incoming emails without any human intervention. Such tools are undeniably 
beneficial for efficient email management and their development in this body of work 
are what distinguishes this research from existing related studies. In order to reduce 
email overloads, congestions in inboxes, and help email users to save significant 
amount of time spent on checking, reading and replying emails, the email 
management will require the following applications: 
• an intelligent email client, 
• dictionary of words and phrases, 
• word and phrases analysers, 
• classifiers: for email grouping into users activities, 
• predictor: for email prediction to determine if the mail needs urgent 
reply, and 
• summariser: for email summaries. 
4.2 Email Management Research Method 
The main objective of this research is the implementation of constructive method 
to validate the novel algorithm and framework of email management - email 
grouping, summarisation and email urgency reply prediction. The developed 
mathematical theories and application is detailed in section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 
respectively. The origin of the new concept is the extraction of properties in email 
messages. Properties are words and phrases that are relevant in the email context 
and these properties extractions are borrowed from mathematical formula. Email 
properties reflect the state of each email messages as Figure 4.1 explains in more 
details. This work require practical extraction of email properties: words and phrase, 
combined with a theoretical approach. So, a constructive method seems to be the 
suitable choice for this research. 
Constructive research method implies building of an artefact (practical, theoretical 
or both) that solves a domain problem (including a model for existing phenomena) in 
order to create knowledge about how the problem can be solved (modelled), and if 
previous solutions/models exist, how the solution/model is better than previous ones 
[36]. This work implemented an approach to build an artefact with mathematical 
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proof of the framework of email management, which consist of three tasks as 
previously highlighted. In this framework, the constructive research method gives 
results that have both practical and theoretical relevance i.e. solving related 
knowledge problems of email management such as email overload, unmanaged 
mailbox, and problems of prioritising emails. The following are key features defining 
the outcome of our constructive methodology: 
• feasibility: How a previously unsolved problems are solved with 
realistic and proven tools and techniques. This is particularly applicable 
to email urgency reply prediction as not a lot of research work has 
been done in this area. This research developed a uni~ue technique to 
determine email messages that require replies based on properties in 
the email messages, 
• novelty: Provision of a new way to solve afore-mentioned email 
management problems. This is where the developed email grouping 
and email summarisation is relevant. Lots of works have been done in 
this field of research but this research developed novel tools utilising 
"Unsupervised Clustering Method, Unsupervised Email Vector Space 
Model, as well as Email Back Propagation Neural Networks technique, 
to group email messages based on their properties into categories, and 
• improvement: How a previously solved problem can be solved in a 
better and more efficient way. The three tasks of email grouping, email 
summarisation and email urgency reply prediction are improvements of 
the existing systems and have been applied differently with different 
email users and seem to perform better than what email users are 
used to. 
The emphasis of this developed framework is on the theoretical relevance of the 
three tasks of the email management. Avison et al [6] and Kendall et al [37] 
explained that "Problem solvin~ is the ability to select and combine previously 
learned principles, procedures, declarative knowledge, and cognitive strategies to 
solve unknown problems. This is why the combination of theoretical approach and 
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artefact were implemented in this research work. Further elaboration is provided in 
section 4.7 of chapter 4. Figure 4.1 shows the properties being extracted from email 
messages as relevant to the job functions and focus of the mail. In the first instance, 
each email messages will be assessed if it is a junk mail or mails that needs 
attention via properties extracted and the properties in this framework is categorised 
as keywords. Keywords could be words that are often repeated in the mail or are 
most frequent, words that shows the focus of the mail, words that are relevant to the 
subject field of the mail. Etc. If a mail is selected to be considered for prioritisation, 
then the grouping determines if such a mail is from an external source or is an 
internal mail, from whom it was sent, and the date and time extraction. The end 
result is a framework that enlists developed tools to correctly group mails, provide 
accurate summaries and correctly determine mails that needs urgent replies in a 
manner that makes users email easier to manage and secure. 
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Figure 4.1 Email Properties Flow Diagram 
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Figure 4.1 shows how this framework performs the task of email grouping. It sorts 
both individual email messages as well as a bunch of messages in such a way that 
the important information are extracted and the email messages are grouped based 
on the properties in such a mail. If a mail is about meeting as shown in Figure 4.1, 
then properties that the developed unsupervised clustering method looks for are: 
meeting venue, date and time, people attending such meeting etc. 
Clustering in this research work is a way of extracting properties (keywords) in 
email messages and sorting them into keyword sets (Index of keywords). The 
developed clustering techniques have the capability to sort each individual email 
messages as well as bunch of email conversations into relevant groups. This 
clustering can work on its own and at the same time work with summarisation 
technique. Incoming emails are first grouped into categories based on the properties 
found in the mail. Thereafter, such mail can then be summarised based on the 
extracted properties. Summarisation is the precise focus of the mail as shown in 
Figure 4.1. If a bunch of email messages are about a conference, the developed 
techniques such as: Unsupervised vector space model, evolving clustering method 
and back propagation techniques will examine and analyse email properties e.g. 
important words, important phrases that make up the sentences to determine the 
focus of such a mail. Words make up sentences while sentences are a reflection of 
words. In this case, properties such as: conference venue, conference registration, 
conference date and time will be extracted and such a mail will be grouped into the 
property feature: "conferences". Email urgency reply prediction requires feedback 
from either email grouping or email summarisation systems to determine mails that 
require reply. Email urgency reply prediction can work independently of the other two 
and at the same time work on its own to determine email messages that need 
replies. 
4.3 Classification of Email Management 
There are three main classifications of email management tasks, which are: 
• email grouping, 
• email summarisation, and 
• email urgency reply prediction. 
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Each of the aforementioned email management classes are analysed and further 
details about their usefulness, functionalities and methodology used are explained in 
section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. 
The research work developed and implemented four unique theories for email 
management framework and these theories were proven using the constructive 
research method that emphasizes solving previously unsolved problems as it relates 
to email prediction. Additionally, the method incorporated tools that solve issues 
relating to email grouping and summarisation in a new way that offers significant 
improvement to existing ones. The novelty of this research work is the development 
of unique techniques that reduces email management problems as stated in section 
1.1 of chapter 1 and that these developed techniques performs better than existing 
techniques as stated in section 2.3 of chapter 2. The developed techniques for email 
management framework are: 
• Unsupervised Email Vector Space Model (UEVSM): for email grouping, 
• new Unsupervised Machine Learning Approach (NUMLA): for email 
grouping, summarisation and email urgency reply prediction, 
• Email Evolving Clustering Method (EECM): for email grouping, 
• Email Back-Propagation Neural Network (EBPNN), and 
• Prototype Email Management Toolkits: developed new email client. 
Each of the aforementioned techniques is expatiated in section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 
respectively. In addition, with respect to constructive research method that was 
implemented in this work, Figure 4.2 shows an extensive email management 
framework constructive diagram. 
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Figure 4.2 Email Management Constructive Diagram 
The inbuilt packages are email training sets, the software such as Wordnet that 
were used to train and test the performances of the framework. The theoretical 
framework is the tools that are used to solve the email management problem. The 
research work is being evaluated individually using evaluation measures such as 
precision and recall to measure email summarisation and prediction while email 
grouping is evaluated using validity index. Methods developed are the novel ideas 
implemented in this research. The research work is applied in the email 
management framework and the toolkits that make up the email prototype are 
embedded in the framework toolkits as explained in chapter 6. 
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4.4 Developing Email Grouping Methods 
There are many challenges of grouping email messages. One of such challenging 
issue is to pinpoint when the clustering process accumulates accurate and sufficient 
information for grouping purpose. In this work, an unsupervised machine learning 
technique has been developed based on unsupervised clustering method (UCM). 
The proposed unsupervised clustering method is new and different from other 
existing UCMs such as email evolving clustering method, which will be discussed in 
section 4.4.3, and focuses only on keywords feature selections. For unsupervised 
text clustering, it mainly uses the TF-IDF [26] method proposed by Salton and MC 
Gill. The TF-IDF has been effective but it needs to calculate the global weight of 
each word, which requires huge amount of efforts. A two-step feature selection 
measure was then developed in an attempt to minimise this requirement. However, it 
still cannot fully guarantee the quality of the feature selection. Because of the nature 
of the emails, some strategies of extracting features from the subject field and limited 
body contents have been attempted to generate the key meanings of the email 
message. Mostly, these methods are designed to handle subject fields only. 
Using unsupervised clustering method (UCM) to cluster emails in combination with 
unsupervised email vector space model (UEVSM) will improve the performance of 
the email groupings being generated. Another problem that needs to be solved is 
the issue of word or phrase similarity in different email messages. An email naturally 
has no label indicating the group it can belong to. The label can only be set by 
humans for accuracy, which needs heavy manual labour. This challenging issue is 
especially significant for email users who need to be labelling email messages 
frequently in order to manage and organise their inbox. 
4.4.1 Unsupervised Email Vector Space Model (UEVSM) 
This work developed a novel approach that uses both the structure and content of 
email messages for email grouping. Since emails composes of a structure in the 
form of headers and the message body, they can be represented using feature 
selection and the relationships between various terms (e.g., the occurrence of a term 
in the subject or body of the message) can be represented in the form of a cluster. 
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UEVSM has been developed as a viable technique for pattern extraction, frequent 
words and phrase selections. This approach is based on the premise that 
representative structures/patterns/features, common and can be extracted from a 
pre-grouped email dataset and the same can be used effectively for grouping 
incoming emails. It suggest that a email dataset consists of representative emails or 
knowledge sets which contains typically a set of keywords representing a specific 
meaning, and the structure and content of these representative emails or knowledge 
sets can be extracted by adapting unsupervised email vector space model 
techniques to work with the developed UCM. The work also relies on the hypothesis 
that clustering is critical for this to work as it helps in grouping similar structures 
within emails instead of looking for exacUidentical matches that may be difficult to 
find in the email messages. 
The main contribution of this work is in the novelty of the approach in considering 
structure, features of email message (frequent or common words/phrases) and 
content for grouping. This is the first attempt to assess the applicability of developed 
UEVSM in combination with the developed UCM to email grouping. The UEVSM 
model creates a space in which both email messages and queries are represented 
by vectors. First, it extracts the subject field and message body within the email, and 
then decode the relevant content if the message has been encoded. Afterward, it 
removes the stop words that the email contains. 
1) Body and Subject Feature Selection 
For the selection of the email feature, the n top-ranked representing words are 
selected. The weight of the word (labelled by Wi) which is labelled by bWi is 
measured in (4.1). 
Frew 
bl1'i = n I (4.1 ) 
LFrew, 
)=1 
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n 
In this equation, Fre w; means the frequency of Wi . LFre
w1 
is the sum of the 
j=1 
weight from the group of selected words. Hence, the label b
w 
indicates the ratio of 
I 
the selected word against the whole set. For the purpose of decreasing the 
calculation while assuring the quality of the feature selection, n can be evaluated by 
n = a x N where N means the number of the words after removing meaningless or 
insignificant words. By so doing, it may reduce the number of the feature terms and 
the email vector dimensionality. 
2) Combining the Body and Subject 
The semantic representation of the email is mainly comprised of email body and 
subject, and the meanings of these two parts have some similarity, but one cannot 
rule out the circumstance that the subject field has nothing to do with the body 
message. For this issue, the email is represented by combining the email subject 
and body in the criterion of the similarity of these two parts. 
The feature terms of the email is comprised of both the body and the subject 
feature terms. The email term weight Ew is defined by equations (4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). 
If the term W only exist in the subject, then 
If the term w only exist in the body, then 
Ew={l-a)xbw 
If the term in the subject is the same as that in the body, then 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
In this approach the most important is how to obtain the value of the variable a , 
whose meaning is the influence coefficient that the subject features terms have on 
the whole email. This research work implemented the similarity between the .subject 
and body feature vectors (labelled by Sim (subject, body)) as the assignment ofa as 
cosine measure are calculated. First, take all the selected feature terms without 
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repetition to construct a standard vector space, and then compare this space with 
each of the subject and body terms respectively. If the term exists, the corresponding 
dimension of the vector is evaluated with Swor b
w
' whereas the weight of the 
dimension is zero. Therefore the two vectors V.\,ub' Vb ad)' are retrieved and 
Sim(subject, body) can be defined by (4.5). 
(4.5) 
If Ew is high, the subject can represent the semantic information of the email 
better. It is a novel approach using the Sim(subject ,body) as the assignment of Ew' 
Framework of UEVSM consist of all the feature terms which have been processed 
in equation 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 and they are considered and combined into one set 
called SetA when duplicate terms have been removed. Then A is formed into a term 
vector space tl ,t2 ,tp tn ,n where n is the term number of the SetA .tj ithfeature , 
term. For each email messages that are represented, as term appears in the email 
(labelled bye), then the corresponding dimension of email message vector is 
replaced with the value of EwIDw(e,t) , otherwise 0 is assigned. Furthermore, each 
email message is represented with a vector, where the Ew - IDw value is calculated 
by (4.6). 
E ID ( ) _{ Ew(e,t)xlogN w we,t - w() 
o D t 
Ew(e,t) > 0, Ew(e,t)=O (4.6) 
The Ew - IDw weight is a global measurement of each feature referring to the 
TF-IDFmeasure, in which Ew{e,t) is the term weight of t in the email e, Dw{t) is 
the number of the emails that containst, while N is the number of the email 
message in dataset. To determine email similarity, standard cosine measure is 
implemented. Given the two email vectors s ei and eJ , the email similarity is defined 
by (4.7). 
'( ) _ I:=l wQ,) ,Wi,) 
Slm Q,Ej - I 
-V Numbers _ of _ terms _ in _ E,. 
(4.7) 
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4.4.2 Evolving Email Clustering Method 
This research work presents the design and implementation of a new system to 
manage email messages using email evolving clustering method with unsupervised 
learning approach to group emails base on activities found in the email messages. 
Users spend a lot of time reading, replying and organising their emails. To help users 
manage their email messages, a proposal of a new framework to help organise and 
prioritise email better is made. The goal is to provide highly structured and 
prioritised emails, thus saving the user from browsing through each email one by one 
and help to save time as elaborated in chapter 3. 
The propose email evolving clustering method (EECM) develops from evolving 
clustering method (ECM). Ravi et al [63] explained that ECM is used for on-line 
systems in which it performs a one-pass, maximum distance-based clustering 
process without any optimisation. It is also used for gas-furnace time series data set, 
which consists of 292 consecutive data pairs. In this case, the clustering simulations 
are implemented in the input space (two dimensions). Evolving clustering method 
has never being used for classify email before and based on this in-depth research 
studies, it was realised that evolving clustering method could be applied to email 
classification and performs better than most eXisting clustering methods namely: K-
means clustering, Self organised map, Fussy c means clustering and many more. 
When ECM algorithm is restructured and more intelligent email dictionary is added 
to the EECM algorithm, the new email classifier's performance reaches above 95% 
accuracy and most emailsareciassifiedcorrectlyintotheirvariousgroups.This new 
email management system is called .. Email Evolving Clustering Method'. This 
proposed EECM is implemented based on maximum distance process with 
unsupervised vocabulary extraction in email messages to determine the group that 
each email belongs. EECM system has helped to save users' browsing time, is cost 
effective, provides a new way to make email boxes more organised and an overall 
efficient mail service to users. Further email survey analyses are explained in 
chapter 7. 
The proposed email evolving clustering method (EECM) is developed with fuzzy 
inference system as developed by Juang et al [35, 71]. The email input sample 
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space is separated based on similarity of email contents to create fuzzy rules. With 
this propose email evolving clustering method, a pre-defined function, based on 
contents of the email messages (phrases, vocabularies) similarity measure relies on 
users' favourite dictionary of words found in the emails to determine the group that 
the email belongs. This research also describes the EECM principle, its algorithm 
and also shows examples of EECM application and comparison with other well 
known clustering techniques. 
The EECM is a distance based clustering method where the group centres are 
represented by evolved emails in the datasets. One of the important issues in any 
clustering method is the measure of distance or dissimilarity between the emails to 
be grouped and that is where EECM solution takes the edge. For any such group 
the maximum distance, MaxDist, between a sample point, which belongs to one 
group and is the farthest from this group centre, is less than or equal to a threshold 
value, Dthr, that has been set as a grouping parameter. This parameter would affect 
the number of email groups to be created. In the email grouping process, the email 
samples come from an email stream and this process starts with an empty set of 
groups. When a new group is created, its group centre, Ge, is located and its group 
radius, Ru, is initially set with a value O. With following samples presented one after 
another, some already created groups will be updated through changing their 
centres' positions and increasing their group radii. Which cluster should be updated 
and how it should be changed, depend on the position of the current data sample. 
A group will not be updated any more when its group radius, Ru, has reached the 
special value that is, usually, equal to the threshold value Dthr. In the fuzzy rules, 
membership function of the Union of two fuzzy sets A and B as shown in Figure 4.3 
with membership functions /11 and /12 respectively is defined as the maximum of the 
two individual membership functions. This is called the maximum criterion. 
j.1Q u b = max (,ua, ,ub ) 
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Membemhip A = --
Membemhip B = --
Membemhip A U B = --
Figure 4.3 Fuzzy Email Classifications 
A fuzzy subset word similarity is also defined, which answers the question "to what 
degree is email x similar and belong to a group?" To each email messages there is a 
degree of similarity of the keywords selected which indicates a degree of 
membership in the fuzzy subset keyword similarity. Here are some samples in Table 
4.2. 
Table 4.2 Degree of Email Relativity 
Mail Samples 
(10000 Emails) Activity Similarity Degree of Relativity 
Pete Yes 1.0 
Vince Yes 0.90 
Mjones Yes/No 0.50 
Staff No 0.60 
Shirley Yes 0.97 
Kitchen Yes 0.98 
As shown in Table 4.2, it has been established that the degree of truth of the 
statement "Mjones email message content" is related to another email's content 
based on the degree of similarity of most frequent vocabularies and most frequent 
phrases "which is 0.50. So, any email which has its degree of similarity closer to 1 
shows high level of the proposed algorithm accuracy to group emails into activities 
found in the email messages. 
The development of an unsupervised learning algorithm with th is EECM 
techniques for the purpose of grouping email messages received into activit ies is 
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implemented in this work, while ECM [63] can be used as an independent method to 
solve some clustering and classification problems used both on-line and off-line as 
implemented in gas furnace time series. However, a relatively new embedded 
approach employed in the current work has made this new EECM algorithm more 
intelligent and is suitable for the proposed email classification system. EECM sample 
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 while other criteria are used as black box. 
EECM (d) 
1). d=threshold used to assign cluster membership 
Closest centre= vocabularies, phrases 
2). Create first cluster assigning his centre to the first data point 
3). for each data point 
Find the closest centre to the point 
If the distance between point and cluster centre is less than d 
assign point to cluster 
updates cluster centre 
else 
4). create new cluster assigning it centre to the point 
Figure 4.4 EECM Algorithm 
//Step 1. Initialize first centroid to the first example 
initCentroidsO; 
for each example e 
Node n = c1osesCluster(clusters,e) 
double minDist = dist(clusters,e) 
If cluster center> threshold 
addCluster( e) 
else, e.c1uster = n, 
Figure 4.5 ECM Algorithm 
moveCluster(n,e) 
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Email vectors are created as email messages are passed to the grouping agent 
which then loads the email features as shown in Figure 4.6 such as: relevant words 
in subject field, relevant words in the content of each mail. Each mail will then be 
analysed by each of the machine learning techniques such as k-means, fuzzy c 
means clustering, and evolving clustering method (ECM). 
Emails from one 
user 
Create vector 
data 
Run clustering 
rom: somemail@co 
0 : .. 
his mail is tis to inform 
ha a irrupted illegal 
Cluster Validity index = 0.1 
ResultEmails grouped 
by similarity 
and 
cluster validity index 
Figure 4.6 Email Grouping Flow Chart 
Figure 4.6 uses the three aforementioned machine learning techniques to group 
email messages and individual results are evaluated using valid ity index. Dun's 
validity index [25, 28, 49] was implemented as good approach to find the best 
number of clusters and best performance classifier compared existing classifier or 
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cluster techniques and further evaluations are provided in chapter 7. In this research 
when validity index is approximately 0.9, 0.94, 0.98 and is close to 1, this means that 
the degree of accuracy of grouping email message correctly is very good and is 
approximately 98%. This research work was able to achieve about 95% accuracy for 
the email grouping, summarisation and reply prediction. 
4.4.3 Email Back-Propagation Neural Network Technique 
Email Back-Propagation neural network (EBPNN) is the most efficient among the 
neural network applications developed for this research work. It has the advantage of 
yielding high classification accuracy. However, it has the limitations of slow learning 
speed and the likelihood of its becoming trapped into a local minimum, which makes 
it difficult to use in practical applications, especially when the size of the dataset 
network is large. Back-Propagation [58, 64] is adopted in a modified way in this 
research work in the developed email grouping with unsupervised learning approach. 
This seems to be a challenging task because of the difficulties of knowing when the 
clustering process should stop, when enough information that will help in grouping 
decision is achieved or when sufficient more information about the email or series of 
email conversation in a single mail has been acquired. These limitations are due to 
the fact that the learning process of the traditional BPNN is mechanical but have 
been overcome by introducing associative rules learning into the modified back-
propagation neural network technique. 
The problem of discovering meaningful associations across all email dataset 
requires: (1) more rigorous words extraction than afforded by traditional approaches 
to association rule learning; and, (2) the invention of knowledge ratings for learned 
rules, not just statistical ratings. Learned associations, expressed as rules, are the 
basis of association rule learning [18, 42]. An association rule [42, 71] is 
corroborated by the data from which it is observed by two measures - support and 
confidence. Support is the probability that both Email Content and Subject field 
content occur in an email message or in a series of email conversation: P(Email 
Content & Subject field content). Confidence is the conditional probability that given 
Email Content appears in an email message, Subject field content also appears: P 
(Subject field content I Email Content). 
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An example of this email grouping rule is .. email messages that contain properties 
such as meeting venue, meeting date and time, attendees, will tend to be associated 
with property- meeting." Such a mail or email conversation series will be grouped 
with the help of back-propagation technique into a property called "MEETING", 
Multiple attributes from each email messages or email conversation series are 
included and cross-level and mix-level rules are expressed. Because of the improved 
expressiveness, many more statistically relevant rules are learned. To identify 
semantically useful rules among each email message and series of email 
conversations, this algorithm compares email properties appearing on both subject 
field of the mail and content of the email messages to identify learning in depth. For 
a set of learned rules surpassing statistical thresholds of relevance, the most 
semantically relevant rules which those are expressing more depth in terms of the 
expression of the email properties generated. 
This work attempted to extend email back-propagation neural network (EMBPNN) 
learning algorithm. Email classification for handling email concepts can be viewed as 
a special case of feature text classification, but the sparse and noisy feature space 
makes it more difficult because email messages contain more informal words and 
sentences. Previous works have attempts to increase classification accuracy using 
an efficient feature selection method or using more valid features for email 
classification. 
EBPNN learning algorithm back-propagation neural network is a generalisation of 
the delta rule used for training multi-layer feed forward neural networks with 
nonlinear units. The delta rule is a gradient descent learning rule for updating the 
. 
weights of the artificial neurons in a single-layer perceptron. For a neuron )with 
activation function 9 (x )the delta rule for j's ith weight'Wji is calculated by (4.8) 
(4.8) 
where a is a small constant called learning rate, g(x) is the neuron's activation 
function, t j is the target output, hj is the weighted sum of the neuron's inputs, Y j is 
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the actual output, and Xi is theith input. It holds when hj == L XiWjiand 
Yj == g( hj ) and g' a value of the learning rate. 
The delta rule can be stated in simplified form for a perceptron with a linear 
activation function by (4.9) 
(4.9) 
Delta rule as stated by (4.9) is also a gradient descent method designed to 
minimise the total error or mean error of the output computed by the email back-
propagation algorithm. This EBPNN consists of an email input layer, and email 
output layer, with one or more hidden layers between them. Each email layer 
consists of several properties (nodes) of email contents (neurons), and there could 
be connections with a set of email messages. Each node i in the input layer 
receives a Signal Xi as the network's input, multiplied by a weight value between the 
input layer and the hidden layer. Each word extraction (node) j in the hidden layer 
receives the signal Email(j) according to (4.10): 
n 
Email(j) = aJ + Lx/wI} (4.10) 
1=1 
where a. is the bias in the email hidden layer as the output value will be compared 
J 
with the target. 
Then the signal Email(j) is passed through the bipolar sigmoid activation function 
g(x) as shown by (4.11), where value 2 represent the bipolar signal, and value -1 is 
the error to be corrected while exp (- x) is the exponential conjugate of the value x of 
the activation function. 
2 g(x) = -1 (1 +exp(-x)) (4.11 ) 
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The output of the activation function g{Email{j)) as elaborated in eq. (4.16) then 
broadcasts all of the neurons to the output layer by (4.12). 
m 
bk = ck + L wjkg(Email(j)) ( 4.12) 
j=1 
Where bk is the output of the overall output layer of the email dataset.ckis the biase 
in the email output layer. 
Equation (4.13) calculates the mean absolute error Gm as the error function are 
implemented as shown by (4.13) 
( 4.13) 
where n is the number of training patterns, Gm is mean absolute error, Ck and Bk 
are the output value and the target value, respectively. The gradient descent method 
searches for the global optimum of the network weights, the partial derivatives 
8G / aw are computed for each weight in the network (this calculates the gradient of 
the optimum weight as aG/ aw ). Then the weight is adjusted according to (4.14) 
W{t + 1) = w{t)- ryaG{t)/ aw~) (4.14) 
where t is the number of times, 17 is the learning rate and 8 is the global optimum 
value. 
4.4.3.1 Email BPNN Learning Algorithm 
EBPNN learning algorithm has two main limitations for email grouping. It slows 
learning speed and exhibits the likelihood of trapping into a local minimum. This 
developed method is designed to overcome these limitations. In the beginning, the 
learning process proceeds very quickly in each period and can make rapid progress. 
When training an EBPNN, it is easy to enter local minima, and usually the 
associative learning rule has been used to avoid this problem. This work developed 
two methods to improve the speed of training for EBPNN. 
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4.4.3.2 Efficient Processing of Email Dataset 
Convergence is sometimes faster if a speed term is added to the weight update 
formulas. If the speed at which the extraction of email properties is increase with the 
weight assigned to each properties that are selected as representing the focus of the 
mail, then such email weight is calculated faster and improves the decision making 
of the grouping technique. The weight update formula for EBPNN with speed is: 
W{t + 1) = W{t )-7]8G{t)/ aw{t) + L x (W{t)- W{t -1)) (4.15) 
where speed parameter L is constrained to be in the range from 0 to 1. The speed 
parameter L ranges in values and can be any value such as: 0.1, 0.2.0.3, 0.4 and 
must be between 0 and 1. The enhanced weights for the training step t + 1 are 
based on the weights at training steps t and t -1.Using the adaptive learning rate to 
adjust the learning rate, the role of the adaptive learning rate is to allow each weight 
to have its own learning rate, and to let the learning rates vary with time as training 
progresses. The formula applied in this work for an EBPNN with an adaptive learning 
rate from eq. (4.21) is : 
(4.21 ) 
where t is the times during the training process, and G is the absolute error in each 
Period. When G decreases, the learning effect will increase (the weight may change 
to a greater extent). Otherwise, the learning effect will decrease. The two methods 
can accelerate the convergence of the EBPNN learning algorithm to some extent. 
Figure 4.7 shows the algorithm of the EBPNN developed. 
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1. Set email Back-propagation (training examples 7] n. n n) 
, , I' h' 0 
2. Each training example is of the form (x, t)where x is the input vector and tis 
the target vector. 7] is the learning rate (e.g., .05). n i , nh and no are the 
nu~~e.r of input, hidden and output nodes respectively. Input from unit i to 
Unit ] IS denoted Xu and its weight is denoted by w .. 
IJ 
3. Create a feed-forward network with n i inputs, nh hidden units, and no output 
units. 
4. Initialize all the weights to small random values (e.g., between -.05 and .05) 
5. Until termination condition is completed, 
i. Start the loop (Run through the email to extract keywords) 
{ 
For each training example: (x, t) , 
input the instance x and compute the output 0 u of every unit, 
For each output unitk, calculate 
8 =0 (1-0). OJ 8 h h h kEematldatasets{h) kh k 
} 
6. Update each email keywords weight w'} .. : WI'}·· f-- w.· + ~W .. where, w· = 7]8.x.i I Ij Ij Ij J J 
7. End the process 
Figure 4.7. Email Back-Propagation Algorithm 
EBPNN receives email inputs, which is pattern to extract properties in email 
messages. Properties are important words and phrases that show the focus of the 
mail. If the mail is about meeting, properties such as: meeting venue, meeting time 
are extracted and passed as inputs to the back-propagation system. After the neuron 
in the first layer received the email property inputs, it applies the associative rule and 
the g(x)to the inputs and produces the email output. This output, as shown in Figure 
4.7, is the input (one of them) for the neurons in the next layer. So the next layer will 
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feed forward the data, to the next layer, until the last layer is reached. The use of 
email training set helps to predict the group of emails based on the properties 
selected by the algorithm. The group that is being predicted is called the desired 
output of the neural network for the email messages. When the two values are 
compared the computed error is calculated by (4.16). 
dError _ Rate = d _ Desired _ Output / d _ Output ( 4.16) 
EBPPNN is adjusted to work better with the email dataset input. For example, if 
the dError is 10% of the dOutput, then the synaptic can increase weights of the 
extracted information by 10%. With the learning rate, for email grouping.an 
adjustment implemented is 10% and equation (4.17) is implemented. 
dNewWeight = dOldWeight * dA4Justment * dLearningRate ( 4.17) 
The learning rate dLearningRate is part of a single pattern of email messages. For 
example, if the dNewWeight is set to 0.01, it will take 1000 email dataset patterns to 
make a 10% adjustment. Speed calculations significantly especially if more keyword 
patterns are forms and for the learning rate to acceleration. Back-propagate the 
changes to the previous email dataset. As soon as the desired outputs for the output 
emails are achieved, adjustment of the weight could be made to reduce the error. 
EBPPNN was implemented for email grouping built on user defined "word 
classes". This work is based on the content of subject and email message content 
and the classes are words with meaning (Critical, Urgent, Very important, Less 
Important and Others). The output shows that it is more accurate than several other 
techniques. An investigation was made on the effects of various feature selection, 
weighting and normalisation methods, and also the use of back propagation for the 
email datasets as elaborated in section 1.1, 1.2 of chapter 1. 
Furthermore, extractions of information properties of email messages as well as 
the analysis of properties of series of emails in email corpus [12] from Enron for 
training data and testing data are implemented. A set of emails E as in equations 
(4.18,4.19, and 4.20), with the user entering a query by(4.18) 
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( 4.18) 
for a sequence of words Wi· Then one needs to return a subset E* of E such that 
for each e e E*, then maximise the following probability, p 
P (e I q, E) (4.19) 
Given a email collection E, a word w, q is the query, individual email e , and weight of 
the mails the we and this algorithm calculates we as shown by (4.19). 
(4.20) 
Where fw' e equals the number of times w appears in e, lEI is the size of the corpus, 
and fw x E equals the number of emails in which W appears in E . There are a few 
different situations that can occur here for each word, depending on the values of f 
fw' e, lEI, and fw x E, the most prominent of which will examine. Assume that lEI ' 
fw, E, i.e. the size of the corpus is approximately equal to the frequency of W over 
E. If 1 < log~EI / fw x E) < c for some constantc, then fw x e but still positive. This 
implies that w is relatively common over the entire corpus but still holds some 
throughout E . 
This research used 100000 emails for training and used 6000 emails for testing 
and developed approach of EBPNN for email grouping to classify email messages 
based on the activities in emails with the following classes to be the desired outputs-
critical, urgent, very important, important and others. This proposed approach 
investigated the contents of the email messages to determine the state, transitions, 
and focus of each emails to generate special features and to determine the status of 
the email messages as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Email Messages 
Transitions: E.g., replies to 
previous messages, Ongoing 
conversation/Thread 
State of the email: e.g. is the mail 
about life and dead, deadlines, 
appointments, meetings, greetings, 
, 
Classification: 
1. Critical: life and dead, illness, surgery 
,medical problems, recession, 
2. Urgent: mails with time span, credit card 
repayment deadlines, University fees 
deadline, bills repayments, appointments, 
3. Very Important: meetings, conferences, 
interview, mails from debt collectors, mails 
from court etc 
4. Important: mails from a manager, CEO, Head 
of departments, mails without time span, 
without any element of urgency 
C\ Nnt c;lIr~' mnilc frnm fritmr/c fnmi/II ptr 
Figure 4.8 Learning Processes of Email Groupings 
The database contains 10,000 emails as input, 5 outputs units (one for each kind 
of emails) and a number of hidden units. To train the email dataset, it presents 
features of each emailslike:subjectfield.CcIBcc. attachment field, most frequent 
words and phrases in the email dataset and compare the actual activity of the 5 
output units with the desired activity. Once the calculation of the error is done, which 
is defined as the square of the difference between the actual and the desired 
activities. Next, the weight of each connection is changed as to reduce the errors. 
This process is being repeated for many different email messages in the dataset until 
the grouping algorithm classifies every email correctly. 
This procedure is implemented to calculate the error derivative for the weight (EW) 
in order to change the weight by an amount that is proportional to the rate at which 
the errors changes as the weight is changed. One of the ways that was used to 
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calculate the initial EW is to perturb a weight slightly and observe how the error 
changes. But that method is inefficient because it requires a separate perturbation 
for each of the many weights. Back propagation performs better and give better EW, 
and calculate EW. Further illustration of Back-propagation algorithm is described in 
Figure 4.7. 
4.4.4 Summary of Email Grouping 
In summary, an innovative approach has been proposed for email grouping using 
UEVSM in conjunction with UCM, EECM, EBPNN and its viability has been 
established. A detailed analysis of parameters that affect the group process has 
been presented and the experimental results prove the effectiveness of this 
approach. The technique is applicable for email grouping. The proposed technique 
has also been evaluated and compared with existing techniques. It seems to perform 
better than the existing techniques. 
The proposed solutions were demonstrated to select important words in email 
messages to provide a better grouping than simply running the unprocessed 
message. The proposed system also would be able to group emails messages 
according to user's activities. 
4.5 Email Summarisation Framework 
Over the past few years, the phenomenon of the overcrowded inbox has become 
an increasingly serious impediment to communication and productivity and there is 
the need for prioritising emails from a variety of senders, and quickly taking action on 
mails that demand the user's attention now more than before. Summarisation 
techniques are useful in document retrieval tasks. Similarly, email users believe that 
an email phrase and text extraction summarisation system could constitute an 
important component of a larger email application. Specifically, this work adopts the 
working assumption that at least in certain situations, users will find reading 
summaries preferable to reading the entire email thread. 
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This section discusses a proposed, comprehensive email summarisation method. 
The primary idea of this method is to process the email message as a sequence of 
representative phrases, namely Sequential Message Summarisation Method 
(SMSM). SMSM approach involves selecting important phases from email messages 
and compressing them (i.e., removing unimportant fragments). Experimental results 
(presented in Section 7.5.2 of chapter 7) suggest two findings: that SMSM performs 
better than some other well-known existing summarisation systems such as open 
text summariser. Secondly the SMSM sentence compression technique does 
improve summarisation performance. 
4.5.1 Email Summarisation Theory 
Central to the SMSM approach is a proposed unsupervised keywords selection for 
email summaries. The approach builds a Semantic Keyword Index (SKI) for the 
email messages to be summarised. Summary extraction of keywords is then 
formulated as optimising keywords detection defined on the SKI. 
Further, the SMSM selects salient keywords from emails and organise them into 
an intermediate summary. The main challenging issue of the SMSM is caused by 
one of the characteristics of common natural languages, i.e. a set of same word with 
different pattern/organisation or combination can result in more than two different 
meanings. 
A weighted SKI set is hence needed for the email message to be summarised. In 
collection of email messages, a set of phrases represent a desired property that 
contains a set of keywords with different weights, so as to differentiate the chosen 
keywords. 
The summary extraction procedure, namely, SKI Maximisation (SKIM) is done by 
selecting sets of phrases containing only keywords with higher weights, the details of 
which will be given in the Section 4.5.2. The SKIM is guaranteed by the SMSM 
algorithm, which aims to find a solution that is no worse than a threshold fraction of 
the optimal value, in which the threshold ranges from 0 to 1. This SMSM algorithm is 
proposed with a threshold for keyword sets collected in each email message and if 
the threshold is closer to the optimal threshold and is 0.72 (approximated by a ratio 
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of log2 n/2 == 0.72), then keyword sets cover can be approximated within a ratio of In 
n. The keyword sets cover indicates the least possible value of the number of 
effective keyword sets chosen. In detail, assuming Kn to be a set of n keywords 
and E = {SI'S2, ... ,SJ, i.e., a collection of emails subsets of Kn. Set cover is such a 
problem that in email keywords selection processes especially with selection of a few 
possible keyword subsets from E, every keyword in E is contained in at least one of 
the selected keyword subsets. In the other side, max k - cover is an opposed problem 
of selecting k keywords subsets from E such that their union contains as many 
keywords as possible to make an effective summary of the targeted email. More 
detail will be described in the following Section 4.5.2. The approach developed to 
cope with NLP problem is the use of Email Summary Keyword Approximation 
Algorithm (ESKAA). 
4.5.2 Developing SMSM Algorithm 
In this section, the SMSM algorithm will be discussed in details with respect to 
related issues, namely, keyword modularity and keywords set function. 
4.5.2.1 Keyword Modularity 
For max k-cover, a consideration of ratio between the number of keywords 
covered by the k subsets selected by the algorithm and the number of keywords 
covered by the optimal solution. This ratio is always at most one, and the smallest 
value that it can attain on an input instance is the approximation ratio of the 
algorithm. 
Moreover, if a set of f: 2h ~ Re which draws subsets K c H of a finite set H to 
real numbers f(.) is called keyword modular for K, M, c H by (4.21). 
f(K U M)+ f(K nM):::; f(K) + f(M) (4.21 ) 
where H is the entire set of representing keywords in the email message, K is 
the selected effectively representing keyword (a subset of H), and the function f(.) 
scores the quality of the summary. 
If there are set of keywords Kn = {1,2, ... , N}, where certain keywords pairs (i, j) is 
similar, the similarity of i and j is measured by a SKIM of a non-negative weight w,!, 
This proposed SMSM algorithm can then represent the whole email dataset using a 
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weighted SKIM set, SKiMn = (Kn' E) ,with non-negative SKIM value of w. associated 
Ij 
with each edge (i,}). Hence SKiMn a subset of H that best represents the entire 
setKn' 
4.5.2.2 Keywords Set Function 
In order to leverage the keywords modularity several sub-keywords modular sets 
were introduced, each of which measures how "representatives" of H is of the entire 
Kn' Two main keywords modularity function proposed are used by (4.22) and (4.23) 
respectively to measure the similarity of Hto the entire setK
n
• U is the union of the 
keyword sets, while c means member of the set. eq. (4.22) is the keywords location 
function. 
( 4.22) 
This measures the similarity of keywords H to the whole set Kn' Where lid is 
keyword locator function. In eq. (4.22), the weight of the keyword sets is generated 
as the weight i of H is found out and likewise weight j of the entire set Kn is 
calculated, then U calculates the union representative member from the entire 
keyword sets to locate the select keywords for summaries. Furthermore, equation 
(4.23) measures the similarity of Kn to the remaining keywords index, i.e the keyword 
reduction function: 
Ireduc(i()~ n = U icH\Kn • U jcH Wi,j ( 4.23) 
In some cases, i.e., when the weights of the graph are noisy, optimising the 
average may be inadequate. As an extreme example, consider a document where all 
the sentences are highly related to each other, except only one of them is somewhat 
different but important. Obviously, the ideal summary for this email should also 
contain the salient keyword sets. In summary, the keyword locator function is non-
decreasing since Wi/ ~ O. And for the reduction of keyword sets, the increment of 
adding k into H is explained by (4.24). 
(4.24) 
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In equation (1.4), the selected keywords are calculated and deducted from the 
entired keyword sets Kn using the reduction function. Here f . 
, reduction abides by the 
condition that extracted summaries of email message II h are usua y muc smaller than 
the entire email content. In this work, IHI ~ KIl . This means that IHI which represent 
the similar selected keywords is less than the entire keywords found in email 
messages. Figure 4.9 illustrated the entire keyword selection processes in the 
SMSM approach. 
1. Input: Kn =(H,E) with weights Wi.j on edge (i,j); K: 
the number of keywords to be selected 
2. Initialise Kn =fjJ,Pi =O,i=l, ... ,N whereN=IHI 
3. While IHI ~ K do 
4. k * = argmaxkcH\Kn' UiCH.{i,k)CE (max{pi' Wi,k}- Pi) 
5. Kn = K u{k*} 
6. For all i E H do 
7. Pi = max{pi' Wi,k*} 
8. End for 
9. End while 
Figure 4.9 SMSM Algorithm 
Figure 4.9 shows that the SMSM algorithm's iteration especially when the sets of 
keyword Kn are selected, then each of the keyword sets is assigned weights based 
on the similarity of the keywords. If the keywords are repeated, then the algorithm is 
good enough to remove redundant keywords. After the salient keyword sets IHI are 
selected from the entire K
n
, then the chosen keyword sets forms the summary of the 
mail. 
4.5.3 Email Summarisation Framework 
Unsupervised learning approach using an associative rule learning techniques is 
developed. SMSM uses a different approach for email message summarisation that 
is superior to existing work. In this case, each message can be considered as a 
"document" in a sequence message summariser task. In the same way that current 
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systems are given a number of documents about a topic and asked to generate 
summary, this approach treats each email as a document "about" the topic. Each 
messages phrases and text relations between variables in large email dataset are 
discovered. If there is any interesting association in the content of the mail, then the 
relative words and phrases are extracted and passed to the word modeller and after 
the email summarising agent (ESA) has learnt with the relative words and phrases 
and the agent carry on learning and become more knowledgeable. For example if a 
mail is about flight confirmation, the ESA looks for flight associative words and 
phrases such as: flight airline reference, E-ticket confirmation, check-in time and 
flight number and associate these words with the subject field of the inbox and 
relates each word and sentences to make a decision on the sentences that are 
required for precise summary for the mail. The selected sentence for summaries are 
finally checked with human judged summaries that is built in the model and if it is 
70% accurate to human judged summaries, then the summary will be provide. If the 
summary proposed by the ESA does not reach the threshold of 70%, then the 
algorithm will have to check the mail content, the subject fields, the sender's email 
against the phrases modeller for associative phrases, where the mail is coming from 
and who sent such mail and add time analysis checker to check if there was any 
existing conversation before. After the final analysis and checks with natural 
language processing with the help of WorldNet, this mail will have met the threshold 
and its summary will be provided. 
Thus, the approach runs the risk of over-representing messages that do not 
contain important content. Furthermore, since summary length is largely determined 
by thread length, system output must be further processed to generate a summary of 
a desired length. The SMS approach has the opposite problems: although summary 
length is easier to control, it is more difficult to convey message structure. The basic 
summarisation architecture of this work is shown in Figure 4.10 - this describes 
sequence summarisation system, which was developed. Instead of a purely 
extractive approach, sentence compression was used to remove unimportant 
fragments of otherwise important sentences. The advantage of this approach is that 
it provides the necessary flexibility to accommodate complex interactions between 
relevance and redundancy that cannot be captured in one compression. Specifically, 
a sentence selector builds the final summary by choosing among the relative words 
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and phrases, based on features propagated from the t . 
sen ence compressIon method 
features of the email content itself and feature of the t ' 
, presen summary state. 
Email 
Messages 
Error Checks 
Threshold 
Analyser 
Sentence Extractor 
Phrases and Word 
Extractor 
Modeller - Build 
words/Phrases in 
database 
Derive links to mails 
which contains such 
contents 
Natural Language 
Processing, WordNet 
Modeller 
Embed Analyser/Email 
summarisation agent 
Sentence 
Compression and 
Selection/H u man 
Summaries 
Selections 
Email Summaries 
Concise Summaries of 
each email messages 
Figure 4.10 Sequence Summarisation System 
Figure 4.10 examines the approach of sentence compression based on 
linguistically motivated rules and the other based on associative rule learning using 
unsupervised learning. These methods were applied to the problem of email 
summarisation . These two compression techniques represent different tradeoffs that 
are predominantly good for email messages. The sentence selector as compared 
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against human selection in this framework iteratively chooses 
variants of source sentences to generate a final summ ary. 
from compressed 
The developed threshold measure as explained in section 1.1 , was used to 
determine the sufficient weight that determines that an email keyword sets IS 
sufficient enough to make up a summary. Each emails are evaluate with a 
predefined weighted feature-based approach where the parameters have been 
tuned on test data from previous evaluations. Figure 4.11 shows an extensive 
framework of email summarisation. 
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: - Extraction Qf Rare and frequent 
. word s/Phrases 
- ' nbuilt Dictionary Qf wo,-d 
- WQrldNel Chec ker 
- Content feature extTactor 
- Selection OIf sentences that 
makes up the selected phrases 
and word by the summari.ser 
E mail m essages 
F eature s 
A nalyser 
.---------~-------- ~ 
Dictionary of words 
Email 
and phrases 
thre ad- is it 
an e x is ting 
convers ation Yes 
R e pliarJe s 
Messages 
E m a il S ummary 
Chec k e r with .. 
human Judgeme nt 
C h osen 
words! 
Phrases 
sente n ces 
Figure 4.11 Email Summarisation Framework 
lESS 
Intelligent email 
summarisation toolkit 
Features are either static or dynamic. Static features include values propagated 
from the sentence compression algorithm, keyword similarity measures computed 
with respect to the working set of documents. Dynamic features are recomputed 
after the inclusion of each additional sentence in the final summary. Such features 
take into account redundancy with respect to the current summary, the distribution of 
documents from which sentences have been selected, etc. Figure 4.12 shows the 
initial salient words and phrases selection from an email message and then generate 
keywords from the selected sentences to comply to the algorithm in Figure 4.12. 
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Summarisation Algorithm 
Input: N, M, Msg Output: Sentence list 
1). Identify N most frequent words in incoming email messages 
2). Identify keywords from selected frequent words 
3). Select M sentences from email containing most frequent words 
4). Check lexical meaning of keywords to avoid repetition (WordNet) 
5). Pass selected keywords and the sentences where they occur to 
human judged summaries for verifications 
6). If it is 70% accurate then, if less, extract keywords and learn them 
for the future and keep them in the keywords model 
7). Order the selected keywords and sentences according to their 
occurrence in the message 
Figure 4.12 Email Summarisation Algorithms 
Figure 4.12 illustrated how salient keywords are selected from email messages 
and when the this first layer algorithm in Figure 4.12 is applied, then the second 
stage of the SMSM algorithm will complete the process in order to facilitate accurate 
keywords selections for correct summaries of emails. The evaluation results and the 
performance of the developed approach are analysed in section 7.5.2 and further 
details are provided in Appendix C, and D. 
4.5.4 Summary of Email SMSM 
Keyword-based selection is a complex but effective approach for email 
summarisation. The SMSM proposed in this work has been found to provide an 
insightful and better way to summarise email messages with unsupervised machine 
learning approach. The demonstration of the effectiveness of this proposed 
approach has been illustrated on the theory of keyword modularity as well as 
keyword sets functions to provide concise summaries of email message. As a result, 
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instead of browsing through thousands of messages and clicking on graphical 
interface to summarise the mail painstakingly, an email users can now have their 
email messages summarised on their behalf. The email summarisation system relies 
on a simple algorithm but it is very complex to implement. Yet it appears to work 
better than other existing approaches 
4.6 Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
Email Urgency Reply Prediction (EURP) is defined as a way of handling, deciding 
and determining emails that require imperative reply. Over the past few years, email 
has become the preferred medium of communication for many businesses and 
individuals. As a growing portion of our lives is captured over email exchanges, the 
phenomenon of the overcrowded and unmanaged inbox is becoming an increasingly 
serious impediment to communications and productivity. This research work tackles 
a problem that contributes to the broader goal of providing users with effective 
applications to determine mails that require replies - the task of email urgency reply 
prediction. 
The problem of determining email messages that needs urgent reply is technically 
challenging because of the complexity of emails, problem of natural language in 
which same set of words can possibly express hundreds of different meanings. In 
details, determining the urgency of replying an email could also involve the following 
issues: 
• determining decisive word organisation that makes up the level of 
urgency in replying, and 
• determining sufficient· information has been gathered to make a 
judgement, without overdosing. 
ERUP focuses on detection of emails that need urgent reply using heuristic 
machine learning approach, namely a newly developed urgency prediction (UP) 
method in this work. One of the important aspect of UP is the use of unsupervised 
urgency prediction to learn important salient keywords (sets) that shows the focus of 
the mail and determines the urgency of such mails. UP identify and organise 
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keyword sets from email messages to produce an urgency index which will be 
described in detail later on. 
4.6.1 Theory of Urgency Prediction 
This UP is based on the idea that email communications can be viewed as a 
network with time-stamped links representing communications between nodes 
(either senders or recipients) and that future communications can be predicted 
through keywords via machine learning. UP uses the Enron email corpus [38] to 
evaluate the usefulness of our approach. 
As in the case of time series analysis, conceptually, for email urgency detection, 
time periods are used e.g. t1,t2, b ... ti ... tn, as input to make predictions on possible 
email conversation in time period t. In the research analysis of emergency prediction, 
all emails are treated in time periodst -1, t - 2, t - n equally. Certain weighting 
scheme (e.g., the more recent email conversation hold more predictive control) might 
improve the performance of the UP. In this developed approach, email urgency 
keywords were first constructed using email data in time periods t -1, t - 2, t - n. This 
email urgency keyword weight (EUKW) is weighted and form the initial emergency 
index of each keyword. For each exposition, EUKW is denoted using matrix M as 
shown by (4.25) and in Figure 4.13. 
M = (mij) , i, j = 1 , ...... ,N (4.25) 
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Figure 4.13 EUKW for linked keywords 
This Figure 4.13 shows graphical theoretic formulation of keywords links to 
proposed urgency prediction algorithm, which predict possible keyword links based 
on existing observed links as well as machine learning techniques. As for the actual 
way of calculating weights of each keyword, this will be discussed in the next 
session. 
4.6.2 Urgency Prediction Activation 
The main advantage of the developed UPA is its ability to capture keywords 
among email senders and recipients using keywords rules learning (KRL). By 
exploring the KRL technique (best keywords extractions in emails), there is an 
assumption that frequent used keywords from sender or reply by recipient will create 
frequent links from 1 t02 and from 2 to 3 implying that links from 1 to 3 might be 
possible as shown in Figure 1.1. In this approach, UPA computes for each email i, 
an activation level ~;II, for all other email, j = 1, .... N, j *- i . 
The UPA initialises the activation level to 1 (pj = 1). Activation levels of all emails 
are set to O. After initialisation, an algorithm developed to implement the UPA and 
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other calculus, which will be described elsewhere in this chapter will repeated ly 
perform the activation procedure as calculated by (4.26) . 
(4 .26) 
Where Is is, the continuous SIGMOID [51] transformation function, and is used for 
normalisation function for the emergency prediction algorithm. fJ, governs the 
activeness of keyword(s) over timed paths, which takes a value between 0 and 1. 
m ij is the matrix index of the keywords and N the numbers of keywords selected. 
The proposed algorithm stops when the activation function finds enough keywords. 
The final activation level J1 i produces a potential score p(i, j). The developed 
framework as shown in Figure 4.14 provides more details. 
Email Replry Prediction 
··Extract the focus of email 
content 
•• extract freq'uent words/ 
phrases used In email fields as 
welil as content 
Predictor buillds a model of 
dictionary or words/phrase as 
d!atabase 
·Machine learner checks the 
database for these wordl 
phrase 
Passed the email to predictor 
•• Determine from the 
database and learned training 
by human trainer to determine 
the categories 
Email messages .~ 
'----------r--- . ~ 
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Email 
thread- is it 
an existing 
conversation 
No 
Replied Yes 
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Need reply - 1 
Need no reply - 0 ~ 
Others - 2 
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~ Dictionary 
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IEPS 
I r tell" .... et t et"tlai l predictlOf"l 
todkit 
Figure 4.14 Email Emergency Reply Prediction Framework 
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In Figure 4.14, each email's subject field and the contents were analysed as the 
UPA captures keywords found in subject field as well as the content of the mail. In 
detail, the chosen keywords will be further processed and screened, resulting an 
optimal set of keywords that represents the focus of the mail. This is achieved by the 
use of UPA function and heuristic machine learning approach (learning from 
observation and by example). Furthermore, the additional task performs by this 
algorithm as shown in Figure 4.15. Lexical dictionary of words was embed with the 
EURP. This dictionary helps to check the meaning of these keywords and if there is 
a match or similarity in their meaning. 
Let the numbers of messages be M 
If(M retrieved successfully) 
then 
{ 
} 
1. Define X as the number of matching needed to mark the message 
needs urgent reply 
2. Define Count as the number of matching =0 
3. If CC or BCC contains email addresses then 
a. Count = Count+ 1 
4. create a rule that states II machine learning 
a. If the contents contains some of these keywords words 
i. Count = Count+ 1 
b. must, should, what about, meeting ,priority, 
i. Count = Count+ 1 
c. Multiple of "?" 
i. Count = Count+ 1 
d. Dates or months names 
i. Count = Count+ 1 
e. Sender's email address. E.g Hod, Manager, University etc 
i. Count = Count+ 1 
5. if(Count > X)determine if urgent . 
a. then mail need urgent reply - assign value 1 
b. Else 
c. mail does not need reply - assign value 0 
d. Else if 
e. Create new group - others and assign value 2 
f. Repeat 
Figure 4.15 Email Emergency Reply Prediction Algorithm 
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Finally, the UPA activation level is initialised and if the mail needs urgent reply it is 
categorised as: need reply - 1, do not need reply - 0, while other emails with no 
urgency are categorised as: others - 2. Based on the function of the developed 
urgency prediction activation approach implemented, it explicitly solves the problems 
of email urgency prediction as highlighted in the early section of this chapter in a 
unique way. The detailed algorithm of UPA is given in Figure 4.15. 
4.6.3 Email Urgency Reply Prediction Model 
With the urgency reply activation approach, latent keywords index were introduced 
to explain the patterns of email communications. This means that one can use latent 
keywords index to represent the focus of the email messages. The email matrix Mis 
considered to be generated from the following probabilistic process: 
1) Select an email with probability p(s) 
2) Choose a latent keyword index P(%') and 
3) Generate an email keyword links from s to r (i.e. add 1 to mr.l ) with 
probability P(1z). Thus the probability of observing and learning an 
email keywords links from I:to r between c and p is given by (4.27). 
(4.27) 
Based on the interaction matrix A as the observed data, the relevant probabilities 
and conditional probabilities are estimated using a maximum likelihood learning 
procedure called Expectation Learning (ELL). Based on the estimated probabilities, 
p(s, r) a potential score is given. The computational step needed to leverage the 
keywords link potential scores to detect the urgency of the email is described below: 
a. Based on the potential scores for each keywords in each email messages, 
this approach derives an estimated likelihood distribution of all possible mails 
having n numbers of mails i.e n = 1, ..... , N -1 . A key decision to make at this 
step is how to derive the most relevant keywords from each of the mails and 
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to allocate the score. With this solution, an average potential score of all 
involved keywords links in an email is extracted. Example: Likelihood score 
((1, [2, 3])) = avg(P(1, 2), P(1, 3)) is developed. Another important modelling 
aspect at this step is to adjust the likelihood scores based on the number of 
emailsreceived.ltis often unreasonable to assume that the likelihood for an 
email (1, [2, 3, 4, 5]) is the same as (1, [2, 3]) when P(1, j) takes the same 
value j = 2, 3, 4, 5. Also, the distribution of the number of received emails rk 
from the periods t-g to t-1 is used as the basis for such adjustment. When rk 
is adjusted by setting all zero values to 1/10 of the smallest non-zero value 
and renormalise it to obtain r; to allow for possibility of previously unobserved 
mails received. To account for possibility of previously unobserved mails in 
order to extract keywords, the potential score P(i,})is obtained. 
b. With the adjustment of selected keywords distribution r; and adjusted 
potential scores P', the probability of a particular keyword selected 
B=(iUp}2' ..... }kD of k received keywords is given by (4.28). 
(4.28) 
It is prohibitively expensive to compute Le' L(e") has k received keywords L(e'). 
Due to the selection of the keywords, the average function to derive L(e') , an 
elimination of un-necessary keywords was executed, and compute the likehood 
score for each possible e. It has been concluded that Le' L(e") is the sum of 
individual adjusted potential scores P'(i,})s and each potential score is summed by 
exactly ~ C~-=-12 times. Thus (4.29) sums up the final keywords index selections and 
final decision. 
" L(e") - ~Ck-l" " p'(' ') ~e' - k N-2~, '~j I,} (4.29) 
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The likelihood score can be used to compare the effectiveness of different 
keywords index link with the urgency prediction activation algorithm for email 
modelling. 
4.6.3.1 Urgency Prediction Evaluation Dataset 
Email corpus is well suited for empirically evaluating the developed email urgency 
reply prediction framework. It is a large-scale email collection from a real 
organisation with over 10000 email communications over the course of more than 4 
years. Each of these emails were annotated by human judged predictions. The 
annotated emails were checked against the unsupervised machine learning urgency 
reply prediction for correctness and accuracy level. It is proven from the output 
results that the developed techniques perform better than similar existing 
approaches. Thus all email communications among these 500 Enron employees are 
assumed to be covered by the available dataset. After pre-processing, the Enron 
email collection analysed in this study contains 10,200 emails from 12th of February, 
2007 to 22nd of May, 2009. This research work also analysed real email from 
anonymous email users totalling about 5000 emails. Both the real emails and Enron 
email collections are analysed daily and weekly in order to train the developed 
unsupervised urgency reply prediction and fine tune all errors and improve its 
performances. An important feature of email communication as modelled in this 
framework is the one-to-many communications. Figure 4.16 shows the comparison 
results of keywords selection accuracy between the developed email urgency reply 
prediction framework and human judged selections. 
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• Percentage of Accuracy 
88% for the first test 
Email urgency reply prediction framework has been applied on the Enron email 
dataset as shown in Figure 4.16 and the results show a good performance. The 
keywords selection by the developed URPA agent shows that it is 88% accurate for 
the sample test as compared with human judged selections. When more email 
datasets are used, the agent was able to achieve 95% accuracy. This means that 
the developed URPA is very efficient, effective and performs better than existing 
tools. 
In the framework experiments, the URPA specified the threshold of keywords that 
helped the URPA agent to know when keywords extracted are enough to determine 
mails that require urgent reply and when to stop the extraction processes. The 
threshold set ranges from 0 - 10 and the threshold to determine mails that require 
urgency is 7. This is determined when the URPA finally chooses the keywords that 
makes up the focus of the mail and its urgency, then the selected keywords are 
checked with the human judged keywords selection to determine if the urgency 
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agent met the require threshold of 7. If this is true, then such a mail will be 
categorised as needing urgent reply. 
4.6.3.2 Applying Urgency Prediction Extensively 
The predictor learning skill can be self learning, or learning by example and can 
be self improved for increase in the efficiency and effectiveness of processing 
emails. Detailed sub-categories were also developed based on the urgency of the 
mail such as: 
1. critical: life and death, illness, surgery ,medical problems, recession, 
2. urgent: mails with time span, credit card repayment deadlines, University fees 
deadline, bills repayments, appointments, 
3. very important: meetings, conferences, interview, mails from debt collectors, 
mails from court etc, 
4. important: mails from a manager, CEO, Head of departments, mails without 
time span, without any element of urgency, and 
5. otherslnot sure: mails from friends, family, etc. 
Firstly, each incoming mails or email dataset collections will be analysed as 
explained in Figure 4.16. Then mails that require urgency will be grouped into three 
major categories as illustrated in Figure 4.14 while other sub-categories is derived 
when the urgency of the mail is more specific and require immediate actions. 
Appendix E and F provided a better overview and shows graphical implementation of 
the sub-categories mentioned above. 
The sampling techniques implemented in this research work are: interviews, 
qualitative observations to study features of email messages and experiment for 
email users to evaluate and test the new developed email theories and email client. 
This study was conducted in two phases using survey system, and observation-
based interviews as a way to obtain users' perceptions and attitudes about email 
usage. Chapter 7 has further details about the survey system and the complete 
survey structure. 
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4.6.4 Summary of Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
With the research findings, it is concluded that without any prior experience to 
establish an expectation and reply prediction, email users can face problem with 
deciding which email to respond to especially if one receive hundreds of emails per 
day and a dilemma of how long to wait for a response before deciding that follow-up 
actions are required. Based on the EURP theoretical model with the use of survey 
and observation based interviews that were carried out, this work then developed 
and customised an intelligent email urgency reply prediction system. The research is 
able to introduce a system that is sufficient to determine emails that are imperatively 
urgent for email users. This effective and efficient solution will help business 
organisations, higher institutions and email users to reduce un-necessary time spent 
on sorting their emails out, reduce cost, reduce email overloads and serve as more 
superior and effective archiving tools. 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, we analysed the developed email management theories, the 
general requirements and categories of email management framework from the 
machine learning point of view. This research work considered the need for new 
techniques to reduce email framework problems as mentioned in section 1.1 of 
chapter 1 and provided unique solutions to reduce human intuition in handling 
emails. The developed framework learns keywords and extracts keywords from 
email messages to make smarter email management decisions. The three major 
management decisions explained in section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. This 
research work implemented both theoretical approach as well as empirical approach. 
The mathematical theory developed for each of the major task of email 
management has proven to be authentic. The evaluation results for email grouping, 
email summarisation and email urgency reply prediction show excellent results and 
performs better than existing approaches. As such, the objectives and contributions 
of this research work was achieved. 
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Chapter 5 
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5. Developing Intelligent Email Management System 
This chapter introduces the design and implementation of an intelligent machine 
learning system that reduces problems of email management such as email 
overload, congestion, un-organised mailboxes, and difficulties in prioritising email 
messages and difficulties in finding previously archived messages. A machine 
learning urgency prediction system has been developed that could determine 
whether an email require a reply and if the mail require earnest attention. Not only 
that but also the research was extended to cover the un-organised mailboxes by 
providing a unique unsupervised machine learning grouping method. This can group 
email messages into users' activities - keywords. The grouping methods as 
explained in section 4.4 used both semi-supervised as well as supervised learning 
approach to group email messages. Likewise,asthegroupingiscompleted,itis 
then organised into an intermediate summary. The system uses not only subject, 
headers fields, favourite embedded dictionary of words but also contents of 
messages to classify emails, based on users' activities, and generate summaries of 
each incoming message with unsupervised learning approach. This framework 
tackles the problem of emails effectively and efficiently. 
Finally, regardless of how the prioritisation rules are constructed, moving unread 
messages to folders automatically causes an "out of sight, out of mind" email 
situation, where email that is not in the inbox tends to be ignored and become 
forgotten. The work proposes a different approach: provide an inbox with several 
distinct categories of interest. Individual users can customise these categories result 
from the use of a set of general rules that are pre-defined. These general rules 
liberate users from reinventing and maintaining relevant rules for handling their email 
because the user does not need to develop the rules. The user only tailors them via 
a form to his or her use. Figure 5.1 shows the research email management 
framework theories that were adopted and developed. It shows that machine 
learning was used to summarise email messages and likewise the EBPNN. EBPNN 
was implemented on email grouping only. 
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Figure 5.1 Email Management Framework 
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5.1 Intelligent Email Management System 
An intelligent system is a system that has its own main objective. Normally, there 
are many levels of objectives, as well as senses (which is that part of a system that 
can receive communications from the environment) and actuators. To reach its 
objective it chooses an action, which is the output of a system, related to a sense 
input. It changes the environment. The action is the implementation of the response 
part of a response rule based on its experiences. It can learn by generalising the 
experiences it has stored in its memories. Examples of intelligent systems are: 
persons, higher animals, robots, extraterrestrials, and a business and many more. 
An intelligent email management system is a system that learns to perform three 
major tasks: 
• email urgency reply prediction: The intelligent email management 
system learns to extract words and phrases from email messages 
(email features: subject field, email content ) and then subsequently 
pass these words and phrases to an analyser, which then analyses 
and checks these words with an inbuilt dictionary, before finally passing 
the output to the predictor, 
• email summarisation: The intelligent email management system 
learns to extract most frequent words from sentences that contains 
them and rare words from content of the email messages to a 
summarisation analyser. The analyser will check the meaning of the 
words with the dictionary and words selected with their sentences will 
be passed to the summariser for output, and 
• email grouping: The email grouping solution is divided into two main 
solutions. One solution is automated grouping of email messages 
based on activities in the email message. Activities are simply the 
focus of the email or what the email is all about. While the second 
method is about grouping email messages to five categories: Critical, 
Urgent, Very Important, Important, Others. The intelligent email 
management system learns to group emails based on activities found 
in email messages or into the aforementioned categories. 
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5.2 Machine Learning for Email Managements 
Machine learning according to Carbonell et al [14] is not just a database problem, 
it is a part of artificial intelligence. To be intelligent, a system that is in a changing 
environment should have the ability to learn. If the system can learn and adapt to 
such changes, the system designer need not foresee and provide solutions for all 
possible situations. Machine learning also help us find solutions to many problems in 
vision, speech recognition and robotics. Taking the example of face recognition, one 
recognises family members and friends by looking at their faces or from their 
photographs, despite differences in pose, lighting, hair, style and so forth. At the 
same time, people know that a face image is not just a random collection of pixel, a 
face has structure, it is symmetric. There are the eyes, the nose, the mouth, located 
in certain places on the face. By analysing sample face images of persons, a 
learning program captures the pattern that is specific to that person and then 
recognises by checking for the pattern in a given image. This is one example of 
pattern recognition. 
Machine learning is programming computers to optimise a performance criterion 
using example data or past experience. With a model defined by some parameters, 
learning is the execution of a computer program to optimise the parameter of the 
model using the training data or past experience. The model may be predictive to 
make predictions in the future, or descriptive to gain knowledge from data, or both. 
Machine learning uses the theory of statistics in building mathematical models, 
because the core task is making inference from sample. The role of learning is 
twofold. First, in training, one needs efficient algorithms to solve the optimised 
problem, as well as to store and process the massive amount of data. Second, once 
a model is learned, its representation and algorithmic solution for inference needs to 
be efficient as well. In certain applications, the efficiency of the learning or inference 
algorithm, namely, its space and time complexity may be as important as its 
predictive accuracy. 
Email users have now realised the importance of taking control of their email 
messages. There are other questions people ask from the case study survey such 
as how to: 
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• take good care of their email messages against loss of important or 
crucial information, 
• 
• 
• 
look for previous archived messages, 
structure our email mailbox better for easy access, 
obtain a short and concise content of the messages, and 
• determine which mail require earnest attention. 
Managing emails is one of the areas of internet services that are very useful for 
users especially for businesses that depend on email communications. This research 
will implement varieties of machine learning algorithms on managing emails with 
machine learning techniques using: 
• 
• 
Unsupervised Learning Approach: to solve the problems of difficulties in 
determining the mails that requires attention- Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
Unsupervised Learning Techniques as well as Supervised Learning: to solve 
the problems of un-organised email messages- Email grouping 
• Unsupervised email summarisation to solve the problems of meaningful and 
concise email summarises- Email summariser. 
Email Management is a process of handling emails before the mailbox gets 
congested and overloaded and is also a method of controlling the amount of mails 
that email users receive. This limits the type of emails from un-reliable sources, 
creating a well structure mailbox that makes previous messages visible and 
searchable through email grouping system for example. Additional handling tools 
function by creating such a function of indicating mails that require attention namely 
email urgency reply prediction and creating more intelligent summaries of incoming 
emails via email summariser. Email users will be able to have a copy of the original 
mail as well as the concise summaries saving users valuable time spent on emails. 
This research was engaged in with thorough and extensive survey on how people 
want their email box to be managed. Several feedbacks were received on what 
emails users want their email client to do and these are elaborated on chapter 7. 
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5.3 Artificial Neural Network for Email Managements 
Understanding information processing system has three levels of analysis: 
namely, 
• computational theory corresponds to the goal of computation and abstract 
definition of the task, 
• representation and algorithm are about how the input and the output are 
represented as well as the specification of the algorithm for the transformation 
from the input to the output, and 
• hardware implementation is the actual physical realisation of the system. 
A representation of a human brain is similar in that both a brain, and a neural 
network consist of input neurons gathering information from an external environment, 
synapses which interlace the input neurons' information in complex but fairly 
predictable patterns, and output neurons which turn the patterns of the synapses into 
actions made on the external environment are detailed in section 3.4. Figure 3.1 and 
3.2 also illustrated an example of learning from a teacher or by observation. ANN are 
detailed in section 3.4 of chapter 3 and consist of a number of computer processing 
elements of the type in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Neural Network Processing Element 
These processing elements are arranged in layers as illustrated in Figure 5.3, 
such that they represent a mathematical model of the physical processes that take 
place in brain cells. In an artificial neural network a processing element (PE) has 
many input paths and combines, normally by a simple summation , the values of 
these input paths. The combined input within a processing element is then modified 
by a transfer function as shown in Figure 5.3. This transfer function can either be: 
• a threshold function, which passes information only if the combined 
activity level reaches a certain level , or 
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• a continuous function of the combined input. 
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The values output from transfer functions are generally passed directly to the 
output paths of processing elements and shown in Figure 5.3. These paths can be 
connected to input paths of other processing elements through connection weights 
which correspond to the synaptic strength of the neural connections. Since each 
connection has a corresponding weight, the signals on the input lines to a processing 
element are modified by these weights prior to being summed, i.e. to produce a 
weighted summation. 
A neural network, therefore, consists of many processing elements joined together 
in the above manner. Processing elements are usually organised into groups called 
layers with full or random connections between successive layers. There are 
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typically two layers that possess connections to the outside world, ie an input layer 
where data is presented to the network, and an output layer which holds the 
response of the network to a given input. Layers distinct from the input and output 
buffers are called hidden layers. 
The neural network structure shown in Figure 5.3 illustrates how the neural network 
is made up of these three basic types of layers, i.e. 
a. the input layer which accepts information from external sources and 
assigns weighted values to these depending on their relative 
importance as cost drivers, 
b. the hidden layer which processes this input information and converts it 
to the required output data, and, 
c. the output layer which outputs cost data from the neural network. 
The number of processing elements contained in a layer can be varied as can the 
number of hidden layers within any individual network. Processing elements within 
layers are normally "fully connected," i.e. an individual processing element within a 
layer is connected to all processing elements in both the preceding and succeeding 
layers. Processing elements within the same layer are, however, not connected. As 
values for process variables are input into the neural network, the processing 
elements within the input, hidden and output layers are modified such that the 
difference between the output cost values and actual cost values, i.e. the error, is 
gradually minimised. This process, termed' training the network' is performed within 
the current research work using 'back-propagation', a technique calculates an error 
between actual values and output values and propagates the error information back 
through the network to each node in each layer. This back-propagated error then 
drives the learning at each node. Learning is, therefore, the process of adapting or 
modifying the connection weights in response to stimuli being presented at the input 
buffer and optionally at the output buffer. The basic types of learning processes 
within neural networks are: 
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a. supervised learning in which the stimulus provided at the output layer 
corresponds to a desired response to a given input provided by a 
knowledgeable teacher, 
b. unsupervised learning in which no desired output is shown, and 
c. reinforcement learning where the learning from an external teacher 
indicates only whether the response to an input is good or bad. 
Each of the above learning mechanisms requires application of a learning rule 
which specifies how weights adapt in response to a learning example. For example, 
learning may require showing a network many examples, many thousands of times, 
or only once. The parameters governing a learning rule may change over time as the 
network progresses through its learning phase. Once the learning process is 
complete, the next phase in the operation of a neural network is recall which refers to 
how the network processes a stimulus presented at its input buffer and from this 
input creates a response at the output buffer. Often a recall is an integral part of the 
learning process. This is particularly true when, in order to create an error signal, a 
desired response of the network must be compared to the actual output of the 
network. 
The simplest form of a network has no feedback connections from one layer to 
another or to itself. Such a network is called a "feed forward network". In this case, 
information is passed from the input buffer, through intermediate layers to the output 
layer, using the summation and transfer function characteristics of the particular 
network. Operations used within neural networks that affect entire layers are 
normalisation and competition. The former operation, takes the value that 
corresponds to the output of a complete layer, and scales it such that the total output 
is a fixed value. These connections allow the processing elements to individually 
sense the total layer output and adjust their own values accordingly. The result of 
normalisation is that the total activity in the layer remains approximately constant. 
The later operation, competition, refers to the interaction a processing element may 
have with each other processing element in the same layer. Unlike normalisation, 
where all of the processing elements adjust their output to create a fixed level of 
activity, in competition, only one or a few processing elements win, and, therefore, 
produce an output. A common form of competition occurs when the processing 
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element with the highest activity is the only unit with in its level to output its current 
state. Other applications of neural networks, the importance of neural networks are 
explained in chapter 3. 
5.3.1 Neural Network Processing Elements 
The processing element forms the heart of the neural network and it is the 
functions associated with these elements that provide the neural network with the 
ability to model a wide variety of relationships between input and output variables. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the structure of a typical processing element used within the 
current research work. 
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Processing elements (PEs) [8] contain a number of mathematical functions as shown 
in Figure 5.4. These functions act in a sequential manner to transform input values 
into output values. Input values can either be externally derived input values of 
predictor variables or outputs from processing elements in a preceding layer. The 
functional steps within this sequence are as follows: 
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Step 1: Weighted Summation Function - Weightings are applied to each of the 
variable values input into a PE and the summation function then sums these 
weighted variable values. Two methods of summing the weighted inputs have been 
examined in the current research, i.e.: 
• Sum which is the traditional sum of the effective inputs, 
• Majority that counts the number of effective inputs greater than zero and 
subtracts the number of effective inputs less than or equal to zero. 
Step 2: Transfer Function - The result of the weighted sum is transformed to a 
working output or "transfer" output by the transfer function. Three types of transfer 
function have been examined in the current research, i.e.: 
• linear Function in which the transfer value is simply the input value, 
• sigmoid Function, which maps inputs into values between 0 and 1, and 
• sine Function, which transfers the trigonometric sine of the input value. 
Prior to applying the transfer function, uniformly distributed random noise may be 
added. Three types of noise function have been examined in the current research, 
i.e.: 
• uniform Noise in which a random value is applied to each PE in a layer, 
• gaussian Noise where again a random value is applied to PE's, however 
these random values are normally distributed, and 
• no Noise, i.e. no noise function is applied. 
Step 3: Scaling and Limiting - Scaling is used to perform a linear transformation on 
the result of the transfer function. Limiting 'hard' limits the scaled result within an 
upper and lower boundary. 
Step 4: Output Function - This provides a method of allowing processing elements 
within a layer to compete with each other. Competition can occur to determine which 
PEs provide outputs to PEs in succeeding layers and/or to determine which PEs will 
participate in the learning or adaptation process. Three methods of determining the 
participation of PEs have been examined in the current research, i.e.: 
• direct in which there is no competition between PEs, 
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• select in which if a PE has "learned", then the output value for a single PE is 
set equal to the current transfer value for a single PE. If a PE has never 
"learned", the output value for a single PE is set equal to zero, and 
• one-highest where processing elements when they compete for output, only 
the first winner will learn or adapt and no other processing elements in the 
layer will adapt its weight. 
Step 5: Error Function - Three methods have been examined in the current 
research for transforming the raw error, i.e. the difference between the current output 
and the desired output. These methods are: 
• standard function in which no transformation takes place, 
• quadratic function which the error is squared but retains its sign, and 
• cubic function which cubes the error. 
The latter two functions increase the importance of large errors. A scale is then 
applied to the resulting error function in order to either increase or decrease the error 
associated with a particular PE. The resulting value is termed the 'current error'. 
Step 6: Back-Propagation - The process of back-propagation consists of 
multiplying connection weights by a specific value and then adding the resulting 
value to the error field in the source processing element. Depending on the network 
type the back-propagated value is either the current error, the current error scaled by 
the derivative of the transfer function or the desired output. 
Step 7: Learning Rules - Variable connection weights are modified according to a 
learning rule of which three have been examined and compared in the current 
research. 
• hebb Rule where if both the desired output and the input are above a 
threshold value then the connecting weight is incremented by a set learning 
rate, 
• perceptron Rule which is used for the output layer of the perceptron network, 
and 
• delta Rule in which the error between the desired output and the actual output 
transformed by the derivative of the transfer function is "back-propagated" to 
prior layers until the first layer is reached. 
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If some form of competition for learning is in effect, only the weights belonging to 
the "winning" processing element will be updated. Learning rules will use one or 
more of the learning coefficients from the learning and recall schedule. These 
coefficients will have different meanings depending on the particular learning rule. 
5.4 Develop an Intelligent Framework for Email Management 
The approach developed for this email classification to categories is a supervised 
learning and sample categories are: Critical, Urgent, Very important, Important, Not 
Sure. This approach is totally new and, the developed solution is based on heuristic 
technique and on the email is about: 
• loss of life, Critical accident, etc, in this case, the proposed classifier should 
indicate that such a mail is urgent, 
• meeting deadlines, reminder of vital appointments, interview appointment, 
embassy appointment etc. Such a mail could be categorised as Very 
important, 
• conference registrations, paper presentations, reminder of events etc such a 
mail could be categorised as important, and 
• if there is no timing and deadline in such a mail, and it seems to be a normal 
mail, such a mail will be categorised as others. 
This framework embed term frequency inverse document Frequency (TF-IDF) to 
determine what words in a corpus of documents might be more favourable to use in 
a query. As the term implies, TF-IDF calculates values for each word in a document 
through an inverse proportion of the frequency of the word in a particular document 
to the percentage of documents the word appears in. Words with high TF-IDF 
numbers imply a strong relationship with the document they appear in, suggesting 
that if that word were to appear in a query, the document could be of interest to the 
user. A provision of evidence that this simple algorithm efficiently categorises 
relevant words that can enhance query retrieval in email messages is provided. With 
this proposed solution, an informal definition is implemented, that query of word 
retrieval can be described as the task of searching a collection of email dataset for 
specific instances of the content. Further analysis is detailed in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 
5.7 respectively. 
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5.5 Designing Intelligent Email Management System 
To acquire knowledge by learning automatically from the data, through a process 
of inference, model fitting, or learning from examples is a largely unexplored field 
of email management. Furthermore, an artificial system can perform "intelligent" 
tasks similar to those performed by the human brain and such is implemented in 
email grouping. Such a system will be extremely intelligent. Our approach using 
neural network for email content classification with back propagation is where the 
proposed techniques distinct and effective. This chapter proposes a new email 
classification model using a teaching process of multi-layer neural network to 
implement back propagation algorithm. The contributions are: the use of empirical 
analysis to select an optimum, novel collection of features of a user's email message 
content that enables the rapid detection of most important words, and ph rases in 
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emails and a demonstration of the effectiveness of two equal sets of emails (training 
and testing data).This novel approach performs better than existing classification 
systems. 
5.5.1 Email Classification 
Classification of text in an email message is an example of supervised learning 
that seeks to build a probabilistic model of a function that maps emails to classes. In 
supervised learning of text in email messages, where an entire email dataset 
represents one example of emails to be classified, a learning algorithm is presented 
with a set of already classified, or labelled, examples. This set is called the training 
set. A number of classified emails from the training set are removed prior to model 
building to be used for testing the model's performance. This set is known as the 
testing set. To better measure the classification accuracy of the proposed model, 
several models are built from different partitions of the examples of training and 
testing sets. The classification error is then averaged over each model. This process 
is called n-times cross validation where "n" is the number of times the example set is 
partitioned. This work produces 200 models for evaluation using this process and we 
obtained 200-times cross validation. The developed model has been constructed, 
and was used to predict the classification of future email messages. The accuracy of 
this models is largely dependent on: 
• the performance of the proposed the email back propagation algorithm, 
• the important word selection using information retrieval, and 
• the "representativeness" of the training data with respect to newly acquired 
email data to be classified. 
The more representative the training data are, the better the performance. A larger 
number of training examples is often better, because a larger sample is likely to be 
more reflective of the actual distribution of the data as a whole. Further details are 
elaborated in section 4.4 of chapter 4. 
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5.5.2 Text Revolution 
Classification machine learning algorithms operate on numerical quantities as 
inputs. A labelled example is often a vector of numeric attribute values with one or 
more attached labels. For some methods, like na'ive Bayesian, integer counts of the 
attribute values are all that is required. Attributes in these cases can be nominal 
types but they are still ultimately converted to numeric counts before processing. The 
conversion of text records to vectors of numeric attributes is a multi-staged process 
of feature construction which employs several key transformations. There are many 
approaches to this process - one of the most common is to treat each text record as 
a "bag of words." Each unique word constitutes an attribute (a position in the 
example vector). The number of occurrences of a word in a document (frequency of 
occurrence) is the attribute's value for that document. Documents are therefore 
represented as vectors of numeric attributes where each attribute value is the 
frequency of occurrence of a distinct term. This set of document vectors is often 
referred to as a vector space. Algorithms that operate on such representations are 
said to be using vector space models of the data. 
Furthermore, some types of words, or series of words, may be preferable for 
learning. For example, often nouns or noun phrases are preferred. Part-of-speech 
identification algorithms and lexical/semantic dictionaries are typically used to 
provide additional information about terms. Also, very common words like "and" and 
"the" are often filtered out to improve performance. All of these transformations are 
performed before any learning takes place. The number of steps involved in this pre-
processing can be quite numerous and often constitutes the bulk of the overall model 
building process [39]. 
5.5.3 Applications of Message Classification 
This email message classification has many direct applications such as: 
• 
• 
classification of email according to the content to critical, urgent, very 
important, Important, and others, or 
classification of streams of emails, with various important words, and 
phrases, to identify particular items of interest. 
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This research work implemented supervised learning for the email word 
extractions and also supports higher-level task like: 
• information extraction, a process of extracting bits of specific 
information from unstructured email messages and 
• ~Iassification methods that are often used to identify the parts of 
message content that qualify for extraction. For example, extracting the 
date, time, location, important words such as meeting, interview, 
surgery appointment, credit card deadline etc. Further details can be 
found in Appendix E and F. 
5.6 Developing the Theories 
Email grouping system was implemented for automated email categorisation 
based on user defined "Keywords". This grouping relies on the subject and email 
message content to classify mail into groups such as critical, urgent, very important, 
important and others. The experiments show that it is more accurate than several 
other techniques. An investigation was carried out on the effects of various feature 
selection, weighting and normalisation methods, and also the use of back 
propagation for the email datasets. Constructive research method was implemented 
in this research work for the email management framework as described in section 
4.4 of chapter 4. 
A set of emails E was provided as described in equation (4.30) and (4.31) 
respectively, with the user entering a query q = WI' w2 , .. 'Wn for a sequence of words 
w,, Then, a subset E* of E such that for each e e E*, we maximise the following 
probability: 
P (e I q, E) (4.30) 
As the above notation suggests, numerous approaches to this problem involve 
probability and statistics, while others propose vector based models to enhance the 
retrieval. 
Given a email collection E, a word w, and an individual email e e E, we calculate 
(4.31) 
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Where fw' e equals the number of times w appears in e, lEI is the size of the corpus, 
and fw' E equals the number of documents in which w appears in E. There are a 
few different situations that can occur here for each word, depending on the values 
of f fw' e, lEI, and fw' E, the most prominent of which will examine. In (4.30) and 
(4.31) assume thatlEI, fw' E, i.e. the size of the corpus is approximately equal to 
the frequency of w over E. If 1 < log~EI/ iw,E)< c for some very small constantc, 
then we will be smaller than /'.1" e but still positive. This implies that w is relatively 
common over the entire corpus but still holds some throughout E . For example, this 
could be the case if TF-IDF would examine the word 'critical illnesses over the 
doctor's email conversations. This is more relevant to surgeons as well as the family 
of individual. This result would be brought to the attention of our classifier as urgent. 
This is also the case for extremely common words such as articles, pronouns, and 
prepositions, which by themselves hold no relevant meaning in a query unless the 
user explicitly wants documents containing such common words. Such common 
words thus receive a very low TF-IDF score, rendering them essentially negligible in 
the search. This is how the search for important words in email messages is 
implemented and seems to be very effective in email messages. See section 4.4 for 
elaborate details. 
5.6.1 Evaluations Performance 
To evaluate performance, a measure of the number of good classification (correct) 
and bad classifications (incorrect) are calculated. The rate of success is the average 
of hits over all data. All emails from a given user are separated in two equal sets 
training and test. The training data is used to train ANN and this ANN should know 
the patterns that result in emails being categorised as critical, urgent, very important, 
important and others etc. More details on this are contained in section 4.4.3 of 
chapter 4. This learning solution shows that ANN is learning when the training error 
(the errors that commit the ANN while learning) is decreasing. In order to check that 
the ANN learned, the test data is used. Because the test data was not used to train, 
it is an unbiased estimate of the performance. In this step, the test data is presented 
and the prediction is shown. If the prediction equals the correct value, it is a hit, 
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otherwise, it is a miss. Numbers shown as accurate a th . re e percentage of hits over 
all test data as shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Email Classification ANN Results 
Numbers of Correct Incorrect 0/0 of Runs for Total Classified Classified Successful Neural Numbers of 
Mails (Hits) Mails Classified Network (Misses) Mails Mails 
1 223 519 742 30.05% 
2 451 209 660 68.33% 
3 443 134 577 76.77% 
4 403 92 495 81.41 % 
5 361 51 412 87.62% 
6 295 35 330 89.39% 
7 222 26 248 89.51% 
8 149 16 165 90.30% 
9 80 3 83 96.38% 
10 82 1 83 98.80% 
Table 5.1 shows the experimental results of the proposed neural network solution 
for email classification into meaningful words. Equation (4.32) calculates: 
F·ln I E ·1 Ct· New NN Correct Classes a mal a egones= - - -
Total _ Numbers _ of _ Mail 
(4.32) 
The research results show that the propose classifier using EBPNN is able to 
achieve 94% success with the email categories. When the new neural network 
algorithm is compared with human participants, the developed algorithm's 
performance seems to work well and better than any existing approach. Figure 5.8 
shows more graphical results of our experiments. 
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Figure 5.8 New Neural Network Experiments 
Figure 5.8 shows how each email is being trained, and how the test data is 
analysed. It also shows the output results of the 10 numbers of runs that were 
performed on the email dataset. The training algorithm becomes more intelligent, 
learns faster as error decreases, and was able to categorise email messages into 
meaningful words: Critical, Urgent, Ve'Y important, Important and Not sure based on 
training and examples as it has been taught. See Appendix E and F. 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter has shown that neural networks can be successfully used for 
automated email classification into meaningful words. The back propagation is based 
on learning by example and learning from a teacher and outperforms several other 
algorithms in terms of classification performance. We explored the effects of various 
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features selection, and hidden weight calculations techniques. Frequency and tf-idf 
weighting with mailbox level normalisation produced the best results in email word 
classification. More experiments are needed to determine the accuracy of the 
classes. 
The computing world has a lot to gain from neural networks. Their ability to learn 
by example makes them very flexible and powerful. Furthermore there is no need to 
devise an algorithm in order to perform a specific task. In other words, there is no 
need to understand the internal mechanisms of that task. They are also very well 
suited for real time systems because of their fast response and computational times 
which are due to their parallel architecture. Neural networks also contribute to other 
areas of research such as neurology and psychology. 
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Chapter 6 
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6. A Prototype of Intelligent Email Management Tool 
This research covers management of email messages with the help of machine 
learning such as SMSM, EURP, UEVSM, ANN and EECM to manage emails with 
unsupervised learning approach. It describes the design of intelligent email 
management system, an email tool that runs as a plug in with any email client and 
provides a mUlti-view interface to assist with email management. Such tool provides 
the benefit of grouping incoming email messages in mailboxes based on the focus 
and activities in the email content, intelligently providing summaries of each 
messages in a concise and meaningful manner, and determining email messages 
that need reply utilising an approach that incorporated the three tool kits developed 
as shown in Figure 6.1. 
IEMS is developed primarily for both private and Enron corpus email messages. 
This is because the only reliable and realistic email messages that are available for 
training, testing and evaluations all through the research work and survey are the 
private email messages and the Enron corpus email datasets. The email 
conversations covers a wide variety of areas ranging from: private email 
conversations, business email communications, appointments, flight bookings, 
meetings, interviews, financial and banking conversations, medical conversations 
and others relating to health, transportation, academic, social engineering issues. 
IEMS develops intelligent email categorisations, summarisations and email urgency 
reply predictions for individual messages, message properties and messages in 
thread. Message annotation is incorporated, along with a capability for unsupervised 
learning for several messages. A small user survey and a user study provided 
information regarding users' management of their messages and threads, and a 
comparative evaluation of IEMS with respect to other existing approaches. An 
example of the research techniques and theories employed are shown in Figure 6.1. 
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The chapter begins with a discussion of related research and then presents design 
ideas, incorporated into an intelligent email management tool called IEMS. The 
results of an email user survey to explore email users' management habits, and a 
user study to evaluate IEMS are described further in chapter 4 and 5 respectively. 
6.1 IEM5: Initial Design 
The IEMS comprises of the structure model, developing and design model, the 
system analysis stage, and the implementation stages. Figure 6.1 illustrates the 
three fundamental layers that are described below: 
• technical/theory Layer: This layer comprises various machine learning 
techniques applied to solving the problems of email managements; email 
overloads, email congestions, unstructured email boxes, unpriortised email 
messages. When each of these techniques is applied, various output results 
were analysed. Some of the theoretical approached applied for email 
management are: machine learning techniques, email back-propagation 
neural networks, email evolving clustering methods, fuzzy c means 
techniques, K-means techniques, and finally unsupervised email vector 
space model, 
• implementation Layer: The application of the technical layer to the email, 
and 
• email management layer: This layer describes the design and development 
stages of the key focus of this thesis i. SMSM system, EURP system, EECM, 
EBPNN and UEVSM system with a brief analysis of each system as shown in 
Figure 6.1. In addition, Figure 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 show the management design 
layer that produces these three toolkits: Intelligent email summarisation 
system, intelligent email urgency reply prediction system and finally intelligent 
email grouping system. 
There are various techniques developed within this research and they include: 
• machine learning techniques: developed for email summarisation system, 
• artificial neural networks techniques: developed for email grouping as well as 
email urgency reply prediction systems, 
• email evolving cluster methods: developed for email grouping and prediction 
systems, and 
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• email grouping methods: developed for email grouping systems . 
The following techniques are adopted techniques that are applied in this intelligent 
email management system toolkit: 
• 
• 
• 
evolving clustering methods: adopted and applied to email grouping system, 
fuzzy C means: adopted and applied to email grouping systems and email 
urgency reply prediction system, and 
k-means: adopted and applied to email urgency reply prediction and email 
grouping systems. 
6.2 IEMS: Implementing Theories 
This flow of email is shown in Figure 6.2, as it is life application of email 
communications within an organisation or as used in private environment. 
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Figure 6.2 shows how email messages move from one user to another, as this is 
very vital to this research email tool kits. When an email sender composes and 
sends his or message from the mailbox, the mail goes to the receiving mail server of 
the internet service provider of the email user. The mail transfer agent (MT A) 
received the mail but as a user logs on a server and runs a mail user agent (MUA) 
on that machine. The MUA reads messages from a conventionally fo rmatted 
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storage, typically mailbox, within the user's HOME directory. The MTA uses a 
suitable mail delivery agent (MDA) to add messages to that storage, possibly in 
concurrence with the MUA. This is the default setting on many UNIX systems. 
Webmail applications running on the relevant server can also benefit from direct disk 
access to the mail storage. 
For personal computing, and whenever messages are stored on a remote system, 
a mail user agent connects to a remote mailbox to retrieve messages. Access to 
remote mailboxes comes in two flavours. On the one hand, the Post Office Protocol 
(POP) allows the client to download messages one at a time and only delete them 
from the server after they have been successfully saved on local storage. It is 
possible to leave messages on the server in order to let another client download 
them. However, there is no provision for flagging a specific message as seen, 
answered, or forwarded. Thus POP is not convenient for users who access the same 
mail from different machines or clients. On the other hand, the Internet Message 
Access Protocol (IMAP) allows users to keep messages on the server, flagging them 
as appropriate. IMAP provides sub-folders. Typically, the Sent, Drafts, and Trash 
folders are created by default. Both POP and IMAP clients can be configured to 
access more mailboxes at the same time, as well as to check each mailbox every 
given number of minutes. 
The research work elaborates more data flow, Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
and experimentation of the email tool kits. The tool kits as explained previously are: 
intelligent email summarisation (lESS), intelligent email grouping system (lEGS), and 
intelligent email prediction system (IEPS). Figure 6.4 shows the grouping UML 
diagram. 
Other existing machine learning techniques were implemented on the mail tool kits 
to assess their performances in comparison to the research techniques. Some of the 
existing clustering methods compared are: K-means clustering, Evolving Clustering 
Method, Artificial Neural Networks (Novel approach - EBPNN), and Email Evolving 
Clustering Methods (Novel approach). Further detail could be seen in figure 6.1, 6.3 
and 6.4. Figure 6.3 illustrates the email data flow and how each incoming mails are 
grouped and evaluated using validity index with the application of the 
aforementioned techniques. 
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Figure 6.3 Flows of Data for Email Grouping 
The early stage of this research approach uses similarity measures to group email 
messages such that those with similar features are categorise into the same email 
space. When each of the machine learning techniques are applied, the output seems 
to be slightly different. Figure 6.4 shows that each email messages are vectorised 
and each algorithm is applied to individual messages and related mails are grouped 
together because of their similarity in context and in subject field. 
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Email messages are passed to the analyser and each email is vectorised in order 
to fit the neural networks. Some of the emails are used for training while the rest are 
used for testing. Because of the machine learning techniques being implemented in 
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this research work, training is necessary for the learning agent to know the features 
to extract and how to analyse them and make accurate decision without supervision. 
The input vectors are formed in the module Load Data as shown in figure 6.4, while 
the output vectors are formed on module Create NN Data. Once input and output 
data is created, the dataset is formed, and the rest of the work is done on the Run 
neural net module. This process involves three steps performed sequentially: 
• the data is split 50% for train and the rest for test, 
• the train data is used to train the neural networks. The output here is 
the same neural networks, except it is now trained, and 
• the trained neural networks are tested with test data. The output here is 
the level of accuracy achieved by the neural network. 
6.3IEMS: Components 
A diagram that describes the architecture of email summarisation component the 
IEMS is shown in Figure 6.5. This component can be viewed as a pipeline of 
processes that takes a raw email as input, determines the size, the numbers of 
words, and the most frequent, and the sentences that contain these selected 
frequent words. If the score is high, the summariser performs the summarisation. 
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Email management framework consists of three major tool kits as elaborated In 
chapter 4. The major categories are: 
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• email Grouping: Intelligent email grouping system, 
• email summarisation: Intelligent email summarisation system , and 
• email Urgency Prediction: Intelligent Email Urgency Prediction . 
Figure 6.6 shows the prototype system of email grouping component of the IEMS 
that can work independently on its own and at the same time work as a plug in with 
an email client, Figure 6.7 shows the prototype system of email summarisation as a 
tool that can work with the other two (grouping and urgency prediction) and can also 
work independently. Figure 6.8 shows the prototype system of email urgency reply 
prediction as a tool that can be used as a plug in with an email client and can work 
with the other tools (email grouping and email summarisation). 
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6.3.1 Training and Testing Data 
The training and testing dataset created in this research work made use of Enron 
Corpus [12] for further testing by exploiting messages from users inboxes. The 
messages range from e-commerce, personal mails to office messages. Tests show 
that 10000 emails were tested, 2200 personal emails, 600 e-commerce emails, 600 
business emails and 6600 other emails. 
Further tests would be carried out using different types of email datasets. Some of 
the public datasets are email data from Enron, and personal emails. Majority of the 
public email datasets needed to be extracted into the structure that will be useful for 
this research test and analysis. 
6.3.2 Methods of Analysis 
The algorithms is analysed by setting up a testing scenario and this involved: 
• setting up a mail client that can connect and download email messages, 
• downloading email messages using the test mail client, 
• selecting hundreds of email messages at random (ranging from personal mail, 
e-commerce, office and other mails), and 
• passing the randomly selected messages to the new propose email grouping 
system, email summarisation system and email urgency reply prediction 
system. 
The purpose of the aforementioned methods is to be able to analyse real life email 
messages, which will give us more accurate results compared to static messages. 
This allows the researcher to optimise the performances of the algorithms and know 
the areas of weaknesses that could be address and enables the implementation of 
the email client in time testing, bug discovery and error detection. Error correction 
and shortcomings of these methods are addressed in section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 of 
chapter 4. Figure 6.8 provides further details while equations (4.16) and (4.17) 
addressed some of the errors with respect to the theory. 
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6.4 Summary 
In conclusion, both artificial and non artificial intelligence techniques are applied in 
the present work. The combination of the two provides superior outcomes that 
should be of significant benefit in the field of email management. This chapter 
expatiates more on the fundamental stages of the research work, the email 
management layer and how the three email systems could analyse incoming email 
messages and pass the mails to the toolkits that will finally apply intelligent learning 
techniques to categorise the mails into the correct and appropriate systems: lESS, 
IERPS and lEGS. 
The overviews of various email machine learning techniques developed and adopted 
were discussed. When each of the research methods are applied to emails, 
significant improvements on summarisation, email predictions and email groupings 
could be achieved. 
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Chapter 7 
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7. Case Studies and Survey for Evaluation 
In this research work, Enron corpus was introduced as a new test platform for 
research analysis. The email dataset's suitability with respect to email prediction, 
grouping and summarisation was analysed, and it provided baseline results that 
were state-of-the-art for email summaries, grouping and email urgency predictions. A 
large set of email messages, the Enron corpus, was made public during the legal 
investigation concerning the Enron Corporation. The raw corpus is currently 
available on the web at http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/-enron/. The current version 
contains 619,446 messages belonging to 158 users. Prior to its use in these 
experiments, certain folders were removed from each user. These folders were 
present for most users, but did not appear to be used directly by the users, but rather 
were computer generated. 
The goal in this work is to explore, develop and design theories and propose 
solutions to email classification of messages as organised by a human, as well as 
provide summaries of messages and determine mails that need reply. With the 
cleaned Enron corpus, there are a total of 200,399 messages belonging to 158 users 
with an average of 757 messages per user. This is approximately one third the size 
of the original corpus. Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of emails per user. The users 
in the corpus are sorted by ascending number of messages along the x-axis. The 
number of messages is represented in log scale on the y-axis. The horizontal line 
represents the average number of messages per user (757). The Enron email 
corpus contains data from roughly 150 senior management executives of Enron, 
which was originally made public during the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission's investigation of Enron. The corpus contains roughly 500,000 
messages, organised into folders. 
As can be seen from Figure 7.1, the messages are distributed exponentially, with 
a small number of users having a large number of messages. However, there are 
users distributed along the entire graph from one message to 100,000 messages, 
which shows that the Enron dataset provides data for users with varying volumes of 
email. More important in folder classification, though, is the number of folders each 
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user has. The distribution of folders for each user is shown in Figure 7.2. Each point 
is a user, and shows the number of folders and messages that belongs to the user. 
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Figure 7.1 Messages per User 
Figure 7.2 illustrates that the Enron dataset is consistent with many of the 
assumptions made about email folder classification. Most importantly, it shows that 
most users do use folders to organise their email. If users did not categorise their 
email into folders, then automatic classification would not be useful for them. 
Secondly, it shows that the number of messages a user has does not necessarily 
provide a lower boundary for the number of folders that person uses. Some users 
with many messages have a relatively small number of folders. The number of 
messages does, however, obviously provide an upper boundary for the number of 
folders for the user has. Unsurprisingly, no user has more folders than messages. 
More interesting is the fact that the upper boundary for the number of folders for a 
user appears to be a log of the number of messages for that user. In other words, 
users with more total messages tend to have more messages in each individual 
folder. 
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Figure 7.3 shows the correlation between the number of messages a user has and 
the linearly combined F1 score for that user. 
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The number of messages a user has is clearly not strongly correlated with the 
performance of the text classifier on his or her email. This result is reasonable, 
though, and perhaps expected. If a user has many messages, but they are all in the 
same folder, classification is trivial. If however, they are spread out, the performance 
of the classifier depends on the folding strategy of the user. In other words, the 
number of folders a user has should be a much bigger predictor of the ease of 
automatic classification for a user. 
7.1 Research Survey 
AOL research source investigated that emails are now the most frequently used 
communication tool as shown in Figure 7.4. As email services advance, increasing 
volumes of email canfloodusers.mailboxes and can lead to congestion problem. 
Users will not be able to view contents of incoming mails and may find it difficult to 
find important mails in their mailboxes. 
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Figure 7.4 AOL Survey: Importance of Emails 
The research survey in Figure 7.4 above shows that almost 80% of the internet 
users use email as means of communication and that is why email is considered the 
most frequently used communication tool in the world. In our investigations, we 
found that some email users use email as: 
• archiving tools, 
• task manager, 
• event management tool, and 
• business transaction tool. 
Several surveys were conducted on what email users want their email client to do, 
such as organise email messages better, prioritise email messages, check the 
header fields, check the attachment fields, check the ee, Bee fields etc. Our web 
based survey system was filled by over 10000 email users from across the world , 
while the one to one interview based survey was conducted with students from 
University of Portsmouth, Southampton University, Surrey University, University of 
East London, Bradford University, London metropolitan University, Imperial college, 
Oxford University, and company staff ranging from IT to banking in order to have a 
view of what email users want in their email clients and discover the problems they 
face with existing email client and management tools. The total numbers of one-to-
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one feedback about email usage and management issues are approximately 5000 
people. 
The survey results below are from users from various professional fields _ IT, 
Engineering, academic (Art, Science majors, Business, Leisure and tourism, Banking 
and Finance etc), Business, heath care and many more, which represents the broad 
spectrum of most email users. The survey found that: 
• 98% want their email client to indicate which email does or does not 
requires urgent reply, 
• 78% want an email intelligent system to access their email header fields 
including subjects fields, CCIBCC field, Attachment field, and email 
content which will allow decision making on Email Urgency Reply 
Prediction System, 
• 22% do not want any machine agent to access any part of their email as 
they would like to retain their privacy, 
• 89% want email client that could classify emails with a word with real 
meaning (e.g. Critical, Urgent, very important, Important), 
• 96% want summaries of emails to appear in their mailboxes with a copy of 
the original copy in another area of their mailbox for reference purposes, 
and 
• 97% want an intelligent system that could group their email messages 
based on what the email is all about (Grouping based on activities in the 
email message or based on the focus of the email content). 
The rest of the research survey shows that some email users are addicted to 
the internet and email as demonstrated by our findings below: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
44% of email users check email first thing in the morning, 
26% have checked in bed in their pajamas, 
50% have checked their email in the middle of the night, and 
32% admitted they have not gone more than two to three days without 
checking their email. 
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Based on these results, it is evident that email is one of the most prevalent 
communication tools that individual cannot do without in their daily lives. As proven 
by this survey findings, average users receive approximately 24 to 100 of messages 
per day, while some people rely on the use of email to manage their daily lives. In 
addition, one can also conclude that email is one of the primary business productivity 
applications and is considered the most frequently used communication tool in the 
world. Our proposed solution tackles some major email management problems 
which existing email tools do not effectively address, namely 
• failure to keep pace with email management request, 
• inadequacy at handling high-volume of emails, which often leads to 
congestions, and 
• inability to save users time by intelligently helping email users manage 
their mail. 
The goal of this research were met and explained in details in chapter 3 and 4. 
7.2 Design of Case Study 
For instance, a university lecturer receives more than 30 emails per day from 
elsewhere and a university course leader could even receive more than 50 emails 
per day. People are more likely to rely on their email software to handle such huge 
number of emails. Shown is Table 7.1 and 7.2 the design of survey questions. 
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Table 7.1 Questionnaires 
Average mails per day Results in Percentage 0/0 
0-20 6% 
21 -30 36% 
40 - 100 46% 
100-300 12% 
How satisfied are you with your existing 
mail client 
Very satisfied 6% 
Satisfied 20% 
Not Satisfied 52% 
Very Unhappy 16% 
Totally Unhappy 2% 
How Important are emails to your 
life/Business 
Critical 49% 
Very Important 36% 
Important 13% 
Not Important 20/0 
How often do you read/reply your mail 
Once a day 6% 
More than once a day 4% 
As soon as a mail get to your mail box 6% 
Every hour 24% 
As soon as possible 25% 
Every day 35% 
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 reveals how email users responded to the questions and the 
output served as platforms for designing solutions that this research provided to 
meet the email users' need. In this statistical survey, both structured interviews and 
questionnaires survey methods were implemented as explained by Ornstein. The 
questions prepared in the questionnaires are to find out what email users want their 
email client to do and the features they would have in order to save them time and 
resources. 
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Table 7.2 Questionnaires 
For most emails how quick is your 
response to them Results in Percentage % 
Reply Instantly 36% 
Reply in minutes 4% 
Reply with the hour 36% 
Reply when free 24% 
In the past one year, how many emails 
are critical to your life or business 
More than 20 8% 
More than 50 14% 
More than 200 8% 
Un-countless 70% 
Will you like an email management 
system that could summaries emails 
Yes 91% 
No 2% 
Maybe 7% 
Will you like an email management 
system that could determine mails that 
need reply 
Yes 95% 
No 
1% 
Maybe 
4% 
Will you like an email management system 
that could group email into activities 
90% 
Yes 
2% 
No 
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The survey research was able to uncover what most email users want and this led 
to the design of solutions provided about "Intelligent email management system" that 
could do the followings: 
./ determine email messages that need attention, thus saving email users at 
least 40% of their time in browsing, reading and replying to their emails, 
./ group email messages in to activities, and well structured and organised email 
box based on email content focus, therefore making it easier to find email 
messages as well as find previous archive mails with less stress, and 
./ summarise incoming email messages into an allotted area where the mails 
could be viewed, and providing intelligent email summaries which saves email 
users 30% of their time reading lengthy mails thereby making life easier for 
email users. 
By designing and developing these three in one solutions that has helped to 
meet email users' demand, the aims of this research were achieved. 
7.3 Survey Evaluation 
This research investigated what email users would like their email client to do for 
them and what they want in their email tools, since the existing email tools such as: 
Gmail, AOL, Apple Mail, Thunderbird 2, Hotmail, Yahoo, Group Wise, etc could not 
carry out particular tasks for them. These tasks include managing emails on behalf of 
email users, effectively handling high volume of email messages, reducing email 
overloads and congestions of emails.prioritising emails based on users' needs and 
categorise email messages in to activities. Activities in this context are the focus of 
the mail. 
This chapter explains the significance and importance of statistical survey carried 
out in this area of research relating to email management system. Statistical survey 
as employed in this study was used to collect quantitative information about items in 
a population. Surveys of human populations and institutions are common in political 
polling and government, health, social science and marketing research. A survey 
may focus on opinions or factual information depending on its purpose, and many 
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surveys involve administering questions to individuals. When the questions are 
administered by a researcher, the survey is called a structured interview or a 
researcher-administered survey. When the questions are administered by the 
respondent, the survey is referred to as a questionnaire or a self-administered 
survey. 
7.3.1 Types of Survey 
There are different types of surveys based on their purpose. The section below 
further explains the two main survey formats implemented in this research: 
1) Structure and Standardisation 
The questions are usually structured and standardised. The structure is intended 
to reduce bias (see questionnaire construction). For example, questions should be 
ordered in such a way that a question does not influence the response to 
subsequent questions. Surveys are standardised to ensure reliability, 
generalisability, and validity (see quantitative marketing research). Every respondent 
should be presented with the same questions and in the same order as other 
respondents. A structured interview (also known as a standardised interview or a 
researcher-administered survey) is a quantitative research method commonly 
employed in survey research. The aim of this approach is to ensure that each 
interviewee is presented with exactly the same questions and this ensures that 
answers can be reliably aggregated. 
Structured interviews are essentially statistical surveys, where the survey is 
delivered by an interviewer rather than being self-administered (like a questionnaire). 
Interviewers read the questions exactly as they appear on the survey questionnaire. 
The choice of answers to the questions is often fixed (close-ended) in advance. 
There is a degree of standardisation imposed on the data collection instrument. A 
highly structured questionnaire, for example, is one in which the questions to be 
asked and the permitted responses by subjects are completely predetermined 
Structured questionnaires employ "close-ended" questions. These are questions 
that have their answers outlined. The respondents (or Rs) have to choose their 
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answers from those provided in the questionnaire. Some basic considerations for 
framing such a questionnaire are: 
• experience, for how long required and methods for developing the 
questions, 
• 
• 
• 
basic levels of education, 
personal factors, beliefs and ways of understanding, and 
personal Interests, hobbies, goals and other drivers. 
These are some generalised considerations. The consideration set differs 
depending on the objective of the research. Serial surveys are those which repeat 
the same questions at different points in time, producing time series data. They 
typically fall into two types: 
• 
• 
cross-sectional surveys that draw a new sample each time. In a sense, 
anyone-off survey will also be cross-sectional, and 
longitudinal surveys is a correlational research study that involves 
repeated observations of the same items over long periods of time 
2) A questionnaire 
This is also known as self-administered survey. It is a type of statistical survey 
handed out in paper form usually to a specific demographic to gather information 
in order to provide better service or goods. The questionnaire was invented by Sir 
Francis Galton. 
Questionnaires have advantages over some other types of surveys in that they 
are cheap, do not require as much effort from the questioner as verbal or 
telephone surveys, and often have standardised answers that make it simple to 
compile data. However, such standardised answers may frustrate users. 
Questionnaires are also sharply limited by the fact that respondents must be able 
to read the questions and respond to them. Thus, for some demographic groups 
conducting a survey by questionnaire may not be practical. 
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7.3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Surveys 
Advantages of surveys include: 
• 
• 
• 
it is an efficient way of collecting information from a large number of 
respondents. Very large samples are possible. Statistical techniques can be 
used to determine validity, reliability, and statistical significance, 
surveys are flexible in the sense that a wide range of information can be 
collected. They can be used to study attitudes, values, beliefs, and past 
behaviours, 
because they are standardised, they are relatively free from several types of 
errors, and 
• they are relatively easy to administer. 
The disadvantages include: 
• they depend on subjects' motivation, honesty, memory, and ability to respond. 
Subjects may not be aware of their reasons for any given action. They may 
have forgotten their reasons. They may not be motivated to give accurate 
answers. In fact, they may be motivated to give answers that present 
themselves in a favourable light, 
• surveys are not appropriate for studying complex social phenomena. The 
individual is not the best unit of analysis in these cases. Surveys do not give a 
full sense of social processes and the analysis seems superficial, 
• structured surveys, particularly those with closed ended questions, may have 
low validity when researching affective variables, 
• although the chosen survey individuals are often a random sample, the 
respondents are usually self-selected, and therefore a non-probability 
samples from which the characteristics of the population sampled cannot be 
inferred, 
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• participants may not answer honestly, and 
• survey question answer-choices could lead to vague data sets because at 
times they are relative only to a personal abstract notion concerning "strength 
of choice". For instance, the choice "moderately agree" may mean different 
things to different subjects, and to anyone interpreting the data for correlation. 
Even yes or no answers are problematic because subjects may for instance 
put "no" if the choice "only once" is not available . 
• :. Advantages of self-administered questionnaires 
Advantages of self-administered questionnaires include: 
• they are less expensive than interviews, 
• they do not require a large staff of skilled interviewers, 
• they can be administered in large numbers all at one place and time, 
• anonymity and privacy encourage more candid and honest responses, 
• lack of interviewer bias, 
• speed of administration and analysis, 
• suitable for computer based research methods, and 
• less pressure on respondents . 
• :. Disadvantages of self-administered surveys 
• the bias associated with self-selection makes them scientifically 
worthless unless the response rate is high . 
• :. Advantages of researcher administered interviews 
• fewer misunderstood questions and inappropriate responses, 
• fewer incomplete responses, 
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• higher response rates, and 
• greater control over the environment, that the survey is administered. 
7.3.3 Significance of Statistical Survey for Email Management 
Survey statistics are very important because it shows that research findings are 
probably true. The extensive use of statitistical survey in this report with emphasis on 
degree of significance was in an attempt to prove the originality of the conducted 
research. In brief, statistical significance levels show one, how likely a result is due to 
change. The most common level, used to mean something is good enough to be 
believed, is 0.95. This means that the finding has a 95% chance of being true. 
However, this value is also used in a misleading way. No statistical package will 
show you "95%" or "0.95" to indicate this level. Instead it will show you "0.05," 
meaning that the finding has a five percent (0.05) chance of not being true, which is 
the converse of a 95% chance of being true. To find the significance level, subtract 
the number shown from one. For example, a value of "0.01" means that there is a 
99% (1-.01= 0.99) chance of it being true. In the calculation of significance level, 
there is probably no difference in purchases of gasoline X by people in the city 
centre and the suburbs, because the probability is 0.795 (i.e., there is only a 20.5% 
chance that the difference is true). In contrast the high Significance level for type of 
vehicle (0.001 or 99.9%) indicates there is almost certainly a true difference in 
purchases of Brand X by owners of different vehicles in the population from which 
the sample was drawn. 
The Survey System uses significance levels with several statistical analytical 
tools. In all cases, the p value tells you how likely something is not true. If a chi 
square test shows probability of 0.04, it means that there is a 96% (1-.04= 0.96) 
chance that the answers given by different groups in a banner really are different. If a 
t-test reports a probability of 0.07, it means that there is a 93% chance that the two 
means being compared would be truly different if you looked at the entire population. 
People sometimes think that the 95% level is sacred when looking at significance 
levels. If a test shows a 0.06 probability, it means that it has a 94% chance of being 
true. You cannot be quite as sure about it as if it had a 95% chance of being true, but 
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the odds still are that it is likely to be true. The 95% level comes from academic 
publications, where a theory usually has to have at least a 95% chance of being true 
to be considered worth telling people about. In the business world if something has a 
90% chance of being true (probability = 0.1), it cannot be considered proven, but it is 
probably better to act as if it were true rather than false. 
If you do a large number of tests, falsely significant results are a problem. 
Remember that a 95% chance of something being true means there is a 5% chance 
of it being false. This means that of every 100 tests that show significant results at 
the 95% level, the odds are that five of them do so falsely. If you took a totally 
random, meaningless set of data and did 100 significance tests, the odds are that 
five tests would be falsely reported significant. As proven, the more tests one does, 
the more of a problem these false positives are. One cannot tell what the false 
results are - One just knows that they are there. 
Limiting the number of tests to a small group chosen before the data is collected is 
one way to reduce the problem. If this is not practical, there are other ways of solving 
this problem. The best approach from a statistical point of view is to repeat the study 
and see if you get the same results. If something is statistically significant in two 
separate studies, it is probably true. In real life, it is not usually practical to repeat a 
survey, but you can use the "split halves" technique of dividing your sample 
randomly into two halves and do the tests on each. If something is significant in both 
halves, it is probably true. The main problem with this technique is that when you half 
the sample size, a difference has to be larger to be statistically significant. 
The last common error is also important. Most significance tests assume you have 
a truly random sample. If your sample is not truly random, a significance test may 
overstate the accuracy of the results, because it only considers random error. The 
test cannot consider biases resulting from non-random error (for example a badly 
selected sample) ". 
7 .3.4 Existing Surveys 
Mosher from AIIM research group conducted a statistical survey about email 
management over the web with approximately 1,100 members of the AIIM 
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community between March 23 and April 23, 2009. This survey considers an email 
management system either a standalone solution or an integration of an enterprise 
content management or records management system and an email client. 
Topics covered in the survey report include: 
• the Importance of Email management, 
• technologies in Place to Support Email Management, 
• how Companies are Dealing with Growing Email Volumes, 
• business Drivers for Email Management, including compliance and legal 
discovery, 
• future Plans for Addressing the Issues Related to Email Management, and 
• levels of Spending. 
7.3.5 Survey result and Email Concerns 
According to the survey, respondents spend more than an hour and a half per day 
processing their emails. With one in five spending three or more hours of their day 
and over half have hand-held access to email on phones, Blackberries and PDAs. 
For this, respondents were asked what the standard practice was for dealing with 
important emails. Over 40% stored "important" emails in their personal Outlook 
folders. Other interesting information derived from the surveys demonstrate that 
organisations continue to ignore the potential threats that come with a lack of email 
management. It goes to show that we do not value our time as much as we should. 
Information should be at our fingertips, but not by clicking, typing, and searching 
everywhere. Information important to our work will continue to be stored in email.so 
organisations seriously need to manage their storage a little bit better. 
7.4 Survey Results Analysis 
The survey results are analysed based on the importance of email messages to 
the users. Figure 7.5 and 7.6 show the output result. 
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Figure 7.5 Importances of Emails 
• Importantance of emails in % 
Figure 7.5 shows the outcome of the survey conducted on over 10000 emails with 
over 500 email users. It suggested that most email users receive between 21-30 
email messages per day while majority who are IT professionals receive 
approximately between 40-100 email messages per day. 
While most email users are not satisfied with the way, their email messages are 
being handled in their mailboxes. Figure 7.5 shows that 53% are not too satisfied 
with the features and what their email can do at the present. They want features that 
are more intelligent and a client that could better manage their email messages on 
their behalf. 
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Figure 7.6 Email Users Satisfaction 
The survey also shows that over 50% believe that em ails are critical to their day-
today living and also for business, 38% believe emails are very important to their 
day-to-day living and businesses while 15% believe em ails are important to them. 
Furthermore, based on email tool frequency in terms of how often email users check 
their email messages, it was discovered as shown in Figure 7.7 and 7.8, that email 
users check their mails every day- 35% of email users check their mails everyday, 
24% within the hour and 25% as soon as possible .. 
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Figure 7.7 How often Email Users Check Mails 
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In addition, email users often check their emails and reply when needed. Figure 
7.8 shows that over 36% of email users reply their mail within the hour that they 
received the mails, 36% reply their mail instantly while others reply their mail when 
available and when they have the opportunity to do so. In general , over 70% 
numbers of users stated that email is much more crucial to their lives and 
businesses and cannot do without it. 
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Finally, Figure 7.9 and 7.10 show the email users' preference for a new email 
client that could determine emails needing replies summarise emails and categorise 
emails based on into users' activities. 
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Figure 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show that over 90% of email users want new features to 
be implemented and want an intelligent email management tool that could manage 
their email messages on their behalf. Based on these user preferences, this 
research designed email management applications with those preferred features , an 
approach that is very useful and relevant. An intelligent email management tool was 
built that could help email users handle their email messages, structure and organise 
their mails effectively, reduce email overloads and congestion , reduce email users' 
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time spent on searching for archived messages, reduce time spent on reading and 
replying emails and improve their productivity by 35%. 
7.5 Case Study Evaluation 
This research work employed a constructive research method that relied on the 
use of empirical and theoretical analyses while comparing the approach with other 
existing research works. The project was designed to test if this research work and 
methods used can effectively use machine learning approach to determine mails that 
do or do not need urgent reply, group email messages into activities-keywords and 
summarises email messages. Recall and precision metric, validity index were used 
to test and evaluate the results of the system. 
For each test case (email urgent prediction, email grouping and summarisation, 
the approach being tested was used to extract one or more sentences corresponding 
to the discussion issue, which was then compared to the gold standard and more 
advanced test were implemented on each categories. 
7.5.1 Evaluation and Results of Email Grouping 
Over 10000 email conversations from the Enron email dataset [12] as the test 
bed and EECM algorithm was implemented several times on the email datasets, 
EECM algorithm calculates validity index called Davis-Bouldin. The best index is 
chosen and those results are displayed. The Davis bouldin (Dunn, 1974) index 
formula is as shown by (7.1). 
(7.1 ) 
An index i closer to 0, means a better partition of the data (clustering). This 
criterion is chosen because it is one of the most frequently used in clustering 
research. The goodness of our algorithm and grouping accuracy with Validity index 
is measured. Cluster validity measures goodness of a clustering relative to others 
created by other clustering algorithms, or by the same algorithms using different 
parameter values. Cluster validation is a very important tool in clustering analysis 
because the result of clustering needs to be validated in most applications. In most 
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clustering algorithms, the number of clusters is set as user parameter. Dun's validity 
index was implemented as good a approach to find the best number of clusters and 
best performance classifier compared existing classifier or cluster techniques. Dunn 
technique is based on the idea of identifying the cluster sets that are compact and 
well separated. For any partition of clusters, where Ci represent the i-cluster of such 
partition, the Dunn's validation index, 0, is calculated with the following formula by 
(7.2). 
(7.2) 
where d(Ci,C} is the distance between clusters Ci, and Cj (intercluster distance); d'(ck) 
- is the intracluster distance of cluster Ck , and n is the number of clusters. The 
minimum is calculating for number of clusters defined by the similarity of word in the 
email messages. The main goal of the measure is to maximise the inter-cluster 
distances and minimise the intra-cluster distances. Therefore, the number of cluster 
that maximise 0 is taken as the optimal number of clusters. Davies-Bouldin Validity 
Index is defined by (7.3). 
DB=~ ~ . . {Sn(Qi)+Sn(Qj)} ~nnaJ(I~J ( ) 
n 1=1 S Q,Qj (7.3) 
Where n - is the number of clusters, S n is the average similarity score of all emails 
from the cluster to their cluster centre, and S(QQJ is the distance between clusters 
centres. With our EECM the ratio is small the email clusters are compact and far 
from each other. Consequently, Davies-Bouldin index have a small value for a good 
clustering. 
Email evolving clustering method is evaluated using Validity Index. Validity index 
determines the optimal partition and optimal number of groups for email groupings 
obtained from the new proposed algorithm. Validity index uses an overlap measure 
and a separation measure between email groups. The overlap measure, which 
indicates the degree of overlap between our groupings are obtained by computing an 
inter-group overlap. Validity index (Bouldin, 1979), is a function of the ratio of the 
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sum of within-cluster scatter to between-cluster separation. The scatter within the ith 
cluster, Si is computed as 
1 
Si = IC I Lx E Ci { X - Zi } and the distance between cluster C. and C. denoted by d .. 
i I J IJ 
is defined as dij = Zi - Zj' Here Zi represents ith cluster centre. The Davies-Bouldin 
(DB) index is then defined by (7.4). 
1 K 
DB =- IRi'qt 
K i=1 
(7.4) 
R. qt= max. J' * i l,q j,q {
So +S. } 
I' j , • 
d ij ,( 
The objective is to minimise the DB index for 
achieving proper clustering. Validity index is defines as: 
{ { 
J(C. C.) }} 
VD = min 1$;j$;K,i*i I, { J ( )} • Larger values of 
max 1$;k$;K ~ C k VD correspond to good 
clusters, and the number of clusters that maximises VD is taken as the optimal 
clusters. The index is defined by (7.5). 
Index I(K)=[!]X~XDk 
k Ek (7.5) 
To measure the quality and validity of our email grouping technique, and impose 
an ordering of the clusters in terms of goodness as follows: 
• IfUi' U 2 , ••• , Vm is m partitions of X and the corresponding values of a 
validity measure are V;, V2 .. , Vm, then Vk1> Vk2> Vkm , , 
• Vkm will indicate that Uk1, Vk2, '" Vkm , for some permutation 
• k1' k2' ..... km of {1, 2, '" ,mg}. Here, "Vi' U j "indicates that partition Vi is a 
better clustering than U j • 
Validity index is a method of measuring the numbers of groups that are present in 
the data, goodness and reality as well as the quality and validity of the email 
grouping techniques, it also imposes an ordering of the clusters in terms of 
goodness. Table 7.3 shows the validity index result. 
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Table 7.3 Validity Index (VI) result for 10000 Email Dataset 
K-means Fuzzy C 
Clustering means UEVSM 
Validity Validity Validity 
Email Users Index Index Index 
Pete 0.65 0.81 0.9 
Vince 0.42 0.57 0.8 
Mjones 0.34 0.61 0.75 
Staff 0.66 0.69 0.8 
Kitchen 0.55 0.65 0.7 
Shirley 0.48 0.53 0.64 
Loma 0.77 0.79 0.95 
Quality/ Accu racy Good Better Best 
Table 7.3 illustrates the validity index values of each technique implemented in 
this email grouping test. The validity index score is usually between a and 1 and the 
technique that has a VI closer to 1, is the best. In this research work, the developed 
UEVSM has the most accurate groups when tested with over 10000 emails.This 
shows that the developed approach performs better and group email messages into 
the appropriate categories with about 95% accuracy in its performance. 
The validity index was also used to evaluate ECCM algorithm's performance as it 
compares with k- means and fuzzy on over 10000 email datasets. The lower the 
validity index the better the clustering and the better the algorithm performance. 
Figure 7.12 shows detailed results. 
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Figure 7.12 EECM Algorithm Result 
In the experiment in Figure 7.12, it was noted realised that the algorithm that 
performed best with lowest level of validity index (which shows highest level of 
goodness in clustering) is the EECM which was able to achieve 94% accuracy in the 
proposed email evolving clustering method, thus demonstrating a superior 
performance as compared to other algorithms. 
Further evaluation results of the validity index were performed and this research 
work was able to: 
./ determine overlap by computing an inter-cluster overlap, 
./ calculate separation measure, which indicates the isolation distance between 
email groups by computing distance between each group, and 
./ show the superior effectiveness and reliability in comparison to others 
techniques through evaluations based on validity index. 
Figure 7.13 shows the GUI of the unsupervised email grouping system (Evolving 
clustering method). 
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Figure 7.13 GUI of EECM Tool Component 
• the screen shot on the right shows a sample words extraction In email 
messages, 
• em ails are text and vectors that are passed to our algorithm for grouping and 
reply prediction, after which, and 
• each group are determined and each mail that requires a reply is flagged in 
yellow. 
Figure 7.14 shows the intelligent dictionary and how words and phrases are 
extracted from the email messages_ 
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Figure 7.14 Intelligent Dictionary Sub-components for EECM 
Figure 7.14 illustrates how email message content is extracted from each email 
and salient keywords are selected as shown above indicating the rows and columns 
that contain the extracted keywords and showing the frequency level in a mail. After 
each of the keywords are selected by the algorithms (UCM, UEVSM, SMSM and 
EURP), they are processed based on individual theoretical techniques. Then the 
appropriate email groups, email summaries and decisions can be made. See 
Appendix A and B for details. 
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7.5.2 Evaluation and Results of Email Summarisation 
The email summariser was evaluated using precision and recall. Enron Corpus 
was used and 10,000 messages were downloaded from 300 mailboxes owned by 
160 people. Our algorithm calculates precision and recall as described by equations 
(7.6, and 7.7). 
R II group - found _ correct eca = ------__ 
group _ correct 
P " group _ found _ correct r eClSlOn = ----=-'---'----__ _ 
total _ group _ found 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
The implementation of unsupervised machine learning approach helped to 
achieve 950/0 accuracy in comparison to the gold standard. The evaluation results 
are explained in Table 7.4 Precision and Reca" were used as the evaluation 
measures for email summarisation because they provide a high level of accuracy for 
the keyword summary for each email. The evaluation result of precision and recall 
result as compared with gold standard are shown in Table 7.4 and more details in 
Figure 7.15. 
Table 7.4 Precision and Recall Result 
Total 
Correct 
Predicted Total 
predicted Precision Recall 
summary Emails 
summary 
Found 
310 316 320 98.10/0 96.9% 
Figure 7.15 shows the summariser client after testing with different email datasets 
including Enron email datasets, and private email messages totalling over 10000 
emails. 
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Figure 7.15 Users' Activities 
When the emails are received by the email client, the incoming emails are passed 
unto the summariser which then summaries the emails into activities that users 
perform, In Figure 7,15, the incoming email messages are summarise into users' 
activities and these activities are shown at the left hand side of Figure 7.15. So, if 
the same email belongs to the same activities, they tend to form a structured thread. 
The summariser extracts important words in email messages so that it can 
generate a more useful summary from the message. The summariser works logically 
based on the techniques as shown in Figure 7.15. To measure the quality and 
goodness of the email summarisation, gold standards are used as references. 
Human written summaries make up the gold standards. The email summariser was 
evaluated against summaries from human participants which were a selection of 
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students from Engineering department, Medical department, Business department, 
IT, Lecturers and non-technical staff of the University of Portsmouth . Other 
selections included staff in Banks, Estate agency, medical doctors, nurses, and 
managers of companies, car sales businesses around Portsmouth city. Appendix C 
and 0 shows the original message received as well as the real time summary output 
with a new design mail client. 
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The total numbers of word in each email was tested with the SMSM summariser 
for its performance. It is noted that although the numbers of words in the original 
message has been reduced as shown by the various summarisers and our proposed 
summariser, our proposed summariser seems to summarise email messages more 
efficiently thus performing better than most existing summarisation tools. Appendix C 
and 0 provide more details. 
7.5.3 Evaluation and Results of Email Urgency Reply Prediction 
In order to compare different approaches of email urgency reply prediction, a gold 
standard is needed. In practice, for comparing extractive predictor, the algorithm was 
tested and performance with 10000 annotated emails from 500 human participants 
show the result to: 
• need urgent reply- 1 , 
• need no urgent reply- 0, and 
• others - 2. 
This research work algorithm was tested with the embedded similarity measure 
approach on the 10000 email datasets. To measure the quality and goodness of the 
email prediction, gold standards are used as references. Our analysis demonstrated 
that the developed UPA with the heuristic unsupervised machine learning approach 
achieved 95% accuracy in comparison to the gold standard. Figure 7.17 shows the 
graphical prediction client output. 
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Figure 7.17 Prototypes of Email Prediction System 
This section describes experiments using APS system to automatically induce 
email features classifiers. Like many learning programmes, APS takes emails as 
input and the classes to be learned, a set of features names and possible values and 
training data specifying the class and feature values for each training example. In 
this case, the training examples are the email dataset. APS outputs a classification 
model for urgent prediction of the class (i.e. need urgent rep/y- 1, need no urgent 
rep/y- 0, others - 2). The results presented were obtained using precision and recall. 
The APS system was evaluated in this study based on weighting measures, and 
human judgments. The results of 10000 annotated emails were shown for different 
feature set in Figure 7.18 
EURP system evaluated over 10000 email datasets from over 500 email boxes 
owned by 300 people from email collections using precision and recall. The UPA 
algorithm was evaluated using precision and recall as implemented by (7 .8) and 
(7.9) with the evaluation outcome in Figure 7.18. 
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Figure 7.18 Precision and Recall Results for EURP 1 
(7 .8) 
(7.9) 
Recall 
• Precision 
Figure 7.18 also shows our evaluation test results with the accuracy of the 
precision and recall evaluation on the 10000 emails but we show only results of 
approximately 4000 email datasets because of limited space. The email prediction 
system relies on a simple algorithm but it is very complex to implement. Append ix E 
and F provide more details. 
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7.6 Summary 
This constructive research method served as a means to testing and proving the 
theories underlying the proposed framework and the results provide proof of principle 
that it works better than some of the existing email management tools as the 
proposed approach for email management framework performs up to 95% accuracy. 
The solution provided was able to help email users save a significant amount of 
time in reading and replying their email messages as illustrated in chapter 4. The 
developed solutions should allow for better management of emails both at home or 
in office/work environment as the tools introduced in this research yields well 
organised and better structured email boxes in addition to providing the ability to 
determine when a mail requires urgent attention. With these, the aims of the study 
were reasonably met and the needs of email users effectively addressed. 
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Chapter 8 
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions and Main Contributions 
In general, this research has a "macro-target" of solving various email handling 
problems, i.e., to develop a systematic way of helping people organise and process 
their emails. The first outcome of this research is to identify and clearly define the 
major email management tasks and conclude them into a general email 
management task system. The direct contribution of this therefore was a new 
classification of email management tasks. In details, this research categories major 
email management tasks into three categories depending on the nature of different 
email managing tasks such email grouping, summarisation and urgency reply 
prediction. Hence, these categories form the base of a newly proposed email 
management framework. The newly developed systematic email management 
framework further explored possible AI techniques and strategically adopts some of 
them, namely, email back-propagation neural network, email evolving clustering 
method, unsupervised machine learning method and email clustering method. 
Firstly, this research developed an intelligent email grouping method based on 
"very specific sentence". Although this method together with the toolkit developed will 
not reduce the volume of information to be processed, however it does a "pre-wash" 
job, i.e., it pre-processes the large volume of emails into different categorised 
placeholders so that a user can have different priorised groups of information to work 
with. Hence, it will eventually save time for the user to group emails manually. 
Moreover, the unsupervised clustering method developed in this framework to 
extract information from email messages is capable to terminate clustering 
processes by determining the threshold when sufficient judging information has been 
retrieved. 
Secondly, this research developed associative keywords rule learning to cope with 
the difficulties of email summarisation tasks. This method extracts and analyses not 
only the header field but also the actual content of the mail by learning and 
comparing the identified keywords with applying associative keywords learning 
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processes. This associative keyword rules learning selects more representative 
keyword set providing a precise picture of the email conversation (thread) regardless 
diverted writing styles, as well as revealing some hidden information. 
Thirdly, this research developed urgency prediction activation (UPA) further to the 
developed method of associative keywords rule learning. There is an assumption 
that frequent used keywords from sender or reply by recipient will create frequent 
links. This method bypasses the common problems of natural language using 
ranking indexes against the most representative keywords set. This alleviates the 
complexity issues and identified keyword properties to determine messages. 
After the development of the intelligent methods for handling the three categories 
of email management tasks, a set of toolkits have been implement to test and 
evaluate the methods developed within the email management framework. The 
integrated toolkits themselves also form the practical part of the email management 
framework. The toolkits have been implemented and tested under real 
circumstances and were proved to be useful. Hence, the email management 
framework has been verified to be a successful one. 
The main contribution of work is to propose an integrated framework for email 
management that can reduced email overloads, reduced email congestion, help to 
handle and organise emails. More importantly, to provide email users systematic 
way of managing their emails, namely, to group email messages based on properties 
found in the mails, to provide precise summaries of mails and to classify mails with 
different reply needs. For email grouping, an analysis of problem of how to "to 
pinpoint when the clustering process accumulates accurate and sufficient information 
for grouping purpose ", is identified and can maximise its profits from providing 
accurate email groupings as explained in section 7 .5.1 and as Appendixes E and F 
illustrated. The research work identified that extracting information from subject field 
is reasonably easy but extracting information from email body is much more difficult 
because of the uncertainty of email messages. It is hard to handle email contents in 
full. The proposed UCM with UEVSM has helped to improve the current solutions. 
The proposed UCM seems to perform better to a degree of 92% accuracy in its 
grouping decisions, comparing to an average of 80% from other existing tools. 
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The developed EECM was able to achieve approximately 94.3% accuracy 
because of its capability of easily pinpointing keywords in email and providing 
representing keyword index to make the clustering decisions. EBPNN was also 
another clustering method implemented. EBPNN's performance is approximately 
95.5% and can group email messages into the correct groups without less human 
intuition. 
Some major summarisation issues were solved, mainly, 
many emails are asynchronous responses to some previous messages 
and as such they constitute a conversation, which may be hard to 
reconstruct in detail, and 
a conversation may involve many users, many of whom may have 
different writing styles 
SMSM was able to process email message as a sequence of representative 
phrases. SMSM also provides an unsupervised keywords selection for email 
summaries. The approach builds a Semantic Keyword Index (SKI) for the email 
messages to be summarised. Summary extraction of keywords is then formulated as 
optimising keywords detection defined on the SKI and results as illustrated in 
Appendixes C and 0 were satisfactory. 
Likewise, EURP tackles one of problems of analysing contents of an email, i.e., 
using a same set of words with different pattern can possibly end up with more than 
one meaning. It makes difficult to identify mails that require different responses. 
EURP was able to maximise its profits from its ability to capture keywords among 
email senders and recipients using keywords rules learning (KRL). By exploring the 
KRL technique (best keywords that indicate urgency extractions in email).using 
unsupervised machine learning approach. The results illustrated in Figure 7.17 and 
7.18 shows the effectiveness of E U RP. 
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8.2 Self-evaluations 
In conclusion, the research was able to achieve the objectives to develop a 
machine learning techniques that could tackle some of the major problems of email 
management namely email overload, email prediction problems, and un-structured 
mail boxes as aforementioned. The research has developed a better and efficient 
email management tool, organised, and efficient system. The main objectives 
achieved are: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
researched, reviewed, and analysed eXisting email management systems, 
Investigated and identified the algorithms used in order to determine their 
features, functionalities and also to compare and contrast efficiency, 
effectiveness, and the general performances of them, 
developed an evaluated method which can be used to predict the 
performance of the proposed algorithm, 
developed new algorithm that can be used for email summarisation, email 
grouping and email urgency reply prediction based on frequency of words in 
email messages as well as embedding weighting measures to achieve a good 
outcome, 
• Implemented the proposed algorithms, and 
• Tested, evaluated and analysed output results of the proposed algorithms. 
In addition, an online survey system was carried out where thousands of email 
users were involved and filled the online questionnaires as a frequent email user 
were questioned about special features that email users would have loved their 
email clients to do and perform for them; Online email web survey system. This 
involved human participants who tested the proposed prototype email client with 
their real email messages and provided positive feedback detailing how good the 
proposed email management framework prototype performs with respect to email 
urgency reply prediction, grouping of emails and summaries of emails as a method 
of alleviating email problems. 
Managing em ails is one of the areas of internet services that are very useful for 
users especially for personal communications. This research implemented varieties 
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of machine learning algorithms on managing emails with machine learning 
techniques using unsupervised learning approach with self learning capability. 
Several techniques were evaluated and tested for email grouping such as: 
• k-means clustering, 
• fuzzy c means clustering, and 
• evolving clustering method among others. 
With emphasis on thorough investigation and comparison with previous work 
performed by others this research developed new ideas that implemented Email 
Evolving Clustering Method (EECM) as a means of solving email classification 
problems. The EECM is a new approach that works better in grouping email message 
based on the content and performs well to email users 'satisfaction' while EECM 
also, implemented a learning model of similarity matrix that is self learning and is 
intelligent. For further email classification, our research investigated new idea that 
led to the development of new advanced techniques that are different from the 
aforementioned approaches. Such techniques include Email Back-Propagation 
Neural Network in the field of artificial neural network (ANN) which learns email 
features by example and by experience and is self knowledgeable rendering itself. 
very effective and efficient. This work has shown that neural networks can be 
successfully used for semi-automated email classification into meaningful words. 
The back propagation is based on learning by example and outperforms several 
other algorithms in terms of classification performance. The research work explored 
the effects of various features selection, hidden weight calculations techniques. 
Frequency and tf-idf weighting with mailbox level normalisation which produced the 
best results in email classification. Further experiments will be carried out in the 
future. 
With email summarisation.this research proposed a solution using a novel 
heuristic approach that works better than existing summarisers because of the 
intelligent words and phrases statistical model that is built into the system, which 
makes the summariser more efficient. 
Artificial intelligent theories as well as machine learning theories have been 
developed and integrated into this research framework. Chapter 6 elaborated more 
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from figure 6.1 on the seven theories that were adopted and developed for this 
framework. The theories used are explained in table 8.1 . 
Table 8.1 List of Theories Implemented 
Research Theories Adopted Developed Usefulness 
Machine Learning - Yes Email summarisation 
Theory: UCM, UEVSM Email grouping 
Email prediction 
Artificial Intelligence Yes Email grouping 
Theory: EBPNN, Email prediction 
UEVSM 
Email evolving - Yes Email grouping 
clustering method Email prediction 
Evolving clustering Yes - Email grouping 
method Email prediction 
K-means technique Yes - Email grouping 
Email prediction 
Fuzzy C-means Yes - Email grouping 
The research presented in this thesis provides new and novel information adding 
to the body of existing knowledge in this field. This research implemented 
constructive research method to validate the novel algorithm and framework of email 
management in the grouping, summarisation and email urgency reply prediction of 
email messages. The developed mathematical theories and application is detailed in 
chapter 4. The research presented in this thesis provides valuable detailed 
understanding in this field. The design approach involved number of case studies. 
Experiments were carried out to address key issues and sample results of these 
experiments are presented. Overall, the proposed goal of the research were met 
through development and implementation of new and improved email management 
tools. 
The outcome and findings of the present research are themselves valuable 
contribution to the area of email management research. Solutions devised within the 
work described herein will be instrumental in helping email users save a lot of time in 
reading, replying, browsing thousands of mails thus, improving email users' 
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performances in their daily work. The three areas that this research contributed to 
are: 
• 
• 
• 
email groupings, 
email summarisations, and 
email urgency reply prediction. 
The research solutions provided show effectiveness at reducing email overloads, 
email congestion, and are helpful to organise and structure email messages more 
intelligently, and prioritise email messages based on the content of the mail making it 
easy for email users to access their emails efficient and effectively. These 
approaches combine theoretical development and experimental implementation and 
thus supplies the confidence required when handling email messages on behalf of 
email users. Further evaluations and output results are explained in chapter 3, 4, 5 
and 6. 
8.3 Future Directions 
Based on the discussions in former sections, we concluded that the approach was 
novel and is successful in handling email management problems such as: high 
volume of emails, un-structured mail boxes, limited storage space for emails, email 
overloads, email congestions and un-prioritised email messages. In this section, we 
explore some possible extensions of the present work. 
Future work for this area of research includes: 
• to improve email access processing time, 
• to handle larger amount of emails at the same time, 
• to introduce security concepts into the email management system to prevent 
data loss and identity theft, 
• 
• 
to extend the work to other languages. e.g. French, Spanish, Russian, etc, 
and 
to extend the work to applications on mobile devices such as iPad, PDA, 
Smart phones, and so on. 
This research has so far indicated that the approach can be used to handle real 
time email messages and is proven to be beneficial tools for email management 
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systems. However, the real application of this approach could only be seen with 
limited functionality because of the privacy and data protection acts. In conclusion, 
more research should be conducted specifically those addressing some of the teaks 
mentioned above. In addition, more experiments within the company area and with 
real email messages so that this proposed approach can be improved for business 
emails and company em ails where it is a bit difficult to monitor such complex and 
complicated system of messages. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A Validity Index Comparisons Results 
Appendix A illustrates the comparison of exi sting clustering methods as well as 
the proposed clustering method for the email classifications. The exi sting 
approaches that was analysed are: K-means clustering algorithm , Fuzzy C-Means, 
algorithm. Appendix A shows that the proposed algorithm works better than the 
existing algorithms and that is why the validity index obtained is more valid and 
proofed that evolving clustering method was able to classify over 10000 email 
messages into appropriate classes or clusters correctly . 
. ,) 
Unread Messages: 
Load DB Load data Run all Run on. Load r.ply data Run r.ply Crtat. NN Data Run n.ural n.t 3Alerts@ 
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Appendix A: Validity Index Comparisons for Various Algorithms 
Appendix B Clusters and Validity Index Results 
Appendix B show more results of validity index during the experiment with over 
10000 email messages. The results shows that the developed approach to group 
email messages to keywords periorms better and the algorithm can group email 
message more accurately with the use of unsupervised machine learn ing 
techniques. I.e. the UCM, UEVSM and EBPNN. 
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m,chene .00 .. ·1 10 2 11 100 17 
- - 13 4Oenron~ ... 2 101 15 100 
- It stinson.g~n ... 10 10 16 100 
- ' - It shona. wiso... 1 10 9 18 100 
--3 
ktvin .hyatt .. -l 10 10[ ~ 100 
'- 6 7 10 11 100 mary.poorm ... 
-- 8 zimin.lu~ .. l 10 2 15 100 -oo-~ 
arsystfm~ ... ~ 5 1 1 _ 
Appendix B: Clusters and Validity Index Comparison 
Appendix C Original Email Message 
Appendix C shows the original emai l message received and when processed by the 
SMSM techniques, it gave a concise and mean 'lng full summary with the keyword 
sets as summary. 
@ Email Classifttr 
Ele £dit Fojder Message ,{lew 
1\ 01 ck !/ [it;'~ - I'r=- --~O--- -,---- --e Rep Ii Rep~ Al ii ~ Forward I Delete II .., Fiters '. fa Accounts /J Search !J!; Surrrrnry 
D in (357) I  In 1 branstorrrilg I ermi l meetilg QUick today I costng db prelriJary I pam V5it ~ Out (14 ) AL. P. Subject From E1 Draft ~: DIP brailstoon I To Sent Receiwd Size <"helen reed"> 103-Sejr2003 -
eJ Trash :<"game rTBster"> 1S-l<r1-2010 2.22 kb RE: OLP brainstonn < '~reed'> <' sheny kin'> OJ-Sep-2003 lS-Jan-101O fj test 2.07 kb RE: OLP brainstonn <'marie tuttle' > I< ,~ reed' ) ; <'sherr .. . 03-Sep-2003 -lS' jan 2010 2.35 kb fj test2 
, ~: Srallstorrrilg ("game master"> ("helen reed"> 03-Sep-2003 lS-lan-2010 0.95 kb ~ Ei ss RE: DLP brainstonn <' marie tuttle' ) I<' helen reed'); <' sherr ... 03-Sep-2003 lS-jan-lOlO 2.35kb fj aa RE: OLP brainstonn I<,sheny kin ' ) <'marie tuttle' ) ; ( ' !tel ... . 03-Sep-2003 IS-jan-lOlO 2.63 kb 
RE: OLP brainstonn <'game mast.,-' ) i<' marie tuttle' ) ; <"heI ... 03-Sep-2003 IS-Jan-lOlO 1.74 kb 
RE: Brainstorming <'bob reather' ) I( 'marie tuttle' ) ; <"heI ... 03-Sep-2003 l8-jan-2010 1.21 kb 
PLP trl> report ( "helen reed"> ( ed chan"> ; ('sherry kin ... ~3-Sep-2003 lS-lan-2010 4.32 kb 
RE: OLP brainstonn ( ' marie tuttle' ) I( 'game mast.,-' ) ; ("heI ... 03-Sep-2003 18-Jan-2010 2.06 kb 
, ;ti • f" I. " .. 1+1, " • "halon n, 
." 10 . 1 ~ 1fl 
-
. 
~ 
~ 
-. n Q6.kh 
---
From <"helen reed"> ----Sent 03 September 2003 00:00:00 SST 
To <"game master"> 
Subject RE: DLP brailstorm 
(C <"game master"><"marie tuttle"> 
Attachments btlnk.txt 
metadata.txt 
Great Yes 2PDT/4CDT. - h ---OrigiIW Message- From: 'game !lI3Ster' Sent Tuesday, September 02, 2003 12J4 PM To "helen retd' SubJect: RE: DLP lninstorm >From ' Jerry 
Iverson', Day I Hour 2 Helen, Oh, okay Yeah, I C3Il do 2:00 loday 0 assume YOll mean your time, so 4:00 my time). Jerry --Driginal Message- From: "helen retd' Sent Tuesday, 
September 02, 2003 l2JI PM To: 'game !lI3Sler' , 'ed chm' , 'sherry kim' Cc 'rome tu!&' Subject RE: DLP br.Iinstorm (Day I, lOam) Jerry, I MS IIying to schedule for today, not 
Wed. Does that work for you? - h -Driginal Message- From: 'game !lI3SIer' Sent Tuesday, September 02,20031219 PM To "helen retd' , oed chm', "sherry kim' Cc 'rome 
tuttle" Subject RE: DLP brainslorm >From 'Jerry Iverson', Day I Hour 2 Helen, I leach class Wed afternoon 3:00 5:00 my time. So I wo~ miss at bst the first hour. Any chmce of 
doing it in the morning? I C3D also do it in the evening my time, late afternoon your time so co~ you start the meeting at lJO your time? Jerry --Driginal Message- From: 'helen 
retd' Sent Tuesday, Seplember 02, 2003 1214 PM To:"ed chm', ' sherry kim', 'game !lI3SIer' Cc: 'rome tuttk' SubJect: DLP br.Iinstorm (for jiverson, khuber, levers, Day I 9am) 
Folks, I had an excelnl meeting yeslerday with BiD Kennedy oCOARPA concerning the ideas we have been having about DLP. A det3iled trip report follows in the next message but the 
short SUIIllIIMY is that he likes our ideas about the emphasis we sho~ give 10 learning in the project but thinks that (a) we sho~ give it a more trulibry slant and (b) we sho~ have a 
very ckar idea about usability lesting. Our next deadline is getting a go-ahead for the proposal from Dave Sinclair and a B&P budget. This has 10 h.appen the latest by Monday. In the 
meantime we netd 10 settk on the trulibry story and find someone 10 help with usability. I suggest we have a br.Iinstorming meeting on this no later than Wed. It wo~ be best if Jerry 
Katherine and Tim could join us by phone. How about 2pm this afternoon. Pk:ase inclode Mn in your replies so she can fm.ali:ze the time. Thanks, - b 
FoIdoo 
Activities 
Appendix C: Original Message Received 
Appendix C shows an email message received. As the mail comes into the mailbox, 
the mails are passed to the summariser and the summariser makes a summary of 
each mail. The sides of Appendix C shows the activities of the user and the 
summary of what the mail is about and if one clicks the activities, the summary of the 
mail will be shown. Appendix 0 shows the summary of the mail above. 
I 
Appendix D Summary of the Original Email Message 
~ Email Classifier 
fie Edit Folder Message YIeW 
'--I-~----­i \ Oleck I ~ Reply :1 ~ Repo/ Al l; I~ Forward ' 0 Delete 1 Flters : 
L--..c 
.-
-, 
'-----.J 
Accounts fJ Search ' !.!J Summary 
~ emai I ~ ~ ~ attlchment ~ N. pJ ~ meeting brainstorm SUbject From To Sent Recmd SIze ~ branstormng ~: What finandll info are y ... / helen reed"> 18-Jan-2010 . <"(l<lme rmster"> ; <Dob f ... 03-Sep-2003 1.51 kb ~ ~nch mtg RE: Brainstorming ('marie tuttle' ) ~( 'heJen reed' ) ; ('bob f...03-Sep-lOO3 - -18-Jan-2010 0.86 kb ~ financial info jIE: DLP b lilillstorm I<"sherry kim'> --~ d~ report~ <"helen reed'> 03-Sep-2003 18-Jan-2010 1.76 kb ~: DLP brailstorm < 'helen reed"> -~ make <' (l<lme master'> HSep-2003 18-Jan-2010 2.22kb 
~ helen relevance sherry RE: DLP brainstorm ( ' helen reed') )<' sherry kin') 03-Sep-lOO3 18-Jan-2010 2.07 kb 
~ test RE: DLP brdinstorm ( ' marie tuttle' ) 1( ' heIen reed' ) ; ('sherr ... 03-Sep-2003 18-Jan-2010 2.35 kb ~ test2 ~: IIrai1stomilg <'gcrne master'> <"helen reed"> ~3-Serr2003 18-m-2010 0.95 kb ~ reminder RE: DLP brdinstonn ( 'marie tuttle") ( ' helen reed'); ( 'sherr .. . 03-Sep-2003 ~ drop today 18-Jan-2010 2.35 kb 
~ deas map interfaces RE: DLP brainstorm ( 'sherry kin") ,("marie tuttle") ; ( "heIe ... 03-Sep-2003 18-Jan' 2010 2.63 kb 
t> yesterday notes mtg RE: DLP brifltorm ( " gcwne master") !("marie tuttle") ; ("heIe ... 03-Sep-lOO3 18-JaIl-2010 1.74 kb 
~ meetilg nobd bd -ID[. ~ 111_bn-'lIlt n 111.h ~ report skipr quartero/ . . .... .. Message 
t> tix giants From <'(l<lme master'> Sent 03 Septerriler 2003 00:00:00 SST 
~ costilg d~ preMlary To <'helen reed'> Q) >from "Katherile Holle!", Day 1 Hoor 3 Helen, Okay. So yes indeed I can do 
~ reminder brainstorming Su~ect RE: Brailstorming that today for 90 minutes. Tuesday, September 02, 200312. 16 PM To. 
~ meeting qu ick today CC <'helen reed"><"ma ~ ~ d~ partner commercial . >From 'Katherine Huber', Day 1 ~ do thai today for 90 minutes In tetmS of next Wed, 2:00 is ~ pa!rnlliiit fmc_ Talk to you soon, K3thy ( I!!g.m~l Mess3gC 
-trom: "helen reed" sentllJe5day, ~emoer Ui , l WJ Il:lO rill To 'game master' S~ RE: Brainstorming Kltberine, You ~ weekend good 
shoukl now have received an invitation to a brainstOIlII mtg this pDt I m tr.d up next Wed am, but couk! meet in the pm. How is 2pm? -b -Original Mes~e- From: 'game !lUSter' 
Sent Tuesday, September 02, 2003 12:16 PM To: "bekn reed" S~ Brainstorming >From "Katherine Huber' Day 1 Hour 1 Hi Hekn, Arc you going to be setting up the next 
brainstorming meeting? I havc Jots of meetings in the next few days, 50 if you couk! Jet me know soon Also, I m going to be in your area next Wed Carl we get together? Thanks, Kltby 
~ I III I I ~ 
Fo~ers 
ActiYi!ies 
.. .. 
Appendix 0 Summary of Original Message 
The email above has been summarised as shown in Appendix 0 by the developed 
SMSM summariser and gives the concise summary that is meaningfu l. 
~ 
'--
-
. 
Appendix E Grouping and Urgency Prediction System 
This is a prototype system for email grouping and urgency prediction. Both can 
analyse email independently and at the same time work as a plug in to a mail 
client. Appendix E shows the sub-categories of email messages indicat ing five 
categories especially for urgency reply prediction . E.g. Critical , Urgent, Very 
Important, Important and Others. 
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Appendix E: Grouping and Urgency Prediction System 
Emai uT9ency 
A1iontllms 
Appendix F Email Grouping and Prediction Prototype 
Appendix F shows the mail message in the centre and this mail 's keywords will 
be selected based on the algorithms developed as explained in section 4.4 of 
chapter 4 to make accurate decision on the appropriate group a mail should 
belong. 
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Appendix F Email Grouping and Prediction Prototype 
Appendix F, further process the mail that has been grouped to the appropriate group 
to determine if it needs urgent attention. If a mail requires urgent reply after the 
analysis based on the EURP technique, then such a mail will be categorised to sub-
categories for email users to know that some mails are waiting and require urgent 
attention. 
